BEGIN
I'd like to begin now by getting a sketch of your family situation.

PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE

SCR1
What is your current marital status? Are you currently married, divorced, widowed, separated or never married?

INTERVIEWER: SEPARATION CAN INCLUDE LEGAL OR INFORMAL.

1  Married
2  Divorced
3  Widowed
4  Separated
5  Never Married
6  LESBIAN PARTNERSHIP
7  COHABITING
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSE

After SCR1 is asked, if (union = 1) skip to SCR2

SCR1a
Are you currently living with a partner?

CONFIRM IF ANSWER SCR1=6

1  Yes
5  No
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

After SCR1a is asked, if ((lespart = 1) & (union = 0)) skip to nonqal5

SCR2
How old were you on your last birthday?
[Enter Age]

888  DON'T KNOW
999  REFUSED

After SCR2 is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
if ((lespart = 0) & (answer < 25)) skip to nonqual3
if ((lespart = 0) & (answer > 45)) skip to nonqual3

**SCR3**
Have you given birth to any children?

1  Yes
5  No
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

After SCR3 is asked, if (answer = 5) skip to Q1

**SCR4**
Was there ever a time when you were trying to get pregnant but did not conceive within 12 months?

1  Yes
5  No
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSE

After SCR3 is asked, if (answer = 1) skip to Q1

**SCR5**
Was there ever a time when you regularly had sex without using birth control for a year or more without getting pregnant?

1  Yes
5  No
6  R VOLUNTEERS THAT THIS WAS AFTER SURGERY
7  R IN SAME SEX RELATIONSHIP
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

After SCR5 is asked, if (answer = 1) skip to Q1
**SCR6**
Have you ever had a miscarriage?

1  Yes
5  No
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

After SCR6 is asked, if (answer = 1) skip to Q1

**SCRN7**
Looking to the future, would you like to have a baby?

[INQUIRE IF, THIS IS IN ADDITION TO A CURRENT PREGNANCY]

1  Yes
5  No
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

if (SCR3 = 1) show "another baby?"

After SCRN7 is asked, if (decide != 1) skip to nonqal4

**Q1**
How important is each of the following to you in your life?

Please tell me if it is Very Important, Important, Somewhat Important, or Not Important.

PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE

**Q1a**
How important is each of the following to you in your life?
Please tell me if it is very important, important, somewhat important, or not important.

Raising children.

1  Very Important
Q1c
How important is each of the following to you in your life?
Please tell me if it is very important, important, somewhat important, or not important.

Being successful in my line of work.

1  Very Important
2  Important
3  Somewhat Important
4  Not Important
5  NOT APPLICABLE
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

Q1d
How important is each of the following to you in your life?
Please tell me if it is very important, important, somewhat important, or not important.

Having leisure time to enjoy my own interests.

1  Very Important
2  Important
3  Somewhat Important
4  Not Important
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

Q2a [Importance of Parenthood 1]
Now, I'm going to read you a number of statements about families and children. Please tell me whether you strongly agree, agree, disagree, or strongly disagree with each one.

Having children is important to my feeling complete as a woman.
1  Strongly Agree
2  Agree
3 Disagree
4 Strongly Disagree
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

Before Q2a is asked, if (v1 = 1) skip to Q2c

After Q2a is asked, if (v1 = 2) skip to Q2d

**Q2c [Importance of Parenthood 2]**
I'm going to read you a number of statements about families and children. Please tell me whether you strongly agree, agree, disagree, or strongly disagree with each one.

I always thought I'd be a parent.

1 Strongly Agree
2 Agree
3 Disagree
4 Strongly Disagree
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

if (V1=1) show “Now, I’m going to read you a number of statements about families”

After Q2c is asked, if (v1 = 3) skip to Q2e

**Q2d [Importance of Parenthood 3]**
I'm going to read you a number of statements about families and children. Please tell me whether you strongly agree, agree, disagree, or strongly disagree with each one.

INTERVIEWER: READ BOTH TENSES OF VERB

I think my life will be or is more fulfilling with children.

1 Strongly Agree
2 Agree
3 Disagree
4 Strongly Disagree
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED
**Q2e [Importance of Parenthood 4]**
I'm going to read you a number of statements about families and children. Please tell me whether you strongly agree, agree, disagree, or strongly disagree with each one.

It is important for me to have children.

1  Strongly Agree  
2  Agree  
3  Disagree  
4  Strongly Disagree  
8  DON'T KNOW  
9  REFUSED

**Q2f**
I'm going to read you a number of statements about families and children. Please tell me whether you strongly agree, agree, disagree, or strongly disagree with each one.

It is important to my partner that we have children.

1  Strongly Agree  
2  Agree  
3  Disagree  
4  Strongly Disagree  
5  NO PARTNER  
8  DON'T KNOW  
9  REFUSED

Before Q2f is asked, if (union != 1) skip to Q2g

if (lesbian = 1) show "partner that we have children."
if ((SCR1 = 1) & (lesbian = 0)) show "husband that we have children."
if (SCR1 = 7) show "partner that we have children."
if (SCR1a = 1) show "partner that we have children."

**Q2g**
I'm going to read you a number of statements about families and children. Please tell me whether you strongly agree, agree, disagree, or strongly disagree with each one.

It is important to my parents that I have children.
Q2b
I'm going to read you a number of statements about families and children. Please tell me whether you strongly agree, agree, disagree, or strongly disagree with each one.

I think I would find parenting as satisfying with adopted children as with my own biological children.

1 Strongly Agree
2 Agree
3 Disagree
4 Strongly Disagree
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

Q2k
I'm going to read you a number of statements about families and children. Please tell me whether you strongly agree, agree, disagree, or strongly disagree with each one.

It is much better for everyone if the man earns the main living and the woman takes care of the home and family.

1 Strongly Agree
2 Agree
3 Disagree
4 Strongly Disagree
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

Q2l
I'm going to read you a number of statements about families and children. Please tell me whether you strongly agree, agree, disagree, or strongly disagree with each one.
If a husband and a wife both work full-time, they should share household tasks equally.

1  Strongly Agree
2  Agree
3  Disagree
4  Strongly Disagree
8  DON’T KNOW
9  REFUSED

Q3a
I’d like to know a little bit about your present job.
Last week were you employed full-time, part-time, going to school, keeping house, or something else?

REMEMBER, IF R HAS 2 STATUSES, TAKE THE ONE HIGHEST ON THE LIST.

1  Employed at a full time job (35 hours or more)
2  Employed at a part time job(s)
4  Unemployed, laid off, looking for work
5  Retired
6  In school
7  Keeping house
8  DISABLED
9  OTHER - SPECIFY
88  DON’T KNOW
99  REFUSED

After Q3a is asked, if (answer < 3) skip to Q3b

Q3a1
Have you been employed at any time in the last three years?

1  Yes
5  No
8  DON’T KNOW
9  REFUSED

After Q3a1 is asked, if (answer > 1) skip to Q5

Q3b
What kind of work do you normally do?

INTERVIEWER:
OBTAIN JOB TITLES, DUTIES, INDUSTRY, SELF-EMPLOYED, OR EMPLOYEE. IF MORE THAN ONE JOB, GET DETAILS FOR ALL JOBS BUT CLEARLY MARK PRIMARY JOB.

After Q3b is asked, if (Q3a > 2) skip to Q5

Q3e
On the whole, how satisfied are you with this job?

Would you say very satisfied, satisfied, a little dissatisfied, or very dissatisfied?

1 Very Satisfied
2 Satisfied
3 A Little Dissatisfied
4 Very Dissatisfied
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

Q5
Periodically, we will have questions about your husband/partner. To make the interview flow more smoothly, would you give me your husband/partner's first name?

Before Q5 is asked, if (union = 0) skip to RACE

Q5a
INTERVIEWER:
WHAT IS THE SEX OF THE RESPONDENT'S PARTNER/SPOUSE?
ASK THE RESPONDENT IF YOU ARE IN DOUBT.

1 Male
5 Female

AGEP
What was ___'s age on his last birthday?

[Enter Age]
888 DON’T KNOW
999 REFUSED

if (lesbian = 1) show "her last birthday?"
show Q5

**Q6a**
We would like to know about your husband's/partner's present job.

Last week was your husband/partner employed full-time, part-time, going to school, keeping house, or something else?

REMEMBER, IF R HAS 2 STATUSES, TAKE THE ONE HIGHEST ON THE LIST.

1   Employed at a full time job (35 hours or more)
2   Employed at a part time job(s)
4   Unemployed, laid off, looking for work
5   Retired
6   In school
7   Keeping house
8   DISABLED
9   OTHER - SPECIFY
88   DON’T KNOW
99   REFUSED

After Q6a is asked, if (answer > 2) skip to RACE

**Q6b**
What kind of work does your husband/partner normally do?

Before Q6b is asked, if (Q6a > 2) skip to RACE

**RACE**
*Note: This variable is renamed in dataset set as ‘allrace.’ There is also a set of dummies for individual race categories named ‘race_1 to race_9’.*

What race or races do you consider yourself to be?

INTERVIEWERS: READ CHOICES IF NECESSARY. CHECK ALL THAT APPLY.
<1> White (Caucasian)
<2> Black or African American
<3> Asian
<4> American Indian or Alaska Native
<5> Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander
<6> Some other national origin / OTHER-SPECIFY
<7> DON'T KNOW
<8> REFUSED
<9> HISPANIC

HISP
Do you consider yourself to be either Hispanic or Latino or neither one?

1  Yes  (EITHER)
5  No  (NEITHER)
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

nxt2
Is there anyone ELSE living in your household?

1  Yes
5  No
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

IF (UNION = 1) SHOW "INTERVIEWER: BESIDES PARTNER"

After nxt2 is asked, if (answer > 1) skip to Q8a

NAM2
Please tell me the first name only of the next member living in your household?

SEX2
ASK ONLY IF UNSURE OF GENDER

Is ___ male or female?

1  MALE
5  FEMALE
show nam2

**RELN2**
How is ___ related to you?

INTERVIEWER: PROBE TO FIT CHILDREN in 3, 4, 5, or 6

2  Spouse/Partner of R
3  Biological Child of R
4  Stepchild/Partner's Child
5  Adopted Child of R
6  Foster child
7  Relative of R. - SPECIFY
8  Other - SPECIFY
88  DON'T KNOW
99  REFUSED

show NAM2

**AGE2**
What was ___’s age on last birthday?

[Enter Age]

0  less than 1 year
888  DON'T KNOW
999  REFUSED

show NAM2

**nxt3**
Is there anyone else living in your household?

1  Yes
5  No
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

After nxt3 is asked, if (answer > 1) skip to Q8a

**NAM3**
Please tell me the first name only of the next member living in your household?

**SEX3**
ASK ONLY IF UNSURE OF GENDER

Is ___ male or female?

1  MALE
5  FEMALE

**RELN3**
How is ___ related to you?

INTERVIEWER: PROBE TO FIT CHILDREN in 3, 4, 5, or 6

2  Spouse/Partner of R
3  Biological Child of R
4  Stepchild/Partner's Child
5  Adopted Child of R
6  Foster child
7  Relative of R, - SPECIFY
8  Other - SPECIFY
88  DON'T KNOW
99  REFUSED

**AGE3**
What was ___'s age on last birthday?

[Enter Age]

0  less than 1 year
888  DON'T KNOW
999  REFUSED
Is there anyone else living in your household?

1  Yes
5  No
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

After nxt4 is asked, if (answer > 1) skip to Q8a

**NAM4**
Please tell me the first name only of the next member living in your household?

**SEX4**
ASK ONLY IF UNSURE OF GENDER

Is ___ male or female?

1  MALE
5  FEMALE

show nam4

**RELN4**
How is ___ related to you?

INTERVIEWER: PROBE TO FIT CHILDREN in 3, 4, 5, or 6

2  Spouse/Partner of R
3  Biological Child of R
4  Stepchild/Partner's Child
5  Adopted Child of R
6  Foster child
7  Relative of R. - SPECIFY
8  Other - SPECIFY
88  DON'T KNOW
99  REFUSED

show NAM4

**AGE4**
What was ___ 's age on last birthday?
[Enter Age]

0  less than 1 year
888  DON’T KNOW
999  REFUSED

show NAM4

**nxt5**
Is there anyone else living in your household?

1  Yes
5  No
8  DON’T KNOW
9  REFUSED

After nxt5 is asked, if (answer > 1) skip to Q8a

**NAM5**
Please tell me the first name only of the next member living in your household?

**SEX5**
ASK ONLY IF UNSURE OF GENDER

Is ___ male or female?

1  MALE
5  FEMALE

show nam5

**RELN5**
How is ___ related to you?

INTERVIEWER: PROBE TO FIT CHILDREN in 3, 4, 5, or 6

2  Spouse/Partner of R
3  Biological Child of R
4  Stepchild/Partner's Child
5  Adopted Child of R
6 Foster child
7 Relative of R. - SPECIFY
8 Other - SPECIFY
88 DON’T KNOW
99 REFUSED

show NAM5

AGE5
What was ___ ’s age on last birthday?

[Enter Age]

0 less than 1 year
888 DON’T KNOW
999 REFUSED

show NAM5

nxt6
Is there anyone else living in your household?

1 Yes
5 No
8 DON’T KNOW
9 REFUSED

After nxt6 is asked, if (answer > 1) skip to Q8a

NAM6
Please tell me the first name only of the next member living in your household?

SEX6
ASK ONLY IF UNSURE OF GENDER

Is ___ male or female?

1 MALE
5 FEMALE

show nam6
**RELN6**
How is ___ related to you?

**INTERVIEWER:** PROBE TO FIT CHILDREN in 3, 4, 5, or 6

2  Spouse/Partner of R
3  Biological Child of R
4  Stepchild/Partner’s Child
5  Adopted Child of R
6  Foster child
7  Relative of R. - SPECIFY
8  Other - SPECIFY
88  DON’T KNOW
99  REFUSED

show NAM6

**AGE6**
What was ___ ’s age on last birthday?

[Enter Age]

0  less than 1 year

888  DON’T KNOW
999  REFUSED

show NAM6

**nxt7**
Is there anyone else living in your household?

1  Yes
5  No
8  DON’T KNOW
9  REFUSED

After nxt7 is asked, if (answer > 1) skip to Q8a

**NAM7**
Please tell me the first name only of the next member
living in your household?

SEX7
ASK ONLY IF UNSURE OF GENDER

Is ___ male or female?

1  MALE
5  FEMALE

RELN7
How is ___ related to you?

INTERVIEWER: PROBE TO FIT CHILDREN in 3, 4, 5, or 6

2  Spouse/Partner of R
3  Biological Child of R
4  Stepchild/Partner's Child
5  Adopted Child of R
6  Foster child
7  Relative of R. - SPECIFY
8  Other - SPECIFY
88  DON'T KNOW
99  REFUSED

AGE7
What was ___ ’s age on last birthday?

[Enter Age]

0  less than 1 year
888  DON'T KNOW
999  REFUSED

Q8a [Life Satisfaction 1]
Please indicate whether you strongly agree, agree, disagree, or strongly disagree with the following statements:

In most ways, my life is close to ideal.

1  Strongly Agree  
2  Agree  
3  Disagree  
4  Strongly Disagree  
8  DON'T KNOW  
9  REFUSED

Before Q8a is asked, if (v2 = 1) skip to Q8b

After Q8a is asked, if (v2 = 2) skip to Q8c

**Q8b [Life Satisfaction 2]**

Please indicate whether you strongly agree, agree, disagree, or strongly disagree with the following statements.

I am satisfied with my life.

1  Strongly Agree  
2  Agree  
3  Disagree  
4  Strongly Disagree  
8  DON'T KNOW  
9  REFUSED

After Q8b is asked, if (v2 = 3) skip to Q8d

**Q8c [Life Satisfaction 3]**

Please indicate whether you strongly agree, agree, disagree, or strongly disagree with the following statements.

If I could live my life over, I would change almost nothing.

1  Strongly Agree  
2  Agree  
3  Disagree  
4  Strongly Disagree  
8  DON'T KNOW  
9  REFUSED
Q8d [Life Satisfaction 4]
Please indicate whether you strongly agree, agree, disagree, or strongly disagree with the following statements.

So far, I have gotten the important things I want in life.

1  Strongly Agree
2  Agree
3  Disagree
4  Strongly Disagree
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

Q8e [Medical Locus 1]
Please indicate whether you strongly agree, agree, disagree, or strongly disagree with the following statements.

If I get sick, it is my own behavior which determines how soon I get well again.

1  Strongly Agree
2  Agree
3  Disagree
4  Strongly Disagree
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

Before Q8e is asked, if (v3 = 1) skip to Q8g

Q8f [Medical Locus 2]
Please indicate whether you strongly agree, agree, disagree, or strongly disagree with the following statements.

I am in control of my health.

1  Strongly Agree
2  Agree
3  Disagree
4  Strongly Disagree
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

After Q8f is asked, if (v3 = 2) skip to Q8i
Q8g [Medical Locus 3]
Please indicate whether you strongly agree, agree, disagree, or strongly disagree with the following statements.

When I get sick, I am to blame.

1  Strongly Agree  
2  Agree  
3  Disagree  
4  Strongly Disagree  
8  DON'T KNOW  
9  REFUSED

Q8h [Medical Locus 4]
Please indicate whether you strongly agree, agree, disagree, or strongly disagree with the following statements.

If I take care of myself, I can avoid illness.

1  Strongly Agree  
2  Agree  
3  Disagree  
4  Strongly Disagree  
8  DON'T KNOW  
9  REFUSED

After Q8h is asked, if (v3 = 3) skip to Q9intro

Q8i [Medical Locus 5]
Please indicate whether you strongly agree, agree, disagree, or strongly disagree with the following statements.

If I take the right actions, I can stay healthy.

1  Strongly Agree  
2  Agree  
3  Disagree  
4  Strongly Disagree  
8  DON'T KNOW  
9  REFUSED
Q8j [Medical Locus 6]
Please indicate whether you strongly agree, agree, disagree, or strongly disagree with the following statements.

The main thing which affects my health is what I myself do.

1  Strongly Agree
2  Agree
3  Disagree
4  Strongly Disagree
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

Q9intro
Now we have some questions about pregnancy and childbearing. One or two of these might seem like questions we've already asked, but we need to make sure we have this right and the questions will allow us to tailor the interview to your situation.

PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE

Q9
Have you ever been pregnant?

INTERVIEWER: THIS IS DIFFERENT FROM EARLIER Q ASKING IF R EVER GAVE BIRTH. MISCARRIAGE OR ABORTION ARE INCLUDED IN THIS QUESTION.

1  Yes
5  No
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

After Q9 is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
IF ((ANSWER != 1) & (union = 0)) SKIP TO Q9a1
if (answer > 1) skip to Q9a2
if (union = 1) skip to Q9a2

Q9a1
Are you currently sexually active?

INTERVIEWER: THIS MEAN CURRENTLY IN A RELATIONSHIP THAT
SOMETIMES INCLUDES SEXUAL INTERCOURSE.

1  Yes
5  No
6  R SURGICALLY STERILE
7  HUSBAND OR PARTNER SURGICALLY STERILE
8  DON’T KNOW
9  REFUSED

Before Q9a1 is asked, if (union = 1) skip to Q9a2

After Q9a1 is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
if ((answer != 1) & (Q9 != 1)) skip to Q10
if ((answer != 1) & (Q9 = 1)) skip to Q9b

Q9a2
Currently, are you pregnant, trying to get pregnant, trying NOT to
get pregnant, or are you okay either way?

INTERVIEWER: IF R UNSURE USE F4 TO RECORD INITIAL COMMENTS
PRESS F1 IF R ASKS WHAT TRYING MEANS

1  Trying to get pregnant
2  Trying not to get pregnant [includes sterilization]
3  Ok either way
5  LESBIAN
6  OTHER (Specify)
7  CURRENTLY PREGNANT
8  DON’T KNOW
9  REFUSED

if (Q9 != 5) show "are you pregnant, trying to get pregnant, trying NOT to"
if (Q9 = 5) show "trying to get pregnant, trying NOT to"

After Q9a2 is asked, if (Q9 > 1) skip to Q10

Help Screen
Tell the respondent it is whatever they mean by trying.

Q9b
How many times have you been pregnant altogether?

Please include pregnancies that ended in stillbirths, miscarriages, or abortion as
well as those that ended in live births.
Wave 1 Main Interview Schedule

[Enter #]

40 40 OR MORE
88 DK
99 REF

After Q9b is asked, if (answer > 39) skip to Q10

**Q9c1**
Now I'd like to ask some questions specifically about your pregnancy/pregnancies.

What year did this pregnancy occur?

PROBE: WHAT YEAR DID YOU FIRST FIND OUT YOU WERE PREGNANT?

INTERVIEWER: HERE WE WANT THE YEAR OF CONCEPTION.

[Enter: 1960 - 2005]

8888 DK
9999 REF

if (Q9b > 1) show "the first pregnancy occur?"

**Q9c2**
When you got pregnant this time, were you trying to get pregnant, trying not to get pregnant, or were you okay either way?

INTERVIEWER: USE F4 TO RECORD R'S INITIAL RESPONSES AND COMMENTS
PRESS F1 IF R ASKS WHAT "TRYING" MEANS

1 Trying to get pregnant
2 Trying not to get pregnant
3 Okay either way
4 IT JUST HAPPENED
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

if (Q9b > 1) show "the first time"
Help Screen
Tell the respondent it is whatever they mean by trying.
Trying can range from just having sex without contraception to in vitro fertilization. Try to fit answers in one of the response options, but also RECORD THEIR ANSWERS WITH THE COMMENT BUTTON.

Q9c2a
How long did you have sex without using birth control before you got pregnant?

DON'T READ. PROBE TO FIT INTO A CATEGORY.

1  LESS THAN 12 MONTHS
2  12-24 MONTHS (1-2 YEARS)
3  25-48 MONTHS (3-4 YEARS)
4  49 OR MORE MONTHS (MORE THAN 4 YEARS
5  FAILED BIRTH CONTROL
7  INAP (lesbian, single woman with AI, etc.)
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

if (Q9c2 = 1) show "How long did you try"

After Q9c2a is asked, if ((answer < 2) or (answer > 4)) skip to Q9c3

Q9c2a2
Did you receive medical treatment to help you achieve this pregnancy?

1  Yes
5  No
8  DON’T KNOW
9  REFUSED

After Q9c2a2 is asked, if (answer > 1) skip to Q9c3

Q9c21a
*Note: This variable changed in the dataset into 10 dummy variables named ‘p1fadvc,’ ‘p1smoke,’ ‘p1opk,’ ‘p1surg,’ ‘p1drug,’ ‘p1test,’ ‘p1other,’ ‘p1dk,’ ‘p1ref,’ ‘p1dadvc.’
What kind of help did you get?

CHECK ALL THAT APPLY

1  GOT ADVICE FROM FRIEND
2  QUIT SMOKING
3  OVULATION PREDICTOR KIT
4  HAD SURGERY TO DEAL WITH ENDOMETRIOSIS
5  TOOK FERTILITY DRUG
6  HAD TESTS
7  OTHER
8  DON’T KNOW
9  REFUSED
10 GOT ADVICE FROM A DOCTOR

Q9c3
Did the pregnancy end in a live birth, a still birth, a miscarriage, or an abortion?

INTERVIEWER: IF R IS STILL CURRENTLY PREGNANT PREFACE
I’m sorry but we have to ask each question

1  Live birth
2  Still birth
3  Miscarriage
4  Abortion
5  STILL CURRENTLY PREGNANT
6  TWINS
7  THREE OR MORE
8  OTHER
88  DON’T KNOW
99  REFUSED

After Q9c3 is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
if (answer != 1) & if (ANSWER != 6) & if (ANSWER != 7) & if (Q9b > 1), skip to Q9c1_2
if (answer != 1) & if (answer != 6) & if (answer != 7)& if (Q9b = 1) skip to Q10

Q9c4
Is this child still living?

1  Yes
5  No
8  DON’T KNOW
9 REFUSED

After Q9c4 is asked, if (Q9b = 1) skip to Q10

**Q9c1_2**
Now I'd like to ask some questions specifically about your second pregnancy.

What year did this pregnancy occur?

PROBE: WHAT YEAR DID YOU FIRST FIND OUT YOU WERE PREGNANT?

INTERVIEWER: HERE WE WANT THE YEAR OF CONCEPTION.

[Enter: 1960 - 2005]

8888 DK
9999 REF

**Q9c2_2**
When you got pregnant the second time, were you trying to get pregnant, trying not to get pregnant, or you were okay either way?

INTERVIEWER: USE F4 TO RECORD R'S INITIAL RESPONSES AND COMMENTS

PRESS F1 IF R ASKS WHAT "TRYING" MEAN

1 Trying to get pregnant
2 Trying not to get pregnant
3 Okay either way
4 IT JUST HAPPENED
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

Help Screen
Tell the respondent it is whatever they mean by trying. Trying can range from just have sex without contraception to in vitro fertilization. Try to fit answers in one of the response options, but also RECORD THEIR ANSWERS WITH THE COMMENT BUTTON.
Q9c2a_2
How long did you have sex without using birth control before you got pregnant?

DON'T READ. PROBE TO FIT INTO A CATEGORY.

1  LESS THAN 12 MONTHS
2  12-24 MONTHS (1-2 YEARS)
3  25-48 MONTHS (3-4 YEARS)
4  49 OR MORE MONTHS (MORE THAN 4 YEARS
5  FAILED BIRTH CONTROL
7  INAP (lesbian, single woman with AI, etc.)
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

If (Q9c2_2 = 1) show "How long did you try"

After Q9c2a_2 is asked, if ((answer < 2) or (answer > 4)) skip to Q9c3_2

Q9c2a1_2
Were you breastfeeding during any of that time?

1  YES
5  NO
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

Before Q9c2a1_2 is asked, if ((Q9c3 != 1) & (Q9c3 != 6) & (Q9c3 != 7)) skip to Q9c2a2_2

Q9c2a2_2
Did you receive medical treatment to help you achieve this pregnancy?

1  Yes
5  No
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

After Q9c2a2_2 is asked, if (answer > 1) skip to Q9c3_2
Q9c21a_2
*Note: This variable changed in the dataset into 10 dummy variables named ‘p2fadv,’ ‘p2smoke,’ ‘p2opk,’ ‘p2surg,’ ‘p2drug,’ ‘p2test,’ ‘p2other,’ ‘p2dk,’ ‘p2ref,’ ‘p2dadvc.’

What kind of help did you get?

CHECK ALL THAT APPLY

1  GOT ADVICE FROM FRIEND
2  QUIT SMOKING
3  OVULATION PREDICTOR KIT
4  HAD SURGERY TO DEAL WITH ENDOMETRIOSIS
5  TOOK FERTILITY DRUG
6  HAD TESTS
7  OTHER
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED
10 GOT ADVICE FROM A DOCTOR

Q9c3_2
Did the pregnancy end in a live birth, a still birth, a miscarriage, or an abortion?

1  Live birth
2  Still birth
3  Miscarriage
4  Abortion
5  STILL CURRENTLY PREGNANT
6  TWINS
7  THREE OR MORE
8  OTHER
88  DON'T KNOW
99  REFUSED

After Q9c3_2 is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
if (answer != 1) & if (answer != 6) & if (answer != 7) & if (Q9b > 2)skip to Q9c1_3
if (answer != 1) & if (answer != 6) & if (answer != 7) & if (Q9b < 3) skip to Q10

Q9c4_2
Is this child still living?
Q9c1_3
Now I'd like to ask some questions specifically about your third pregnancy.

What year did this pregnancy occur?

PROBE: WHAT YEAR DID YOU FIRST FIND OUT YOU WERE PREGNANT?
INTERVIEWER: HERE WE WANT THE YEAR OF CONCEPTION.

[Enter: 1960 - 2005]
8888  DK
9999  REF

Q9c2_3
When you got pregnant the third time, were you trying to get pregnant, trying not to get pregnant, or you were okay either way?

INTERVIEWER: USE F4 TO RECORD R'S INITIAL RESPONSES AND COMMENTS
PRESS F1 IF R ASKS WHAT "TRYING" MEANS

1  Trying to get pregnant
2  Trying not to get pregnant
3  Okay either way
4  IT JUST HAPPENED
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

Help Screen
Tell the respondent it is whatever they mean by trying. Trying can range from just have sex without contraception to in vitro fertilization. Try to fit answers in one of the response options, but also RECORD THEIR ANSWERS WITH THE COMMENT BUTTON.
**Q9c2a_3**
How long did you have sex without using birth control before you got pregnant?

DON'T READ. PROBE TO FIT INTO A CATEGORY.

1  LESS THAN 12 MONTHS
2  12-24 MONTHS (1-2 YEARS)
3  25-48 MONTHS (3-4 YEARS)
4  49 OR MORE MONTHS (MORE THAN 4 YEARS
5  FAILED BIRTH CONTROL
7  INAP (lesbian, single woman with AI, etc.)
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

if (Q9c2_3 = 1) show "How long did you try"

After Q9c2a_3 is asked, if ((answer < 2) or (answer > 4)) skip to Q9c3_3

**Q9c2a1_3**
Were you breastfeeding during any of that time?

1  YES
5  NO
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

Before Q9c2a1_3 is asked, if (Q9c3 != 1) & if (Q9c3_2 != 1) skip to Q9c2a2_3

**Q9c2a2_3**
Did you receive medical treatment to help you achieve this pregnancy?

1  Yes
5  No
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

After Q9c2a2_3 is asked, if (answer > 1) skip to Q9c3_3
Q9c21a.3
*Note: This variable changed in the dataset into 10 dummy variables named 'p3fadv', 'p3smoke', 'p3opk', 'p3surg', 'p3drug', 'p3test', 'p3other', 'p3dk', 'p3ref', 'p3dadvc.'*

What kind of help did you get?

CHECK ALL THAT APPLY

1  GOT ADVICE FROM FRIEND
2  QUIT SMOKING
3  OVULATION PREDICTOR KIT
4  HAD SURGERY TO DEAL WITH ENDOMETRIOSIS
5  TOOK FERTILITY DRUG
6  HAD TESTS
7  OTHER
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED
10  GOT ADVICE FROM A DOCTOR

Q9c3.3
Did the pregnancy end in a live birth, a still birth, a miscarriage, or an abortion?

1  Live birth
2  Still birth
3  Miscarriage
4  Abortion
5  STILL CURRENTLY PREGNANT
6  TWINS
7  THREE OR MORE
8  OTHER
88  DON'T KNOW
99  REFUSED

After Q9c3.3 is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
if (answer != 1) & if (answer != 6) & if (answer != 7) & if (Q9b > 3) skip to Q9c1.4
if (answer != 1) & if (answer != 6) & if (answer != 7) & if (Q9b < 4) skip to Q10

Q9c4.3
Is this child still living?
Q9c1_4
Now I'd like to ask some questions specifically about your fourth pregnancy.

What year did this pregnancy occur?

PROBE: WHAT YEAR DID YOU FIRST FIND OUT YOU WERE PREGNANT?
INTERVIEWER: HERE WE WANT THE YEAR OF CONCEPTION.

[Enter: 1960 - 2005]
8888  DK
9999  REF

Q9c2_4
When you got pregnant the fourth time, were you trying to get pregnant, trying not to get pregnant, or you were okay either way?

INTERVIEWER: USE F4 TO RECORD R'S INITIAL RESPONSES AND COMMENTS
PRESS F1 IF R ASKS WHAT "TRYING" MEANS

1  Trying to get pregnant
2  Trying not to get pregnant
3  Okay either way
4  IT JUST HAPPENED
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

Help Screen
Tell the respondent it is whatever they mean by trying.
Trying can range from just have sex without contraception to in vitro fertilization. Try to fit answers in one of the response options, but also RECORD THEIR ANSWERS WITH THE COMMENT BUTTON.
**Q9c2a_4**
How long did you have sex without using birth control before you got pregnant?

DON'T READ. PROBE TO FIT INTO A CATEGORY.

1. LESS THAN 12 MONTHS
2. 12-24 MONTHS (1-2 YEARS)
3. 25-48 MONTHS (3-4 YEARS)
4. 49 OR MORE MONTHS (MORE THAN 4 YEARS)
5. FAILED BIRTH CONTROL
6. INAP (lesbian, single woman with AI, etc.)
7. DON'T KNOW
8. REFUSED

if (Q9c2_4 = 1) show "How long did you try"

After Q9c2a_4 is asked, if ((answer < 2) or (answer > 4)) skip to Q9c3_4

**Q9c2a1_4**
Were you breastfeeding during any of that time?

1. YES
2. NO
3. DON'T KNOW
4. REFUSED

Before Q9c2a1_4 is asked,
if (Q9c3_2 != 1) & (Q9c3_2 != 6) & (Q9c3_2 != 7))
if (Q9c3_3 != 1) & (Q9c3_3 != 6) & (Q9c3_3 != 7))
skip to Q9c2a2_4

**Q9c2a2_4**
Did you receive medical treatment to help you achieve this pregnancy?

1. Yes
2. No
3. DON'T KNOW
4. REFUSED

After Q9c2a2_4 is asked, if (answer > 1) skip to Q9c3_4
Q9c21a_4
*Note: This variable changed in the dataset into 10 dummy variables named ‘p4fadvc,’ ‘p4smoke,’ ‘p4opk,’ ‘p4surg,’ ‘p4drug,’ ‘p4test,’ ‘p4other,’ ‘p4dk,’ ‘p4ref,’ ‘p4dadvc.’

What kind of help did you get?

CHECK ALL THAT APPLY

1  GOT ADVICE FROM FRIEND
2  QUIT SMOKING
3  OVULATION PREDICTOR KIT
4  HAD SURGERY TO DEAL WITH ENDOMETRIOSIS
5  TOOK FERTILITY DRUG
6  HAD TESTS
7  OTHER
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED
10 GOT ADVICE FROM A DOCTOR

Q9c3_4
Did the pregnancy end in a live birth, a still birth, a miscarriage, or an abortion?

1  Live birth
2  Still birth
3  Miscarriage
4  Abortion
5  STILL CURRENTLY PREGNANT
6  TWINS
7  THREE OR MORE
8  OTHER
88  DON'T KNOW
99  REFUSED

After Q9c3_4 is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
if ((answer != 1) & (answer != 6) & (answer != 7) & (Q9b > 4)) skip to Q9c1_5
if ((answer != 1) & (answer != 6) & (answer != 7) & (Q9b < 5)) skip to Q10

Q9c4_4
Is this child still living?
What year did this pregnancy occur?

PROBE: WHAT YEAR DID YOU FIRST FIND OUT YOU WERE PREGNANT?

INTERVIEWER: HERE WE WANT THE YEAR OF CONCEPTION.

[Enter: 1960 - 2005]

Q9c1_5
Now I'd like to ask some questions specifically about your fifth pregnancy.

After Q9c4_4 is asked, if (Q9b < 5) skip to Q10

Q9c2_5
When you got pregnant the fifth time, were you trying to get pregnant, trying not to get pregnant, or you were okay either way?

INTERVIEWER: USE F4 TO RECORD R'S INITIAL RESPONSES AND COMMENTS
PRESS F1 IF R ASKS WHAT "TRYING" MEANS

Help Screen
Tell the respondent it is whatever they mean by trying. Trying can range from just have sex without contraception to in vitro fertilization. Try to fit answers in one of the response
options, but also RECORD THEIR ANSWERS WITH THE COMMENT BUTTON.

**Q9c2a_5**
How long did you have sex without using birth control before you got pregnant?

DON'T READ. PROBE TO FIT INTO A CATEGORY.

1 LESS THAN 12 MONTHS
2 12-24 MONTHS (1-2 YEARS)
3 25-48 MONTHS (3-4 YEARS)
4 49 OR MORE MONTHS (MORE THAN 4 YEARS
5 FAILED BIRTH CONTROL
7 INAP (lesbian, single woman with AI, etc.)
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

if (Q9c2_5 = 1) show "How long did you try"

After Q9c2a_5 is asked, if ((answer < 2) or (answer > 4)) skip to Q9c3_5

**Q9c2a1_5**
Were you breastfeeding during any of that time?

1 YES
5 NO
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

Before Q9c2a1_5 is asked,
if (((Q9c3 != 1) & (Q9c3 != 6) & (Q9c3 != 7))
if (((Q9c3_2 != 1) & (Q9c3_2 != 6) & (Q9c3_2 != 7))
if (((Q9c3_3 != 1) & (Q9c3_3 != 6) & (Q9c3_3 != 7))
if (((Q9c3_4 != 1) & (Q9c3_4 != 6) & (Q9c3_4 != 7))
skip to Q9c2a2_5

**Q9c2a2_5**
Did you receive medical treatment to help you achieve this pregnancy?

1 Yes
5 No
8 DON’T KNOW
9 REFUSED

After Q9c2a2_5 is asked, if (answer > 1) skip to Q9c3_5

Q9c2a_5
*Note: This variable changed in the dataset into 10 dummy variables named 'p5fadvc,' 'p5smoke,' 'p5opk,' 'p5surg,' 'p5drug,' 'p5test,' 'p5other,' 'p5dk,' 'p5ref,' 'p5dadvc.'

What kind of help did you get?

CHECK ALL THAT APPLY

1 GOT ADVICE FROM FRIEND
2 QUIT SMOKING
3 OVULATION PREDICTOR KIT
4 HAD SURGERY TO DEAL WITH ENDOMETRIOSIS
5 TOOK FERTILITY DRUG
6 HAD TESTS
7 OTHER
8 DON’T KNOW
9 REFUSED
10 GOT ADVICE FROM A DOCTOR

Q9c3_5
Did the pregnancy end in a live birth, a still birth, a miscarriage, or an abortion?

1 Live birth
2 Still birth
3 Miscarriage
4 Abortion
5 STILL CURRENTLY PREGNANT
6 TWINS
7 THREE OR MORE
8 OTHER
88 DON’T KNOW
99 REFUSED

After Q9c3_5 is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
if ((answer != 1) & (answer != 6) & (answer != 7) & (Q9b > 5)) skip to Q9c1_6
if ((answer != 1) & (answer != 6) & (answer != 7) & (Q9b < 6)) skip to Q10
Q9c4_5
Is this child still living?

1  Yes
5  No
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

After Q9c4_5 is asked, if (Q9b < 6) skip to Q10

Q9c1_6
Now I'd like to ask some questions specifically about your sixth pregnancy.

What year did this pregnancy occur?

PROBE: WHAT YEAR DID YOU FIRST FIND OUT YOU WERE PREGNANT?

INTERVIEWER: HERE WE WANT THE YEAR OF CONCEPTION.

[Enter: 1960 - 2005]

8888  DK
9999  REF

Q9c2_6
When you got pregnant the sixth time, were you trying to get pregnant, trying not to get pregnant, or you were okay either way?

INTERVIEWER: USE F4 TO RECORD R'S INITIAL RESPONSES AND COMMENTS
PRESS F1 IF R ASKS WHAT "TRYING" MEANS

1  Trying to get pregnant
2  Trying not to get pregnant
3  Okay either way
4  IT JUST HAPPENED
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED
Help Screen
Tell the respondent it is whatever they mean by trying. Trying can range from just have sex without contraception to in vitro fertilization. Try to fit answers in one of the response options, but also RECORD THEIR ANSWERS WITH THE COMMENT BUTTON.

Q9c2a_6
How long did you have sex without using birth control before you got pregnant?

DON'T READ. PROBE TO FIT INTO A CATEGORY.

1  LESS THAN 12 MONTHS
2  12-24 MONTHS (1-2 YEARS)  
3  25-48 MONTHS (3-4 YEARS)  
4  49 OR MORE MONTHS (MORE THAN 4 YEARS)  
5  FAILED BIRTH CONTROL  
7  INAP (lesbian, single woman with AI, etc.)  
8  DON'T KNOW  
9  REFUSED

if (Q9c2_6 = 1) show "How long did you try"

After Q9c2a_6 is asked, if ((answer < 2) or (answer > 4)) skip to Q9c3_6

Q9c2a1_6
Were you breastfeeding during any of that time?

1  YES
5  NO  
8  DON'T KNOW  
9  REFUSED

Before Q9c2a1_6 is asked,
if (((Q9c3 != 1) & (Q9c3 != 6) & (Q9c3 != 7))

if (((Q9c3_2 != 1) & (Q9c3_2 != 6) & (Q9c3_2 != 7))

if (((Q9c3_3 != 1) & (Q9c3_3 != 6) & (Q9c3_3 != 7))

if (((Q9c3_4 != 1) & (Q9c3_4 != 6) & (Q9c3_4 != 7))

if (((Q9c3_5 != 1) & (Q9c3_5 != 6) & (Q9c3_5 != 7))

skip to Q9c2a2_6

Q9c2a2_6
Did you receive medical treatment to help you achieve this pregnancy?

1  Yes
5  No
8  DON’T KNOW
9  REFUSED

After Q9c2a2_6 is asked, if (answer > 1) skip to Q9c3_6

Q9c2a_6
*Note: This variable changed in the dataset into 10 dummy variables named ‘p6fadv,’ ‘p6smoke,’ ‘p6opk,’ ‘p6surg,’ ‘p6drug,’ ‘p6test,’ ‘p6other,’ ‘p6dk,’ ‘p6ref,’ ‘p6dadvc.’

What kind of help did you get?

CHECK ALL THAT APPLY

1  GOT ADVICE FROM FRIEND
2  QUIT SMOKING
3  OVULATION PREDICTOR KIT
4  HAD SURGERY TO DEAL WITH ENDOMETRIOSIS
5  TOOK FERTILITY DRUG
6  HAD TESTS
7  OTHER
8  DON’T KNOW
9  REFUSED
10  GOT ADVICE FROM A DOCTOR

Q9c3_6
Did the pregnancy end in a live birth, a still birth, a miscarriage, or an abortion?

1  Live birth
2  Still birth
3  Miscarriage
4  Abortion
5  STILL CURRENTLY PREGNANT
6  TWINS
7  THREE OR MORE
8  OTHER
88  DON’T KNOW
99  REFUSED
After Q9c3_6 is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
if ((answer != 1) & (answer != 6) & (answer != 7) & (Q9b > 6)) skip to Q9c1_7
if ((answer != 1) & (answer != 6) & (answer != 7) & (Q9b < 7)) skip to Q10

**Q9c4_6**
Is this child still living?

- 1 Yes
- 5 No
- 8 DON’T KNOW
- 9 REFUSED

After Q9c4_6 is asked, if (Q9b < 7) skip to Q10

**Q9c1_7**
Now I'd like to ask some questions specifically about your seventh pregnancy.

What year did this pregnancy occur?

PROBE: WHAT YEAR DID YOU FIRST FIND OUT YOU WERE PREGNANT?

INTERVIEWER: HERE WE WANT THE YEAR OF CONCEPTION.

[Enter: 1960 - 2005]

8888 DK
9999 REF

**Q9c2_7**
When you got pregnant the seventh time, were you trying to get pregnant, trying not to get pregnant, or you were okay either way?

INTERVIEWER: USE F4 TO RECORD R'S INITIAL RESPONSES AND COMMENTS
PRESS F1 IF R ASKS WHAT "TRYING" MEANS

- 1 Trying to get pregnant
- 2 Trying not to get pregnant
- 3 Okay either way
Help Screen
Tell the respondent it is whatever they mean by trying.
Trying can range from just have sex without contraception to in vitro fertilization. Try to fit answers in one of the response options, but also RECORD THEIR ANSWERS WITH THE COMMENT BUTTON.

**Q9c2a_7**
How long did you have sex without using birth control before you got pregnant?

DON'T READ. PROBE TO FIT INTO A CATEGORY.

1 LESS THAN 12 MONTHS
2 12-24 MONTHS (1-2 YEARS)
3 25-48 MONTHS (3-4 YEARS)
4 49 OR MORE MONTHS (MORE THAN 4 YEARS
5 FAILED BIRTH CONTROL
7 INAP (lesbian, single woman with AI, etc.)
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

if (Q9c2_7 = 1) show "How long did you try"

After Q9c2a_7 is asked, if ((answer < 2) or (answer > 4)) skip to Q9c3_7

**Q9c2a1_7**
Were you breastfeeding during any of that time?

1 YES
5 NO
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

Before Q9c2a1_7 is asked,
if ( ((Q9c3_3 != 1) & (Q9c3_3 != 6) & (Q9c3_3 != 7))
if ( ((Q9c3_2 != 1) & (Q9c3_2 != 6) & (Q9c3_2 != 7))
if ( ((Q9c3_3 != 1) & (Q9c3_3 != 6) & (Q9c3_3 != 7))
if ( ((Q9c3_4 != 1) & (Q9c3_4 != 6) & (Q9c3_4 != 7))
if (((Q9c3_5 != 1) & (Q9c3_5 != 6) & (Q9c3_5 != 7))
if ((Q9c3_6 != 1) & (Q9c3_6 != 6) & (Q9c3_6 != 7))
skip to Q9c2a2_7

**Q9c2a2_7**
Did you receive medical treatment to help you achieve this pregnancy?

1. Yes
2. No
3. DON’T KNOW
4. REFUSED

After Q9c2a2_7 is asked, if (answer > 1) skip to Q9c3_7

**Q9c21a_7**
*Note: This variable changed in the dataset into 10 dummy variables named ‘p7fadvc,’ ‘p7smoke,’ ‘p7opk,’ ‘p7surg,’ ‘p7drug,’ ‘p7test,’ ‘p7other,’ ‘p7dk,’ ‘p7ref,’ ‘p7dadvc.’*

What kind of help did you get?

CHECK ALL THAT APPLY

1. GOT ADVICE FROM FRIEND
2. QUIT SMOKING
3. OVULATION PREDICTOR KIT
4. HAD SURGERY TO DEAL WITH ENDOMETRIOSIS
5. TOOK FERTILITY DRUG
6. HAD TESTS
7. OTHER
8. DON’T KNOW
9. REFUSED
10. GOT ADVICE FROM A DOCTOR

**Q9c3_7**
Did the pregnancy end in a live birth, a still birth, a miscarriage, or an abortion?

1. Live birth
2. Still birth
3. Miscarriage
4. Abortion
5 仍旧目前怀孕中
6 双胞胎
7 三个或更多
8 其他
88 不知道
99 拒绝回答

After Q9c3_7 is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
if ((answer != 1) & (answer != 6) & (answer != 7) & (Q9b > 7)) skip to Q9c1_8
if ((answer != 1) & (answer != 6) & (answer != 7) & (Q9b < 8)) skip to Q10

Q9c4_7
是否这个孩子还活着？

1 是
5 不
8 不知道
9 拒绝回答

After Q9c4_7 is asked, if (Q9b < 8) skip to Q10

Q9c1_8
现在我想问一些关于你第八次怀孕的特殊问题。

What year did this pregnancy occur?

PROBE: WHAT YEAR DID YOU FIRST FIND OUT YOU WERE PREGNANT?

INTERVIEWER: HERE WE WANT THE YEAR OF CONCEPTION.

[Enter: 1960 - 2005]

8888 DK
9999 REF

Q9c2_8
当你第八次怀孕的时候，你试图怀孕，试图不要怀孕，还是你对这两种状态都没有意见？
INTERVIEWER: USE F4 TO RECORD R'S INITIAL RESPONSES AND COMMENTS
PRESS F1 IF R ASKS WHAT "TRYING" MEANS

1  Trying to get pregnant
2  Trying not to get pregnant
3  Okay either way
4  IT JUST HAPPENED
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

Help Screen
Tell the respondent it is whatever they mean by trying. Trying can range from just have sex without contraception to in vitro fertilization. Try to fit answers in one of the response options, but also RECORD THEIR ANSWERS WITH THE COMMENT BUTTON.

Q9c2a_8
How long did you have sex without using birth control before you got pregnant?

DON'T READ. PROBE TO FIT INTO A CATEGORY.

1  LESS THAN 12 MONTHS
2  12-24 MONTHS (1-2 YEARS)
3  25-48 MONTHS (3-4 YEARS)
4  49 OR MORE MONTHS (MORE THAN 4 YEARS)
5  FAILED BIRTH CONTROL
7  INAP (lesbian, single woman with AI, etc.)
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

if (Q9c2_8 = 1) show "How long did you try"

After Q9c2a_8 is asked, if ((answer < 2) or (answer > 4)) skip to Q9c3_8

Q9c2a1_8
Were you breastfeeding during any of that time?

1  YES
5  NO
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED
Before Q9c2a1_8 is asked,
if ((Q9c3 != 1) & (Q9c3 != 6) & (Q9c3 != 7))
if ((Q9c3_2 != 1) & (Q9c3_2 != 6) & (Q9c3_2 != 7))
if ((Q9c3_3 != 1) & (Q9c3_3 != 6) & (Q9c3_3 != 7))
if ((Q9c3_4 != 1) & (Q9c3_4 != 6) & (Q9c3_4 != 7))
if ((Q9c3_5 != 1) & (Q9c3_5 != 6) & (Q9c3_5 != 7))
if ((Q9c3_6 != 1) & (Q9c3_6 != 6) & (Q9c3_6 != 7))
if ((Q9c3_7 != 1) & (Q9c3_7 != 6) & (Q9c3_7 != 7))
skip to Q9c2a2_8

**Q9c2a2_8**
Did you receive medical treatment to help you achieve this pregnancy?

1  Yes
5  No
8  DON’T KNOW
9  REFUSED

After Q9c2a2_8 is asked, if (answer > 1) skip to Q9c3_8

**Q9c21a_8**
*Note: This variable changed in the dataset into 10 dummy variables named ‘p8fadvc,’ ‘p8smoke,’ ‘p8opk,’ ‘p8surg,’ ‘p8drug,’ ‘p8test,’ ‘p8other,’ ‘p8dk,’ ‘p8ref,’ ‘p8dadvc.’*

What kind of help did you get?

CHECK ALL THAT APPLY

1  GOT ADVICE FROM FRIEND
2  QUIT SMOKING
3  OVULATION PREDICTOR KIT
4  HAD SURGERY TO DEAL WITH ENDOMETRIOSIS
5  TOOK FERTILITY DRUG
6  HAD TESTS
7  OTHER
8  DON’T KNOW
9  REFUSED
10  GOT ADVICE FROM A DOCTOR

**Q9c3_8**
Did the pregnancy end in a live birth, a still birth, a miscarriage, or an abortion?

1  Live birth  
2  Still birth  
3  Miscarriage  
4  Abortion  
5  STILL CURRENTLY PREGNANT  
6  TWINS  
7  THREE OR MORE  
8  OTHER  
88  DON'T KNOW  
99  REFUSED

After Q9c3_8 is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
if ((answer != 1) & (answer != 6) & (answer != 7) & (Q9b > 8)) skip to Q9c1_9  
if ((answer != 1) & (answer != 6) & (answer != 7) & (Q9b < 9)) skip to Q10

Q9c4_8  
Is this child still living?

1  Yes  
5  No  
8  DON'T KNOW  
9  REFUSED

After Q9c4_8 is asked, if (Q9b < 9) skip to Q10

Q9c1_9  
Now I'd like to ask some questions specifically about your ninth pregnancy.

What year did this pregnancy occur?

PROBE: WHAT YEAR DID YOU FIRST FIND OUT YOU WERE PREGNANT?

INTERVIEWER: HERE WE WANT THE YEAR OF CONCEPTION.

[Enter: 1960 - 2005]

8888  DK  
9999  REF
Q9c2_9
When you got pregnant the ninth time, were you trying to get pregnant, trying not to get pregnant, or you were okay either way?

INTERVIEWER: USE F4 TO RECORD R’S INITIAL RESPONSES AND COMMENTS
PRESS F1 IF R ASKS WHAT "TRYING" MEANS

1 Trying to get pregnant
2 Trying not to get pregnant
3 Okay either way
4 IT JUST HAPPENED
8 DON’T KNOW
9 REFUSED

Help Screen
Tell the respondent it is whatever they mean by trying. Trying can range from just have sex without contraception to in vitro fertilization. Try to fit answers in one of the response options, but also RECORD THEIR ANSWERS WITH THE COMMENT BUTTON.

Q9c2a_9
How long did you have sex without using birth control before you got pregnant?

DON’T READ. PROBE TO FIT INTO A CATEGORY.

1 LESS THAN 12 MONTHS
2 12-24 MONTHS (1-2 YEARS)
3 25-48 MONTHS (3-4 YEARS)
4 49 OR MORE MONTHS (MORE THAN 4 YEARS
5 FAILED BIRTH CONTROL
7 INAP (lesbian, single woman with AI, etc.)
8 DON’T KNOW
9 REFUSED

if (Q9c2_9 = 1) show "How long did you try"

After Q9c2a_9 is asked, if ((answer < 2) or (answer > 4)) skip to Q9c3_9
Q9c2a1_9
Were you breastfeeding during any of that time?

1 YES
5 NO
8 DON’T KNOW
9 REFUSED

Before Q9c2a1_9 is asked,
if ((Q9c3 != 1) & (Q9c3 != 6) & (Q9c3 != 7))
if ((Q9c3_2 != 1) & (Q9c3_2 != 6) & (Q9c3_2 != 7))
if ((Q9c3_3 != 1) & (Q9c3_3 != 6) & (Q9c3_3 != 7))
if ((Q9c3_4 != 1) & (Q9c3_4 != 6) & (Q9c3_4 != 7))
if ((Q9c3_5 != 1) & (Q9c3_5 != 6) & (Q9c3_5 != 7))
if ((Q9c3_6 != 1) & (Q9c3_6 != 6) & (Q9c3_6 != 7))
if ((Q9c3_7 != 1) & (Q9c3_7 != 6) & (Q9c3_7 != 7))
if ((Q9c3_8 != 1) & (Q9c3_8 != 6) & (Q9c3_8 != 7))
skip to Q9c2a2_9

Q9c2a2_9
Did you receive medical treatment to help you achieve this pregnancy?

1 Yes
5 No
8 DON’T KNOW
9 REFUSED

After Q9c2a2_9 is asked, if (answer > 1) skip to Q9c3_9

Q9c21a_9

What kind of help did you get?

CHECK ALL THAT APPLY

1 GOT ADVICE FROM FRIEND
2 QUIT SMOKING
3 OVULATION PREDICTOR KIT
4 HAD SURGERY TO DEAL WITH ENDOMETRIOSIS
5 TOOK FERTILITY DRUG
6 HAD TESTS
7 OTHER
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED
10 GOT ADVICE FROM A DOCTOR

Q9c3_9
Did the pregnancy end in a live birth, a still birth, a miscarriage, or an abortion?

1 Live birth
2 Still birth
3 Miscarriage
4 Abortion
5 STILL CURRENTLY PREGNANT
6 TWINS
7 THREE OR MORE
8 OTHER
88 DON'T KNOW
99 REFUSED

After Q9c3_9 is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
if ((answer != 1) & (answer != 6) & (answer != 7) & (Q9b > 9)) skip to Q9c1_10
if ((answer != 1) & (answer != 6) & (answer != 7) & (Q9b < 10)) skip to Q10

Q9c4_9
Is this child still living?

1 Yes
5 No
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

After Q9c4_9 is asked, if (Q9b < 10) skip to Q10

Q9c1_10
Now I'd like to ask some questions specifically about your tenth pregnancy.

What year did this pregnancy occur?

PROBE: WHAT YEAR DID YOU FIRST FIND OUT YOU WERE PREGNANT?
INTERVIEWER: HERE WE WANT THE YEAR OF CONCEPTION.

[Enter: 1960 - 2005]

8888 DK
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Q9c2_10
When you got pregnant the tenth time, were you trying to get pregnant, trying not to get pregnant, or you were okay either way?

INTERVIEWER: USE F4 TO RECORD R'S INITIAL RESPONSES AND COMMENTS
PRESS F1 IF R ASKS WHAT "TRYING" MEANS

1 Trying to get pregnant
2 Trying not to get pregnant
3 Okay either way
4 IT JUST HAPPENED
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

Help Screen
Tell the respondent it is whatever they mean by trying. Trying can range from just have sex without contraception to in vitro fertilization. Try to fit answers in one of the response options, but also RECORD THEIR ANSWERS WITH THE COMMENT BUTTON.

Q9c2a_10
How long did you have sex without using birth control before you got pregnant?

DON'T READ. PROBE TO FIT INTO A CATEGORY.

1 LESS THAN 12 MONTHS
2 12-24 MONTHS (1-2 YEARS)
3 25-48 MONTHS (3-4 YEARS)
4 49 OR MORE MONTHS (MORE THAN 4 YEARS)
5 FAILED BIRTH CONTROL
7 INAP (lesbian, single woman with AI, etc.)
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

if (Q9c2_10 = 1) show "How long did you try"

After Q9c2a_10 is asked. if ((answer < 2) or (answer > 4)) skip to Q9c3_10

Q9c2a1_0
Were you breastfeeding during any of that time?

1 YES
5 NO
8 DON’T KNOW
9 REFUSED

Before Q9c2a1_0 is asked,
if ((Q9c3 != 1) & (Q9c3 != 6) & (Q9c3 != 7))
if ((Q9c3_2 != 1) & (Q9c3_2 != 6) & (Q9c3_2 != 7))
if ((Q9c3_3 != 1) & (Q9c3_3 != 6) & (Q9c3_3 != 7))
if ((Q9c3_4 != 1) & (Q9c3_4 != 6) & (Q9c3_4 != 7))
if ((Q9c3_5 != 1) & (Q9c3_5 != 6) & (Q9c3_5 != 7))
if ((Q9c3_6 != 1) & (Q9c3_6 != 6) & (Q9c3_6 != 7))
if ((Q9c3_7 != 1) & (Q9c3_7 != 6) & (Q9c3_7 != 7))
if ((Q9c3_8 != 1) & (Q9c3_8 != 6) & (Q9c3_8 != 7))
if ((Q9c3_9 != 1) & (Q9c3_9 != 6) & (Q9c3_9 != 7))
skip to Q9c2a2_0

Q9c2a2_0
Did you receive medical treatment to help you achieve this pregnancy?

1 Yes
5 No
8 DON’T KNOW
9 REFUSED

After Q9c2a2_0 is asked, if (answer > 1) skip to Q9c3_10

Q9c21a_0
*Note: This variable changed in the dataset into 10 dummy variables named ‘p10fadvc,’ ‘p10smoke,’ ‘p10opk,’ ‘p10surg,’ ‘p10drug,’ ‘p10test,’ ‘p10other,’ ‘p10dk,’ ‘p10ref,’ ‘p10dadvc.’

What kind of help did you get?
CHECK ALL THAT APPLY

1 GOT ADVICE FROM FRIEND
2 QUIT SMOKING
3 OVULATION PREDICTOR KIT
4 HAD SURGERY TO DEAL WITH ENDOMETRIOSIS
5 TOOK FERTILITY DRUG
6 HAD TESTS
7 OTHER
8 DON’T KNOW
9 REFUSED
10 GOT ADVICE FROM A DOCTOR

Q9c3_10
Did the pregnancy end in a live birth, a still birth, a miscarriage, or an abortion?

1 Live birth
2 Still birth
3 Miscarriage
4 Abortion
5 STILL CURRENTLY PREGNANT
6 TWINS
7 THREE OR MORE
8 OTHER
88 DON’T KNOW
99 REFUSED

After Q9c3_10 is asked, if (answer != 1) skip to Q10

Q9c4_10
Is this child still living?

1 Yes
5 No
8 DON’T KNOW
9 REFUSED

Q10
Would you, yourself, like to have a baby?

Would you say, definitely yes, probably yes,
probably no, or definitely no?

INTERVIEWER: THIS REFERS TO "LIKE" NOT "INTEND". PRESS F1 FOR CLARIFICATION

1  Definitely yes
2  Probably yes
3  Probably no
4  Definitely no
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

if (biopar = 1) show "another baby?"

if (Q9a2 = 7) show "another baby"
if (Q9a2 = 7) show "in addition to the one you are currently carrying?"

After Q10 is asked, if (union = 0) skip to Q11

Help Screen
R might have volunteered that they are sterilized. Show you are paying attention by prefacing these items with, I know you told me [you had a hysterectomy or your husband had a vasectomy] but I need to ask these questions anyway.

If R has already said she is currently trying to get pregnant, show you are listening by prefacing this Q with, "I know you already told me that you were trying to get pregnant, but I need to ask this anyway."

**Q10a**
How about your [husband/partner]? Would [he/she] like to have a baby?

Would you say, definitely yes, probably yes, probably no, or definitely no?

1  Definitely yes
2  Probably yes
3  Probably no
4  Definitely no
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED
if (lesbian = 1) show "partner? Would she like to"
if ((SCR1 = 1) & (lesbian = 0)) show "husband? Would he like to"
if ((SCR1 != 1) & (lesbian = 0) & (union = 1)) show "partner? Would he like to"
if (biopar = 1) show "another baby?"

Q11
I've asked what you would like to do. Now, I want to ask about
what you actually intend to do.

Do you intend to have a baby?

INTERVIEWER: THIS MEANS SOMEDAY, NOT A SPECIFIC TIME.
IF R ASKS IF THIS MEANS INTEND TO TRY OR INTEND
TO HAVE, WE MEAN INTEND TO TRY. PRESS F1 FOR MORE.
THIS DOES NOT REFER TO ADOPTION.

1  Yes
5  No
6  CANNOT HAVE (VOLUNTEERED)
7  INTEND TO LET NATURE/GOD DECIDE

INTERVIEWER: THIS MEANS SOMEDAY BUT NOT NECESSARILY
RIGHT NOW

8  DON'T KNOW (OR HAVEN'T MADE UP MIND)
9  REFUSED

if (biopar = 1) show "another baby?"
if (Q9a2 = 7) show "another baby"
if (Q9a2 = 7) show "in addition to the baby you are currently carrying?"

After Q11 is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
if (answer > 5) skip to Q12
if (answer = 5) skip to Q11b

Help Screen
We make a distinction between not having made up one's mind
(which would be Don't know) and not knowing because one
believes it should be left up to God/Providence/Nature.
In the later case, check the unread option INTEND TO LET
NATURE/GOD DECIDE.

Q11a
Of course, sometimes things do not work out exactly as we intend them to, or something makes us change our minds.

In your case, how sure are you that you will have a child?

Are you very sure, pretty sure, or not very sure?

1  Very sure  
2  Pretty sure  
3  Not very sure  
8  DON'T KNOW  
9  REFUSED

Before Q11a is asked, if (Q11 != 1) skip to Q12

if (biopar = 1) show "another child?"

Q11b
Of course, sometimes things do not work out exactly as we intend them to, or something makes us change our minds.

In your case, how sure are you that you will not have a child?

Are you very sure, pretty sure, or not very sure?

1  Very sure  
2  Pretty sure  
3  Not very sure  
8  DON'T KNOW  
9  REFUSED

if (biopar = 1) show "another child?"

Q12
The next question asks about the number of children you consider ideal for yourself. This could be more or less than you already have or more or less than you expect to have.

If you yourself could choose exactly the number of children to have in your whole life, how many would you choose?

[Enter 0 - 20]
Q13
The next questions are about adoption.

Have you ever considered adopting a child?

1  YES
5  NO
8  DON’T KNOW
9  REFUSED

After Q13 is asked, if (answer > 1) skip to Q14

Q13aopen
Could you explain why you considered adoption?

PROBE: ARE THERE ANY MORE?

INTERVIEWER: LEAVE DETAILED NOTES, LIST ALL REASONS. PROBE TO CLARIFY! PRESS F1 FOR HELP.

Help Screen
POSSIBLE REASONS LISTED BELOW. HOWEVER THIS LIST IS NOT EXCLUSIVE. LEAVE DETAILED NOTES!!!!!

<01> WANTED A CHILD
<02> I/WE CANNOT HAVE OR THOUGHT COULDN'T HAVE CHILDREN OF OUR OWN
<03> THERE ARE CHILDREN IN NEED
<04> PROVIDE GRANDCHILDREN
<05> HEALTHIER FOR US THAN PREGNANCY OR INFERTILITY TREATMENTS
<06> WE WERE MEANT TO/GOD’S PLAN
<07> PARTNER/SPOUSE’S CHILDREN
<08> CANNOT HAVE MORE CHILDREN
<09> NO PARTNER
<10> OTHER (specify)
<11> DON’T KNOW
<12> REFUSED
<13> A POSSIBILITY IF WE COULDN’T HAVE A(ANOTHER) CHILD
**Q13a**
*Note: This variable changed in dataset into 13 dummy variables named ‘q13a_1’ to ‘q13a_13.’*

Could you explain why you considered adoption?

**PROBE:** IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE? CHECK ALL THAT APPLY.

1. WANTED A CHILD
2. I/WE CANNOT HAVE CHILDREN OF OUR OWN
3. THERE ARE CHILDREN IN NEED
4. PROVIDE GRANDCHILDREN
5. HEALTHIER FOR US THAN PREGNANCY OR INFERTILITY TREATMENTS
6. WE WERE MEANT TO/GOD’S PLAN
7. PARTNER/SPOUSE’S CHILDREN
8. CANNOT HAVE MORE CHILDREN
9. NO PARTNER
10. OTHER (specify)
11. DON’T KNOW
12. REFUSED
13. A POSSIBILITY IF WE COULDN’T HAVE A(ANOTHER) CHILD

**Q13b**

Have you ever legally adopted a child?

1. YES
5. NO
8. DON’T KNOW
9. REFUSED

After Q13b is asked, if (answer != 1) skip to Q13c

**intadopt**

Were any of these adoptions international?

1. YES
5. NO
8. DON’T KNOW
9. REFUSED
Q13b1
How many children have you adopted?

[Enter 1 - 10]
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After Q13b1 is asked, if (answer > 87) skip to Q14

Q13c
Are you currently in the process of adopting a child?

1 YES
5 NO
8 DON’T KNOW
9 REFUSED

After Q13c is asked, if (answer > 1) skip to Q13d

Q13c1
*Note: This variable changed in the dataset into 10 dummy variables named ‘q13c1_1’ to ‘q13c1_10.’

What specific steps, if any, have you taken toward adopting a child?

PROBE: IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE?

<01> NONE
<02> TALKED TO AN ADOPTION AGENCY/INFORMATION SESSIONS
<03> PLACED A NEWSPAPER AD
<04> FORMALLY APPLIED TO AN ADOPTION AGENCY
<05> ENGAGED A LAWYER TO MAKE ARRANGEMENTS FOR AN ADOPTION
<06> HOME STUDY
<07> TALKING TO FAMILY AND FRIENDS
<08> OTHER- specify
<09> DON’T KNOW
<10> REFUSED

if (Q13b = 1) show "another"
After Q13c1 is asked, always skip to Q13d2

**Q13d**
Are you currently CONSIDERING adopting a child?

1 YES  
5 NO  
8 DON’T KNOW  
9 REFUSED

if (Q13b1 > 0) show "another child?"

After Q13d is asked, if (answer > 1) skip to Q13e

**Q13d1**
*Note: This variable changed in the dataset into 9 dummy variables named ‘q13d1_1’ to ‘q13d1_9.’*

What specific steps, if any, have you taken in this process?

PROBE: IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE?

<1> NONE  
<2> TALKED TO AN ADOPTION AGENCY OR PLACED A NEWSPAPER AD  
<3> FORMALLY APPLIED TO AN ADOPTION AGENCY  
<4> ENGAGED A LAWYER TO MAKE ARRANGEMENTS FOR AN ADOPTION  
<5> WAITING FOR AN ASSIGNMENT  
<6> COLLECTED INFORMATION, READING  
<7> OTHER - specify  
<8> DON’T KNOW  
<9> REFUSED

After Q13d1 is asked, always skip to Q13d2

**Q13d2**
How likely do you think it is that you will actually adopt a child?

Would you say it is very likely, somewhat likely, somewhat unlikely, or very unlikely?
1  Very likely
2  Somewhat likely
3  Somewhat unlikely
4  Very unlikely
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

if (Q13b1 > 0) show "another child?"

After Q13d2 is asked, always skip to Q14

**Q13e**
How long ago was the last time you considered adoption?
Was this within the last year, one to 5 years ago, 6 to 10 years ago, or more than 10 years ago?

1  Within the last year
2  1-5 years ago
3  6-10 years ago
4  more than 10 years ago
888  DON'T KNOW
999  REFUSED

**Q13e1opn**
Could you explain why you did not go forward with an adoption?

PROBE:  ARE THERE ANY MORE ?

INTERVIEWER: LEAVE DETAILED NOTES, LIST ALL REASONS.

PROBE TO CLARIFY! PRESS F1 FOR HELP.

Before Q13e1opn is asked, if (Q13b1 > 0) skip to Q14

Help Screen
POSSIBLE REASONS LISTED BELOW. HOWEVER THIS LIST IS NOT EXCLUSIVE. LEAVE DETAILED NOTES!!!!!

<01> YOUR OWN SITUATION/SECOND THOUGHTS
<02> UNMARRIED
<03> FEES TOO HIGH
<04> (RIGHT) CHILD NOT AVAILABLE
<05> AGENCY REJECTED US
<06> TOO MUCH TROUBLE
<07> PARTNER REFUSED/RAISED OBJECTIONS
<08> CHILD'S MOTHER REJECTED US
<09> GOT PREGNANT
<10> WANTED TO TRY LONGER TO GET PREGNANT
<11> FELT NEEDED A GENETIC CONNECTION
<12> TOO MANY UNCERTAINTIES CHILD'S BACKGROUND, CHILD BEING RECLAIMED
<13> INVASION OF PRIVACY
<14> DECIDED TO FOSTER OR PROVIDE INFORMAL CARE (E.G. FOR SISTER'S KIDS)
<15> OTHER - specify
<16> DON'T KNOW
<17> REFUSED

Q13e1
*Note: This variable changed in the dataset into 17 dummy variables named 'q13e1_1' to 'q13e1_17.'

Could you explain why you did not go forward with an adoption?

CHECK ALL THAT APPLY. PROBE: IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE?

<01> YOUR OWN SITUATION/SECOND THOUGHTS
<02> UNMARRIED
<03> FEES TOO HIGH
<04> (RIGHT) CHILD NOT AVAILABLE
<05> AGENCY REJECTED US
<06> TOO MUCH TROUBLE
<07> PARTNER REFUSED/RAISED OBJECTIONS
<08> CHILD'S MOTHER REJECTED US
<09> GOT PREGNANT
<10> WANTED TO TRY LONGER TO GET PREGNANT
<11> FELT NEEDED A GENETIC CONNECTION
<12> TOO MANY UNCERTAINTIES CHILD'S BACKGROUND, CHILD BEING RECLAIMED
<13> INVASION OF PRIVACY
<14> DECIDED TO FOSTER OR PROVIDE INFORMAL CARE (E.G. FOR SISTER'S KIDS)
<15> OTHER - specify
<16> DON'T KNOW
<17> REFUSED

Before Q13e1 is asked, if (Q13b1 > 0) skip to Q14
Q14
Altogether, how many times have you been married?

INTERVIEWER: SHOULDBE GREATER THAN ZERO IF R
WAS EVER MARRIED AT SOME POINT.

[Enter 0 - 10]
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After Q14 is asked, if (union = 0) skip to Q15

Q14a
How long have you been living with your current partner?

[Enter years]

CODE LESS THAN ONE YEAR AS 0

if (lesbian = 1) show "living with your current partner?"
if ((SCR1 = 1) & (lesbian = 0)) show "married to your husband?"
if ((SCR1 = 7) & (lesbian = 0)) show "living with your current partner?"
if (SCR1a = 1) show "living with your current partner?"

Q15
Have you ever lived with a man in a cohabiting relationship?

INTERVIEWER: USE OWN WORDS TO MAKE SURE THEY DON'T
INCLUDE FORMER OR CURRENT HUSBANDS. LESBIANS SHOULD
INCLUDE FEMALE PARTNERS.

1 YES
5 NO
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

Before Q15 is asked, if ((SCR1a = 1) or (SCR1 = 7)) skip to Q15a

IF (lesbian = 1) SHOW "partner in a cohabiting relationship?"

After Q15 is asked, if (answer > 1) skip to Q16
**Q15a**
How many partners have you lived with in a cohabiting relationship?

Include current partner if currently in cohabiting relationship.

[Enter 0 - 10]

88 DON'T KNOW
99 REFUSED

if (Q14 > 0) show "Not counting partners whom you later married, how many partners"
if (Q14 > 0) show "have you lived with in a cohabiting relationship?"

**Q16**
Altogether, how many times has your [husband/partner] been married?

[Enter 0 - 10]

88 DON'T KNOW
99 REFUSED

Before Q16 is asked, if (union = 0) skip to Q17

if (lesbian = 1) show "partner been married?"
if ((SCR1 = 1) & (lesbian = 0)) show "husband been married?"
if (SCR1 = 7) show "partner been married?"
if (SCR1a = 1) show "partner been married?"

**Q16a**
Does he have a child or children from any previous relationship?

1 Yes
5 No
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

if (lesbian = 1) show "she have a child or children from any previous relationship?"

After Q16 a is asked, if (answer > 1) skip to Q17

**Q16b**
Do you think of this child or these children as if they were your own? Would you say this is completely true, somewhat true, or not at all true for you?

1 Completely true  
2 Somewhat true  
3 Not at all true for you  
8 DON’T KNOW  
9 REFUSED

Q17
Counting biological, step, and adopted children, how many children do you have altogether?

INTERVIEWER: DOES NOT COUNT CURRENT PREGNANCY R MAY INCLUDE OTHER CHILDREN SUCH AS FOSTER CHILD.

[Enter Number 1-20]  
88 DON’T KNOW  
99 REFUSED

Before Q17 is asked, if (socpar2 = 0) skip to Q18

Q18
Have you ever been an official foster parent, that is through a formal foster parent program?

1 YES  
5 NO  
8 DON’T KNOW  
9 REFUSED

Q19
Sometimes people take 24-hour a day responsibility for raising other people’s children for weeks, months, or even years without formally adopting them or going through a foster care system.

Have you ever been responsible for raising someone else's children?

1 YES  
5 NO  
8 DON’T KNOW
9 REFUSED

INTERVIEWER: THE MINIMUM TIME WE ARE INTERESTED IN IS TWO WEEKS. IF CARED FOR MORE THAN 1 CHILD, F1 FOR CLARIFICATION.

After Q19 is asked, if (answer != 1) skip to Q21

Help Screen
IF R HAS TAKEN CARE OF MORE THAN ONE CHILD OR SET OF CHILDREN, ASK THE RESPONDENT TO THINK ABOUT THE CHILD OR SET OF CHILDREN SHE HAS PROVIDED THE MOST EXTENSIVE CARE FOR.

Q19a
What is your relationship to the children?

INTERVIEWER: STEP MOM IS CODED AS 6

1 GRANDMOTHER
2 AUNT
3 SISTER
4 FRIEND OF FAMILY
5 GODMOTHER
6 PARTNER/SPOUSE OF CHILDREN'S PARENT
7 OTHER - specify
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED
10 OTHER FAMILY - specify
11 NANNY/BABYSITTER

After Q19a is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
if (biopar = 1) skip to Q21
if (Q13b = 1) skip to Q21

Q21
Now we want to ask some additional questions about your health and experiences with family building.

Have you ever had surgery that makes it difficult or impossible for you to have a baby?

1 Yes
5 No
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

INTERVIEWER: F1 IF RESPONDENT FEEL QUESTION IS TOO PERSONAL OR DOESN'T RELATE TO HER.

IF R ALREADY VOLUNTEERED THIS INFORMATION,
"I know you told me ....but I need to confirm this."
THEN REPEAT QUESTION.

if (biopar = 1) show "another baby?"

if (Q9a2 = 7) show "a baby?"

After Q21 is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
if ((answer > 1) & (union = 1)) skip to Q22
if ((answer > 1) & (union = 0) & (former = 0)) skip to introQ23
if ((answer > 1) & (union = 0) & (former = 1)) skip to Q22f

Help Screen
THIS IS A CONFIDENTIAL SURVEY, AND NO INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR MEDICAL CONDITIONS WILL EVER BE RELEASED. THESE ARE ROUTINE MEDICAL HISTORY QUESTIONS.

**Q21a**
*Note: This variable changed in the dataset into 6 dummy variables named ‘q21a_1’ to ‘q21a_6.’*

What type of surgery was this?

PROBE: IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE?

<1> HYSTERECTOMY
<2> TUBAL LIGATION/TUBES TIED/STERILIZED
<3> OVARIES REMOVED (OOPHORECTOMY)
<4> OTHER - specify
<5> DON'T KNOW
<6> REFUSED

INTERVIEWER: F1 IF RESPONDENT FEEL QUESTION IS TOO PERSONAL OR DOESN'T RELATE TO HER.

After Q21a is asked, if (union = 0) skip to Q21c_opn
THIS IS A CONFIDENTIAL SURVEY, AND NO INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR MEDICAL CONDITIONS WILL EVER BE RELEASED. THESE ARE ROUTINE MEDICAL HISTORY QUESTIONS.

FOR PROBLEMS WITH TERM, INFERTILITY:
Infertility takes many forms, and women figure out that they have fertility problems through many paths. We want to understand what experiences they have had.

**Q21c_opn**
Women have these surgeries for a variety of reasons. Why did you have this surgery?

**PROBE:** ARE THERE ANY MORE?

**INTERVIEWER:** LEAVE DETAILED NOTES, LIST ALL REASONS. PROBE TO CLARIFY! PRESS F1 FOR HELP.

Help Screen
POSSIBLE REASONS LISTED BELOW. HOWEVER THIS LIST IS NOT EXCLUSIVE. LEAVE DETAILED NOTES!!!!!

<01> I HAD ALL THE CHILDREN I WANT
<02> HUSBAND/PARTNER AT THE TIME DID NOT WANT ANY MORE CHILDREN
<03> FINANCIAL REASONS (COULD NOT AFFORD A CHILD)
<04> MEDICAL PROBLEM WITH YOUR FEMALE ORGANS
<05> WOULD PROBABLY LOSE A PREGNANCY
<06> WOULD PROBABLY HAVE AN UNHEALTHY CHILD
<07> OTHER - specify
<08> DON’T KNOW
<09> REFUSED
<10> ALL DONE

**Q21c**
*Note: This variable changed in the dataset into 10 dummy variables named ‘q21c_1’ to ‘q21c_10.’*

Women have these surgeries for a variety of reasons. Why did you have this surgery?

PRESS F1 FOR HELP.
SELECT ALL THAT APPLY; PROBE: IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE?

<01> I HAD ALL THE CHILDREN I WANT
<02> HUSBAND/PARTNER AT THE TIME DID NOT WANT ANY MORE CHILDREN
<03> FINANCIAL REASONS (COULD NOT AFFORD A CHILD)
<04> MEDICAL PROBLEM WITH YOUR FEMALE ORGANS
<05> WOULD PROBABLY LOSE A PREGNANCY
<06> WOULD PROBABLY HAVE AN UNHEALTHY CHILD
<07> OTHER - specify
<08> DON'T KNOW
<09> REFUSED
<10> ALL DONE

Help Screen
THIS IS A CONFIDENTIAL SURVEY, AND NO INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR MEDICAL CONDITIONS WILL EVER BE RELEASED. THESE ARE ROUTINE MEDICAL HISTORY QUESTIONS.

FOR PROBLEMS WITH TERM, INFERTILITY:
Infertility takes many forms, and women figure out that they have fertility problems through many paths. We want to understand what experiences they have had.

Q21e
Did this surgery keep you from having children that you wanted to have?

1 Definitely yes
3 MAYBE - USE IF R EXPRESSES ANY UNCERTAINTY
5 Definitely no
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

INTERVIEWER: F1 IF RESPONDENT FEELS QUESTION IS TOO PERSONAL OR DOESN'T RELATE TO HER.

After Q21e is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
if ((answer != 1) & (union = 0) & (former = 0)) skip to Q23
if ((answer != 1) & (union = 0) & (former = 1)) skip to Q22f

Help Screen
THIS IS A CONFIDENTIAL SURVEY, AND NO INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR MEDICAL CONDITIONS WILL EVER BE RELEASED. THESE ARE ROUTINE MEDICAL HISTORY QUESTIONS.
FOR PROBLEMS WITH TERM, INFERTILITY:
Infertility takes many forms, and women figure out that they have fertility problems through many paths. We want to understand what experiences they have had.

Q21d
What year did you have this surgery?

[Enter 1960 - 2005]
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INTERVIEWER: F1 IF RESPONDENT FEELS QUESTION IS TOO PERSONAL OR DOESN'T RELATE TO HER.

After Q21d is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
if ((union = 0) & (former = 0))  skip to Q23
if ((union = 0) & (former = 1)) skip to Q22f

Help Screen
THIS IS A CONFIDENTIAL SURVEY, AND NO INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR MEDICAL CONDITIONS WILL EVER BE RELEASED. THESE ARE ROUTINE MEDICAL HISTORY QUESTIONS.

FOR PROBLEMS WITH TERM, INFERTILITY:
Infertility takes many forms, and women figure out that they have fertility problems through many paths. We want to understand what experiences they have had.

Q22
Has your partner ever had a vasectomy or any other operation that would make it difficult or impossible for him to father a baby in the future?

1  Yes
5  No
7  LESBIAN
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED
INTERVIEWER: F1 IF RESPONDENT FEELS QUESTION IS TOO PERSONAL OR DOESN'T RELATE TO HER.

IF R ALREADY VOLUNTEERED THIS INFORMATION "I know you told me ....but I need to confirm this." THEN REPEAT QUESTION.

Before Q22 is asked, if (lesbian = 1) skip to Q22_L

if (SCR1 = 1) show "husband ever had a vasectomy or any other operation "

After Q22 is asked, if (Q22 = 7) lesbian = 1 skip to Q22_L

After Q22 is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
if ((answer > 1) & (former = 0)) skip to Q23
if ((answer > 1) & (former = 1)) skip to Q22f

Help Screen
THIS IS A CONFIDENTIAL SURVEY, AND NO INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR MEDICAL CONDITIONS WILL EVER BE RELEASED. THESE ARE ROUTINE MEDICAL HISTORY QUESTIONS.

FOR PROBLEMS WITH TERM, INFERTILITY:
Infertility takes many forms, and women figure out that they have fertility problems through many paths. We want to understand what experiences they have had.

Q22_L
Has your partner ever had surgery that makes it difficult or impossible for her to have a baby?

1  Yes
5  No
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

INTERVIEWER: F1 IF RESPONDENT FEELS QUESTION IS TOO PERSONAL OR DOESN'T RELATE TO HER.

Before Q22_L is asked, if (lesbian != 1) skip to Q22a

After Q22_L is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
if ((answer > 1) & (former = 0)) skip to Q23
if ((answer > 1) & (former = 1)) skip to Q22f
Help Screen
THIS IS A CONFIDENTIAL SURVEY, AND NO INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR MEDICAL CONDITIONS WILL EVER BE RELEASED. THESE ARE ROUTINE MEDICAL HISTORY QUESTIONS.

FOR PROBLEMS WITH TERM, INFERTILITY:
Infertility takes many forms, and women figure out that they have fertility problems through many paths. We want to understand what experiences they have had.

Q22a_L
*Note: This variable changed in the dataset into 6 dummy variables named ‘q22a_L_1’ to ‘q22a_L_6.’

What type of surgery was this?

PROBE: IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE?

<1> HYSTERECTOMY
<2> TUBAL LIGATION/TUBES TIED/STERILIZED
<3> OVARIES REMOVED (OOPHORECTOMY)
<4> OTHER - specify
<5> DON'T KNOW
<6> REFUSED

INTERVIEWER: F1 IF RESPONDENT FEELS QUESTION IS TOO PERSONAL OR DOESN'T RELATE TO HER.

After Q22a_L is asked, always SKIP TO Q22c_L

Help Screen
THIS IS A CONFIDENTIAL SURVEY, AND NO INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR MEDICAL CONDITIONS WILL EVER BE RELEASED. THESE ARE ROUTINE MEDICAL HISTORY QUESTIONS.

FOR PROBLEMS WITH TERM, INFERTILITY:
Infertility takes many forms, and women figure out that they have fertility problems through many paths. We want to understand what experiences they have had.

Q22a
Was this vasectomy or some other kind of surgery?

1   VASECTOMY
3 TESTES REMOVED
5 OTHER - SPECIFY
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

INTERVIEWER: F1 IF RESPONDENT FEELS QUESTION IS TOO PERSONAL OR DOESN'T RELATE TO HER.

Help Screen
THIS IS A CONFIDENTIAL SURVEY, AND NO INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR MEDICAL CONDITIONS WILL EVER BE RELEASED. THESE ARE ROUTINE MEDICAL HISTORY QUESTIONS.

FOR PROBLEMS WITH TERM, INFERTILITY:
Infertility takes many forms, and women figure out that they have fertility problems through many paths. We want to understand what experiences they have had.

Q22c
*Note: This variable changed in the dataset into 14 dummy variables named ‘q22c_1’ to ‘q22c_14.’

Men have this surgery for a variety of reasons.
Why did he have this surgery?

SELECT ALL THAT APPLY; PROBE: IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE?

<01> HE HAD ALL THE CHILDREN HE WANTED
<02> YOU DID NOT WANT ANY MORE CHILDREN
<03> HIS PARTNER AT THE TIME DID NOT WANT ANY MORE CHILDREN
<04> FINANCIAL REASONS (COULD NOT AFFORD A CHILD)
<05> PREGNANCY WOULD BE DANGEROUS TO YOUR HEALTH
<06> YOU WOULD PROBABLY LOSE A PREGNANCY
<07> YOU WOULD PROBABLY HAVE AN UNHEALTHY CHILD
<08> PREGNANCY WOULD BE DANGEROUS TO HIS PARTNER AT THE TIME
<09> PARTNER AT THE TIME WOULD PROBABLY LOSE A PREGNANCY
<10> PARTNER AT THE TIME WOULD PROBABLY HAVE AN UNHEALTHY CHILD
<11> CANCER
<12> OTHER - specify
<13> DON'T KNOW
<14> REFUSED
INTERVIEWER: F1 IF RESPONDENT FEELS QUESTION IS TOO PERSONAL OR DOESN'T RELATE TO HER.

Before Q22c is asked, if (lesbian = 1) skip to Q22c_L

After Q22c is asked, always skip to Q22e

Help Screen

THIS IS A CONFIDENTIAL SURVEY, AND NO INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR MEDICAL CONDITIONS WILL EVER BE RELEASED. THESE ARE ROUTINE MEDICAL HISTORY QUESTIONS.

FOR PROBLEMS WITH TERM, INFERTILITY:
Infertility takes many forms, and women figure out that they have fertility problems through many paths. We want to understand what experiences they have had.

Q22c_L
*Note: This variable changed in the dataset into 10 dummy variables named ‘q22c_l_1’ to ‘q22c_l_10.’*

Women have these surgeries for a variety of reasons. Why did she have this surgery?

SELECT ALL THAT APPLY; PROBE: IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE?

<01> SHE HAD ALL THE CHILDREN SHE WANTED
<02> HUSBAND/PARTNER AT THE TIME DID NOT WANT ANY MORE CHILDREN
<03> FINANCIAL REASONS (COULD NOT AFFORD A CHILD)
<04> MEDICAL PROBLEM WITH YOUR FEMALE ORGANS
<05> WOULD PROBABLY LOSE A PREGNANCY
<06> WOULD PROBABLY HAVE AN UNHEALTHY CHILD
<07> OTHER - specify
<08> DON’T KNOW
<09> REFUSED
<10> ALL DONE

INTERVIEWER: F1 IF RESPONDENT FEELS QUESTION IS TOO PERSONAL OR DOESN'T RELATE TO HER.

Help Screen
THIS IS A CONFIDENTIAL SURVEY, AND NO INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR MEDICAL CONDITIONS WILL EVER BE RELEASED. THESE ARE ROUTINE MEDICAL HISTORY QUESTIONS.

FOR PROBLEMS WITH TERM, INFERTILITY:
Infertility takes many forms, and women figure out that they have fertility problems through many paths. We want to understand what experiences they have had.

Q22e
Did this surgery keep you from having children that you wanted to have?

1  Definitely yes
3  MAYBE - USE IF R EXPRESSES ANY UNCERTAINTY
5  Definitely no
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

INTERVIEWER: F1 IF RESPONDENT FEELS QUESTION IS TOO PERSONAL OR DOESN'T RELATE TO HER.

After Q22e is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
if (answer != 1) & (former = 0) skip to introQ23
if (answer != 1) & (former = 1) skip to Q22f

Help Screen
THIS IS A CONFIDENTIAL SURVEY, AND NO INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR MEDICAL CONDITIONS WILL EVER BE RELEASED. THESE ARE ROUTINE MEDICAL HISTORY QUESTIONS.

FOR PROBLEMS WITH TERM, INFERTILITY:
Infertility takes many forms, and women figure out that they have fertility problems through many paths. We want to understand what experiences they have had.

Q22d
What year did he have this surgery?

[Enter 1960 - 2005]

8888  DON'T KNOW
9999  REFUSED
INTERVIEWER: F1 IF RESPONDENT FEELS QUESTION IS TOO PERSONAL OR DOESN'T RELATE TO HER.

if (lesbian = 1) show "she have this surgery?"

After Q22d is asked, if (former = 0) skip to introQ23

Help Screen
THIS IS A CONFIDENTIAL SURVEY, AND NO INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR MEDICAL CONDITIONS WILL EVER BE RELEASED. THESE ARE ROUTINE MEDICAL HISTORY QUESTIONS.

FOR PROBLEMS WITH TERM, INFERTILITY:
Infertility takes many forms, and women figure out that they have fertility problems through many paths. We want to understand what experiences they have had.

Q22f
During your previous cohabitation, were you ever prevented from having babies you wanted to have because your partner was surgically sterile?

1  Definitely yes
3  MAYBE - USE IF R EXPRESSES ANY UNCERTAINTY
5  Definitely no
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

INTERVIEWER: F1 IF RESPONDENT FEELS QUESTION IS TOO PERSONAL OR DOESN'T RELATE TO HER.

if ((Q15a > 0) & (Q14 > 0)) show "relationships were you ever prevented from"
if ((Q14 > 0) & (Q15a > 0) & (lesbian = 0)) show "husband or partner was"
if ((SCR1 = 1) & (lesbian = 0)) show "husband/partner was"
if ((Q14 = 1) & (Q15a = 0)) show "marriage, were you ever prevented from"
if ((Q14 > 1) & (Q15a = 0)) show "marriages, were you ever prevented from"
if (SCR1 = 7) show "partner was"
if (SCR1a = 1) show "partner was"
if ((Q15a = 1) & (Q14 = 0)) show "cohabitation, were you ever prevented from"
if ((Q15a > 1) & (Q14 = 0)) show "cohabitations, were you ever prevented from"

After Q22f is asked, if (answer != 1) skip to introQ23
THIS IS A CONFIDENTIAL SURVEY, AND NO INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR MEDICAL CONDITIONS WILL EVER BE RELEASED. THESE ARE ROUTINE MEDICAL HISTORY QUESTIONS.

FOR PROBLEMS WITH TERM, INFERTILITY:
Infertility takes many forms, and women figure out that they have fertility problems through many paths. We want to understand what experiences they have had.

**Q22f1**
Was this in the last five years?

1 Yes
5 No
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

**introQ23**
Now we have one or two questions that are very similar to the questions we asked at the beginning of the interview. The questions here are slightly different and will allow us to tailor the interview to your situation.

**Q23**
Was there ever a time when you were trying to get pregnant but did not conceive within 12 months?

1 Yes
5 No
6 INAPPROPRIATE, NEVER TRIED
7 INAPPROPRIATE, NEVER UNPROTECTED SEX
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

INTERVIEWER: F1 IF RESPONDENT FEELS QUESTION IS TOO PERSONAL OR DOESN'T RELATE TO HER.

After Q23 is asked, if (answer > 1) skip to Q24

Help Screen
THIS IS A CONFIDENTIAL SURVEY, AND NO INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR MEDICAL CONDITIONS WILL EVER BE RELEASED. THESE ARE ROUTINE MEDICAL HISTORY QUESTIONS.

FOR PROBLEMS WITH TERM, INFERTILITY:
Infertility takes many forms, and women figure out that they have fertility problems through many paths. We want to understand what experiences they have had.

**Q23a**
What was the first year this happened?

[Enter 1960 - 2005]

8888 DON’T KNOW
9999 REFUSED

INTERVIEWER: F1 IF RESPONDENT FEELS QUESTION IS TOO PERSONAL OR DOESN’T RELATE TO HER.

After Q23a is asked, if (answer = 2005) skip to Q24

**Q23a1a**
What was the last year you tried to get pregnant but didn’t get pregnant within 12 months?

[Enter 1960 - 2005]

8888 DON’T KNOW
9999 REFUSED

INTERVIEWER: F1 IF RESPONDENT FEELS QUESTION IS TOO PERSONAL OR DOESN’T RELATE TO HER.

After Q23a1a is asked, if (union = 0) skip to Q24

Help Screen

THIS IS A CONFIDENTIAL SURVEY, AND NO INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR MEDICAL CONDITIONS WILL EVER BE RELEASED. THESE ARE ROUTINE MEDICAL HISTORY QUESTIONS.

FOR PROBLEMS WITH TERM, INFERTILITY:
Infertility takes many forms, and women figure out that they have fertility problems through many paths. We want
to understand what experiences they have had.

**Q24**

Was there ever a time when you regularly had sex without using birth control for a year or more without getting pregnant?

**INTERVIEWER:** THIS IS DIFFERENT FROM PREVIOUS Q. HERE WE ARE NOT ASKING ABOUT TRYING.

**F1** IF RESPONDENT FEELS QUESTION IS TOO PERSONAL OR DOESN'T RELATE TO HER.

1   Yes
5   No
6   R IN SAME SEX RELATIONSHIP
7   AFTER RESPONDENT OR PARTNER'S SURGERY
8   INAPPROPRIATE, NEVER TRIED
9   INAPPROPRIATE, NEVER UNPROTECTED SEX
88  DON'T KNOW
99  REFUSED

if (Q22a = 1)
if (Q23 = 1)
show "Before the sterilization and aside from when you were trying"
show "to get pregnant, was there ever a time when you regularly"
show "had sex without using birth control for a year or more without"
show "getting pregnant?"

if (Q21a = 2)
if (Q23 = 1)
show "Before the sterilization and aside from when you were trying"
show "to get pregnant, was there ever a time when you regularly"
show "had sex without using birth control for a year or more without"
show "getting pregnant?"

if (Q22a_L = 2)
if (Q23 = 1)
show "Before the sterilization and aside from when you were trying"
show "to get pregnant, was there ever a time when you regularly"
show "had sex without using birth control for a year or more without"
show "getting pregnant?"

if (Q21 = 1)
if (Q21a != 2)
if (Q23 = 1)
show "Before the problems leading to surgery and aside from when you were "
show "trying to get pregnant, was there ever a time when you regularly"
show "had sex without using birth control for a year or more without"
show "getting pregnant?"

if (Q22 = 1)
if (Q22a != 1)
if (Q23 = 1)
show "Before the problems leading to surgery and aside from when you were "
show "trying to get pregnant, was there ever a time when you regularly"
show "had sex without using birth control for a year or more without"
show "getting pregnant?"

if (Q22_L = 1)
if (Q22a_L != 2)
if (Q23 = 1)
show "Before the problems leading to surgery and aside from when you were "
show "trying to get pregnant, was there ever a time when you regularly"
show "had sex without using birth control for a year or more without"
show "getting pregnant?"

if (Q21 != 1)
if (Q22 != 1)
if (Q22_L != 1)
if (Q23 = 1)
show "Aside from when you were trying to get pregnant,"

if (Q21 = 2) or (Q22 = 1))
if (Q23 != 1)
show "Before the sterilization, was there ever a time when you "
show "regularly had sex without using birth control for a year"
show "or more without getting pregnant?"

if (Q21a = 2) or (Q22a = 1) or (Q22a_L = 2))
if (Q23 != 1)
show "Before the sterilization, was there ever a time when you " L
show "regularly had sex without using birth control for a year"
show "or more without getting pregnant?"

if (Q21 = 1)
if (Q21a != 2)
if (Q23 != 1)
show "Before the problems leading to surgery, was there ever a time "
show "when you regularly had sex without using birth control for "
show "a year or more without getting pregnant?"
if (Q22 = 1)
if (Q22a != 1)
if (Q23 != 1)
  show "Before the problems leading to surgery, was there ever a time ",
  show "when you regularly had sex without using birth control for ",
  show "a year or more without getting pregnant?"

if (Q22_L = 1)
if (Q22a_L != 2)
if (Q23 != 1)
  show "Before the problems leading to surgery, was there ever a time ",
  show "when you regularly had sex without using birth control for ",
  show "a year or more without getting pregnant?"

After Q24 is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
if (answer > 1) skip to Q25
if ((answer = 1) & (Q23 = 1)) skip to Q25

Help Screen
THIS IS A CONFIDENTIAL SURVEY, AND NO INFORMATION ABOUT
YOUR MEDICAL CONDITIONS WILL EVER BE RELEASED. THESE ARE
ROUTINE MEDICAL HISTORY QUESTIONS.

Q24a
What was the first year this happened?

[Enter 1960 - 2005]

8888 DON'T KNOW
9999 REFUSED

INTERVIEWER: F1 IF RESPONDENT FEELS QUESTION IS TOO
PERSONAL OR DOESN'T RELATE TO HER.

Help Screen
THIS IS A CONFIDENTIAL SURVEY, AND NO INFORMATION ABOUT
YOUR MEDICAL CONDITIONS WILL EVER BE RELEASED. THESE ARE
ROUTINE MEDICAL HISTORY QUESTIONS.

FOR PROBLEMS WITH TERM, INFERTILITY:
Infertility takes many forms, and women figure out that
they have fertility problems through many paths. We want
to understand what experiences they have had.
Q24a1a
What was the last year you had sex without using birth control for a year or more without getting pregnant?

[Enter 1960-2005]

8888 DON'T KNOW
9999 REFUSED

INTERVIEWER: F1 IF RESPONDENT FEELS QUESTION IS TOO PERSONAL OR DOESN'T RELATE TO HER.

After Q24a1a is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
if (union = 0) skip to Q24c
if (former = 0) skip to Q24c

Help Screen
THIS IS A CONFIDENTIAL SURVEY, AND NO INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR MEDICAL CONDITIONS WILL EVER BE RELEASED. THESE ARE ROUTINE MEDICAL HISTORY QUESTIONS.

FOR PROBLEMS WITH TERM, INFERTILITY:
Infertility takes many forms, and women figure out that they have fertility problems through many paths. We want to understand what experiences they have had.

Q24c
What was your attitude toward getting pregnant at that time
Were you hoping to get pregnant, hoping NOT to get pregnant, or it would have been okay either way?

1 Hoping to get pregnant
2 Did not want to get pregnant
3 It would have been okay either way
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

INTERVIEWER: F1 IF RESPONDENT FEELS QUESTION IS TOO PERSONAL OR DOESN'T RELATE TO HER.

Help Screen
THIS IS A CONFIDENTIAL SURVEY, AND NO INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR MEDICAL CONDITIONS WILL EVER BE RELEASED. THESE ARE ROUTINE MEDICAL HISTORY QUESTIONS.
FOR PROBLEMS WITH TERM, INFERTILITY:
Infertility takes many forms, and women figure out that they have fertility problems through many paths. We want to understand what experiences they have had.

Q25
Have physical problems ever kept you from having a baby you wanted to have?

INTERVIEWER: WE MEAN PROBLEMS A) MAKE IT DIFFICULT TO CONCEIVE OR CARRY A CHILD TO TERM OR B) MAKE PREGNANCY A HIGH HEALTH RISK TO WOMAN. DO NOT INCLUDE A C-SECTION OR OTHER PROBLEM THAT WOULD MAKE DELIVERY DIFFICULT.

F1 IF RESPONDENT FEELS QUESTION IS TOO PERSONAL OR DOESN'T RELATE TO HER.
1 Yes
3 MAYBE (DON'T READ)
5 No
6 LESBIAN
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

if (union = 1) show "Have physical problems either yours or your husband/partner's "
if (union = 1) show "ever kept you from having a baby you wanted to have?"
if ((Q21a = 2) & (nummisc = 0)) show "Aside from sterilization,"
if ((Q22a = 1) & (nummisc = 0)) show "Aside from sterilization,"
if ((Q22a_L = 2) & (nummisc = 0)) show "Aside from sterilization,"
if ((Q21 = 1) & (Q21a != 2) & (nummisc = 0)) show "Aside from problems that led to surgery,"
if ((Q22 = 1) & (Q22a != 1) & (nummisc = 0)) show "Aside from problems that led to surgery,"
if ((Q22a_L = 1) & (Q22a_L != 2) & (nummisc = 0)) show "Aside from problems that let to surgery,"

if ((nummisc > 0) & (Q21 != 1)) show "Aside from the problems leading to miscarriage,"
if ((nummisc > 0) & (Q22 != 1)) show "Aside from the problems leading to miscarriage,"
if ((nummisc > 0) & (Q22a_L != 1)) show "Aside from the problems leading to miscarriage,"
if ((Q21a = 2) & (nummisc > 0)) show "Aside from sterilization and the problems leading to miscarriage,"

if ((Q22a_L = 2) & (nummisc > 0)) show "Aside from sterilization and the problems leading to miscarriage,"

if ((Q21 = 1) & (Q21a != 2) & (nummisc > 0)) show "Aside from the problems leading to miscarriage and surgery,"
if ((Q22 = 1) & (Q22a != 1) & (nummisc > 0)) show "Aside from the problems leading to miscarriage and surgery,"
if ((Q22_L = 1) & (Q22a_L != 2) & (nummisc > 0)) show "Aside from the problems leading to miscarriage and surgery,"

After Q25 is asked, if (answer > 1) skip to introQ26

Help Screen
THIS IS A CONFIDENTIAL SURVEY, AND NO INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR MEDICAL CONDITIONS WILL EVER BE RELEASED. THESE ARE ROUTINE MEDICAL HISTORY QUESTIONS.

FOR PROBLEMS WITH TERM, INFERTILITY:
Infertility takes many forms, and women figure out that they have fertility problems through many paths. We want to understand what experiences they have had.

Q25a_opn
What physical problems would keep you and your partner from having a baby? PROBE: ARE THERE ANY MORE?

INTERVIEWER: LEAVE DETAILED NOTES, LIST ALL REASONS. PROBE TO CLARIFY! PRESS F1 FOR HELP.

F1 IF RESPONDENT FEELS QUESTION IS TOO PERSONAL OR DOESN'T RELATE TO HER.

if ((former = 0) & (union = 0)) show "                      "
if ((SCR1 = 1) & (lesbian = 0)) show "husband"
if (biopar = 1) show "another baby? PROBE: ARE THERE ANY MORE ?"

Help Screen
POSSIBLE REASONS LISTED BELOW. HOWEVER THIS LIST IS NOT EXCLUSIVE. LEAVE DETAILED NOTES!!!!!!

1 STERILIZATION
2 FEMALE PROBLEMS
3 ENDOMETRIOSIS  
4 SPERM PROBLEMS  
5 POOR HEALTH  
6 TOO THIN  
7 OTHER  
8 DON'T KNOW  
9 REFUSED  

THIS IS A CONFIDENTIAL SURVEY, AND NO INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR MEDICAL CONDITIONS WILL EVER BE RELEASED. THESE ARE ROUTINE MEDICAL HISTORY QUESTIONS.  

FOR PROBLEMS WITH TERM, INFERTILITY:  
Infertility takes many forms, and women figure out that they have fertility problems through many paths. We want to understand what experiences they have had.  

Q25a  
*Note: This variable changed in the dataset into 9 dummy variables named ‘q25a_1’ to ‘q25a_9.’  

What physical problems would keep you and your partner from having a baby?  

1 STERILIZATION  
2 FEMALE PROBLEMS  
3 ENDOMETRIOSIS  
4 SPERM PROBLEMS  
5 POOR HEALTH  
6 TOO THIN  
7 OTHER  
8 DON'T KNOW  
9 REFUSED  

INTERVIEWER: F1 IF RESPONDENT FEELS QUESTION IS TOO PERSONAL OR DOESN'T RELATE TO HER.  

if ((former = 0) & (union = 0)) show ""  
if ((SCR1 = 1) & (lesbian = 0)) show "husband"  
if (biopar = 1) show "another baby?"  

Help Screen  
THIS IS A CONFIDENTIAL SURVEY, AND NO INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR MEDICAL CONDITIONS WILL EVER BE RELEASED. THESE ARE ROUTINE MEDICAL HISTORY QUESTIONS.
FOR PROBLEMS WITH TERM, INFERTILITY:
Infertility takes many forms, and women figure out that they have fertility problems through many paths. We want to understand what experiences they have had.

**Q25b**
Was this in the last five years?

- 1 Yes
- 5 No
- 8 DON'T KNOW
- 9 REFUSED

INTERVIEWER: F1 IF RESPONDENT FEELS QUESTION IS TOO PERSONAL OR DOESN'T RELATE TO HER.

After Q25b is asked, if (biopar = 0) skip to introQ26

Help Screen
THIS IS A CONFIDENTIAL SURVEY, AND NO INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR MEDICAL CONDITIONS WILL EVER BE RELEASED. THESE ARE ROUTINE MEDICAL HISTORY QUESTIONS.

FOR PROBLEMS WITH TERM, INFERTILITY:
Infertility takes many forms, and women figure out that they have fertility problems through many paths. We want to understand what experiences they have had.

**Q25c**
Was this before the birth of your first child?

- 1 YES
- 5 NO
- 8 DON'T KNOW
- 9 REFUSED

**introQ26**
Now we'd like to ask you a series of questions that may not relate to your experience or may seem repetitive, but we need to ask everyone to be thorough. Please answer to the best of your ability.
Q26
Do you think of yourself as someone who has, has had or might have trouble getting pregnant?

1 YES
3 MAYBE (DON'T READ)
5 NO
6 LESBIAN
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

checkL
DO NOT READ TO RESPONDENT

INTERVIEWER:
HAS THE RESPONDENT INDICATED THAT SHE IS A LESBIAN?

BE CAREFUL, DO NOT SELECT 1 YES IF R IS NOT A LESBIAN

1 YES, R IS A LESBIAN
5 NO, R IS NOT A LESBIAN
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

Before checkL is asked, IF (lesbian = 1) SKIP

Q26a
Do you think of yourself as someone who has or has had fertility problems?

INTERVIEWER: PRESS F1 FOR CLARIFICATION

1 YES
3 MAYBE
5 NO
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

Help Screen
If R asks what fertility problems means, say whatever it means
to them. If R has not really tried (esp. young or childless),
answer is DON'T KNOW. If worried about age or something, check
MAYBE. This does not include worrying about miscarriage.

If R says she had never thought about it until now, we are asking
about perceptions before this survey started, so answer should
probably be no.

**Q27**
Have you ever BEEN to a doctor or a clinic to talk
about ways to help you have a baby?

**INTERVIEWER: PRESS F1 FOR CLARIFICATION**

1  Yes
5  No
6  ONLY FOR VITAMINS, ETC.
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

if (lesbian = 1) show "or her have a baby?"

After Q27 is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
if (miscaryo = 1) skip to Q120
if ((answer != 1) & (Q12 = 0)) skip to Q40
if ((answer != 1) & (subfec = 1)) skip to Q32
if ((answer != 1) & (othermed = 1)) skip to Q32bsel
IF ((answer != 1) & (BMB = 0) & (Q26 = 1)) skip to Q32a
if ((answer != 1) & (BMB = 0)) skip to Q40
if ((answer != 1) & (lesbian = 1)) skip to Q32a
if ((answer = 1) & (lesbian = 0) & (Q14 > 0)) skip to Q27d

Help Screen
We are not asking about alternative medicine here.... we ask
about that later. Here, we mean an MD.

This does not include getting prenatal vitamins or telling
doctor she was going to start trying. We are interested in
R seeking help to get pregnant.

**Q27a**
Did you seek help as a single woman or with a female
partner or with a male partner?
1 Single woman
2 Female partner
3 Male partner
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

After Q27a is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
if (nosperm = 0) skip to Q27d
IF (ANSWER != 2) SKIP TO Q27d

Q27a1
Was it you or your partner who was intending to get pregnant?

1 Self
2 Partner
3 Both
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

After Q27a1 is asked, if (nosperm = 1) skip to Q27f

Q27d
After you first started to think you might have trouble getting pregnant, how long did you wait before you consulted a doctor? Would you say less than one year, one or two years, or more than two years?

1 LESS THAN ONE YEAR
2 ONE OR TWO YEARS
3 MORE THAN TWO YEARS
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

Before Q27d is asked, if (nosperm = 1) skip to Q27f

Q27f
*Note: This variable changed in the dataset to 7 dummy variables named ‘q27f_1’ to ‘q27f_7.’

What kind[s] of doctor did you see?

PROBE. Check all that apply
<1> OB-GYN
<2> FAMILY DOCTOR
<3> GENERAL PRACTITIONER
<4> FERTILITY SPECIALIST, REPRODUCTIVE ENDOCRINOLOGIST, INFERTIL CLINIC
<5> OTHER (specify)
<6> DON'T KNOW
<7> REFUSED

After Q27f is asked, if (nosperm = 1) skip to Q30

Q29
Did you or your partner get medical tests to determine the nature of the problem?

1  Yes
5  No
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

After Q29 is asked, if (answer > 1) skip to Q29d

Q29a_opn
What appeared to be the nature of the problem?

PROBE:  ARE THERE ANY MORE ?

INTERVIEWER:  LEAVE DETAILED NOTES, LIST ALL REASONS.
         PROBE TO CLARIFY! PRESS F1 FOR HELP

Help Screen
POSSIBLE REASONS LISTED BELOW. HOWEVER THIS LIST IS NOT EXCLUSIVE. LEAVE DETAILED NOTES!!!!!

<01> ENDOMETRIOSIS
<02> FIBROIDS
<03> PELVIC ADHESIONS
<04> ELEVATED FSH
<05> VARICOCELE
<06> LOW MOTILITY
<07> ABSENT VAS DEFERENS
<08> PREMAT.OVARIAN FAIL
<09> SERTOLI CELL ONLY SYNDROME
I DIDN'T OVULATE; ANN OVULATION; POLYCYSTIC OVARIIES (PCO)  
SOMETHING WRONG WITH THE CERVICAL MUCOUS  
BLOCKED OR DISEASED FALLOPIAN TUBES  
PREVIOUS TUBAL LIGATION  
LUTEAL PHASE DEFECT; SOMETHING WRONG WITH LINING OF UTERUS  
POOR MORPHOLOGY (THE SHAPE OF THE SPERM WASN'T NORMAL)  
NO SPERM  
LOW SPERM COUNT  
UNEXPLAINED  
OTHER - specify  
DON'T KNOW  
REFUSED  
IRREGULAR PERIODS

Q29a

*Note: This variable changed in the dataset into 22 dummy variables named 'q29a_1' to 'q29a_22.'

What appeared to be the nature of the problem?

Anything else? Press F1 for full response options

Endometriosis  
Fibroids  
Pelvic Adhesions  
Elevated FSH  
Varicocele  
Low Motility  
Absent Vas Deferens  
Premature Ovarian Fail  
Sertoli Cell Only Synd  
I Didn't Ovulate:(PCO)  
Cervical Mucous  
Fallopian Tubes  
Previous Tubal Ligation  
Luteal Phase Defect  
Poor Morphology  
No Sperm  
Low Sperm Count  
Unexplained
Wave 1 Main Interview Schedule

<19> OTHER - specify
<20> DON'T KNOW
<21> REFUSED
<22> IRREGULAR PERIODS

Help Screen
<01> ENDOMETRIOSIS
<02> FIBROIDS
<03> PELVIC ADHESIONS
<04> ELEVATED FSH
<05> VARICOCELE
<06> LOW MOTILITY
<07> ABSENT VAS DEFERENS
<08> PREMAT.OVARIAN FAIL
<09> SERTOLI CELL ONLY SYNDROME
<10> I DIDN'T OVULATE; ANN OVULATION; POLYCYSTIC OVARIIES (PCO)
<11> SOMETHING WRONG WITH THE CERVICAL MUCOUS
<12> BLOCKED OR DISEASED FALLOPIAN TUBES
<13> PREVIOUS TUBAL LIGATION
<14> LUTEAL PHASE DEFECT; SOMETHING WRONG WITH LINING OF UTERUS
<15> POOR MORPHOLOGY (THE SHAPE OF THE SPERM WASN'T NORMAL)
<16> NO SPERM
<17> LOW SPERM COUNT
<18> UNEXPLAINED
<19> OTHER - specify
<20> DON'T KNOW
<21> REFUSED

Q29c
How much of the cost of these tests did you health insurance pay?

Would you say all of the cost, most of the cost, about half of the cost, less than half of the cost, or none of the cost?

1 All of the cost
2 Most of the cost (= over 50%)
3 About half of the cost
4 Less than half of the cost
5 None of the cost
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED
After Q29c is asked, if (Q29 != 5) skip to Q30

Q29d
*Note: This variable changed in the dataset into 10 dummy variables named ‘q29d_1’ to ‘q29d_10.’*

What did you think was the reason you were unable to have a baby?

PROBE IF NECESSARY: IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE?

<01> HYSTERECTOMY
<02> REMOVAL OF OVARIES
<03> IRREGULAR/NO PERIODS
<04> TUBAL LIGATION
<05> VASECTOMY
<06> TESTES REMOVED/ORCHIDECTOMY
<07> MUMPS/ILLNESS
<08> OTHER - specify
<09> DON’T KNOW
<10> REFUSED

Q30
The previous questions were about medical TESTS
The next questions focus on medical treatments
to help you have a baby.

Did you ever SEEK treatment to get pregnant?

INTERVIEWER: DOESN’T MEAN R HAS TO HAVE RECEIVED TREATMENT.

1  Yes
5  No
8  DON’T KNOW
9  REFUSED

if (nosperm = 1) show "                   "
if (nosperm = 1) show "                   "
if (nosperm = 1) show "                   "
if (lesbian = 1) show "[you or your partner] ever SEEK treatment to get pregnant?"

After Q30 is asked, if (answer != 1) skip to Q31h
**Q30a**
When you were seeking treatment, were you ever rejected by a doctor or clinic?

1  Yes
5  No
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

After Q30a is asked, if (answer > 1) skip to Q31a

**Q30a1**
*Note: This variable changed in the dataset into 9 dummy variables named ‘q30a1_1’ to ‘q30a1_9.’*

Why were you rejected?

CHECK ALL THAT APPLY PROBE: IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE?

<1> TOO OLD
<2> HIV
<3> INCOME/INSURANCE
<4> UNMARRIED
<5> LESBIAN
<6> HEALTH - OTHER
<7> OTHER - SPECIFY
<8> DON'T KNOW
<9> REFUSED

**Q31a_opn**
What medical treatments have you had to help you get pregnant?
Include all of the treatments you had even if they did not work.

PROBE: ARE THERE ANY MORE ?

INTERVIEWER: LEAVE DETAILED NOTES, LIST ALL REASONS. PROBE TO CLARIFY! PRESS F1 FOR HELP

Help Screen
POSSIBLE REASONS LISTED BELOW. HOWEVER THIS LIST IS NOT EXCLUSIVE. LEAVE DETAILED NOTES!!!!!
<1> IVF, GIFT, ZIFT
<2> IVF WITH DONOR EGGS
<3> DONOR EMBRYOS
<4> PROXEED DIAGNOSIS
<5> CLOMID
<6> VARICOCELE REPAIR
<7> ELECTRO EJACULATION
<8> FERTILITY MEDICATIONS TO HELP ME OVULATE
<9> INSEMINATIONS WITH PARTNER'S SPERM
<10> INSEMINATIONS WITH A DONOR'S SPERM
<11> FERTILITY MEDICATIONS TO HELP ME OVULATE MORE THAN ONE EGG A TIME
<12> GLUCOPHAGE, ANTIDIABETIC AGENT TO HELP OVARIANS FUNCTION MORE NORMALLY
<13> MEDICATIONS TO SUPPRESS ENDOMETRIOSIS
<14> SURGERY TO REMOVE ENDOMETRIOSIS OR ADHESIONS
<15> SURGERY TO REPAIR/REMOVE FALLOPIAN TUBES/REVERSAL OF TUBAL LIGATION
<16> SPERM ASPIRATION OR SPERM REMOVAL VIA BIOPSY
<17> CYTOPLASMIC TRANSFER
<18> TESTOSTERONE
<19> IVF WITH ICSI
<20> PREIMPLANTATION GENETIC
<21> OTHER specify
<22> REFUSED
<23> NONE

Q31a
*Note: This variable changed in the dataset into 23 dummy variables named 'q31a_1' to 'q31a_23.'*

What medical treatments have you had to help you get pregnant? Include all of the treatments you had even if they did not work.

PROBE: IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE? PRESS F1 FOR FULL RESPONSE OPTIONS

<01> IVF, GIFT, ZIFT
<02> IVF WITH DONOR EGGS
<03> DONOR EMBRYOS
<04> PROXEED
<05> CLOMID
<06> VARICOCELE REPAIR
<07> ELECTRO EJACULATION
<08>FERTILITY MEDS TO OVULATE
<09>INSEMINATION W/PART'S SPERM
<10>INSEMINATION W/DONOR SPERM
<11>MEDS TO OVULATE >1 EGG
<12>GLUCOPHAGE
<13>MEDS FOR ENDOMETRIOSIS
<14>SURGERY FOR ENDOMETRIOSIS
<15>SURGERY FALLOPIAN TUBES
<16>SPERM ASPIRATION
<17>CYTOPLASMIC TRANSFER
<18>TESTOSTERONE
<19>IVF WITH ICSI
<20>PREIMPLANTATION GENETIC
<21> OTHER specify
<22> REFUSED
<23> NONE

Help Screen
<1>IVF,GIFT,ZIFT
<2>IVF WITH DONOR EGGS
<3>DONOR EMBRYOS
<4>PROXEED DIAGNOSIS
<5>CLOMID
<6>VARIICOCELE REPAIR
<7>ELECTRO EJACULATION
<8>FERTILITY MEDICATIONS TO HELP ME OVULATE
<9>INSEMINATIONS WITH PARTNER'S SPERM
<10>INSEMINATIONS WITH A DONOR'S SPERM
<11>FERTILITY MEDICATIONS TO HELP ME OVULATE MORE THAN ONE EGG A TIME
<12>GLUCOPHAGE, ANTIDIABETIC AGENT TO HELP OVARIIES FUNCTION MORE NORMALLY
<13>MEDICATIONS TO SUPPRESS ENDOMETRIOSIS
<14>SURGERY TO REMOVE ENDOMETRIOSIS OR ADHESIONS
<15>SURGERY TO REPAIR/REMOVE FALLOPIAN TUBES/REVERSAL OF TUBAL LIGATION
<16>SPERM ASPIRATION OR SPERM REMOVAL VIA BIOPSY
<17>CYTOPLASMIC TRANSFER
<18>TESTOSTERONE
<19>IVF WITH ICSI
<20>PREIMPLANTATION GENETIC
<21> OTHER specify
<22> REFUSED
**Q31d**
Did your health insurance pay for these treatments?
Would you say all of the cost, most of the cost, about half of the cost, less than half of the cost, or none of the cost?

1 All of the cost  
2 Most of the cost  
3 About half of the cost  
4 Less than half of the cost  
5 None of the cost  
6 NO INSURANCE  
8 DON'T KNOW  
9 REFUSED

Before Q31d is asked, if (Q31a = 23) skip to Q31h

After Q31d is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
if (nosperm = 0) & if (union = 0) & if (Q9 != 1) skip to Q31g
if (nosperm = 0) & if (union = 0) & if (Q9 = 1) skip to Q31f
if (nosperm = 0) & if (union = 1) & if (former = 0) & if (Q9 != 1) & skip to Q31g
if (nosperm = 0) & if (union = 1) & if (former = 0) & if (Q9 = 1)  skip to Q31f
if (nosperm = 1) & if (union = 0) skip to Q31f
if (nosperm = 1) & if (Q27a = 1) skip to Q31f

**Q31f**
After you went for treatment were you able to get pregnant?

1 Yes  
5 No  
8 DON'T KNOW  
9 REFUSED

if (lesbian = 1) show "[you or she] able to get pregnant?"

After Q31f is asked, if (answer != 1) skip to Q31g

**Q31f1**
Have any pregnancies made possible by treatment resulted in a live birth?

INTERVIEWER: PLEASE USE F4 TO RECORD ANY COMMENTS HERE SUCH AS MULTIPLE BIRTHS, LOST ONE, ETC.
Q31f3
Before starting donor inseminations, or sometimes after months of treatment, some women will undergo testing to evaluate their fertility. Did [you/ or your partner] have testing?

1 Yes
5 No
8 DON’T KNOW
9 REFUSED

Before Q31f3 is asked, if (nosperm = 0) skip to Q31g
After Q31f3 is asked, if (answer > 1) skip to Q31g

Q31f3_a
What year did you first have tests?

[1960 - 2005]

8888 DON’T KNOW
9999 REFUSED

Q31f3_b
*Note: this variable changed in the dataset to 16 dummy variables named ‘q31f3_b1’ to ‘q31f3_b16.’

What did these tests show?
PROBE: ANYTHING ELSE?

<01> NO PROBLEMS
<02> DIDN’T OVULATE; ANN OVULATION; POLYCYSTIC OVARIES (PCO)
<03> SOMETHING WRONG WITH THE CERVICAL MUCOUS
<04> BLOCKED OR DISEASED FALLOPIAN TUBES
<05> PREVIOUS TUBAL LIGATION
<06> ENDOMETRIOSIS
<07> FIBROIDS
Q31g
Are you still seeking medical help to have a baby?

1 Yes
5 No
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

Q31h
In what year was your most recent visit for help to have a baby?

[1960 - 2005]

8888 DON'T KNOW
9999 REFUSED

Q31h1
What year was your first visit for medical help to have a baby?

[1960 - 2005]

8888 DON'T KNOW
9999 REFUSED

After Q31h1 is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
IF (nosperm = 0) & if (Q31f = 1) skip to Q32bsel
IF (nosperm = 0) & if (Q31g = 1) skip to Q32bsel
if (nosperm = 1) & if ((Q31f1 = 1) or (Q31g = 1)) & if (Q27a = 2) skip to Q32bsel
if (nosperm = 1) & if ((Q31f1 = 1) or (Q31g = 1)) & if (Q27a = 1) skip to Q32c
Q31i_opn
Why didn't you continue with treatments?

PROBE: ARE THERE ANY MORE?

INTERVIEWER: LEAVE DETAILED NOTES, LIST ALL REASONS.
PROBE TO CLARIFY! PRESS F1 FOR HELP

After Q31i_opn is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
If (Q31a > 0) & if (nosperm = 0) skip to Q32bsel
if (Q31a > 0) & if (nosperm = 1) & if (Q27a = 1) skip to Q32c
if (Q31a > 0) & if (nosperm = 1) & if (Q27a != 1) skip to Q32bsel

Help Screen
POSSIBLE REASONS LISTED BELOW. HOWEVER THIS LIST IS NOT
EXCLUSIVE. LEAVE DETAILED NOTES!!!!!!

<01> GOT PREGNANT BY OURSELVES
<02> EXPENSE
<03> PHYSICALLY DRAINED
<04> EMOTIONALLY DRAINED
<05> HAVING SECOND THOUGHTS
<06> OTHER DEMANDS
<07> WE FELT IT WAS IMPOSSIBLE
<08> DOCTOR RECOMMENDED ENDING
<09> HUSBAND/PARTNER OBJECTED
<10> DECIDED TO MOVE ON TO ADOPTION
<11> HOPING TO GET PREGNANT OURSELVES
<12> OTHER - specify
<13> DON’T KNOW
<14> REFUSED
<15> DECIDED TO LEAVE IT UP TO GOD

Q31i
*Note: This variable changed in the dataset to 15 dummy variables named ‘q31i_1’ to ‘q31i_15.’

Why didn't you continue with treatments?

CHECK ALL THAT APPLY PROBE: IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE?

<01> GOT PREGNANT BY OURSELVES
<02> EXPENSE
<03> PHYSICALLY DRAINED
<04> EMOTIONALLY DRAINED
<05> HAVING SECOND THOUGHTS
<06> OTHER DEMANDS
<07> WE FELT IT WAS IMPOSSIBLE
<08> DOCTOR RECOMMENDED ENDING
<09> HUSBAND/PARTNER OBJECTED
<10> DECIDED TO MOVE ON TO ADOPTION
<11> HOPING TO GET PREGNANT OURSELVES
<12> OTHER - specify
<13> DON’T KNOW
<14> REFUSED
<15> DECIDED TO LEAVE IT UP TO GOD

After Q31i is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
if (Q31a > 0) & if (nosperm = 0) skip to Q32bsel
if (Q31a > 0) & if (nosperm = 1) & if (Q27a = 1) skip to Q32c
if (Q31a > 0) & if (nosperm = 1) & if (Q27a != 1) skip to Q32bsel

Q32
When you didn't get pregnant right away despite having sex without using birth control, did you wonder whether there might be a medical problem?

Would you say never, seldom, occasionally, or often?

1  Never
2  Seldom
3  Occasionally
4  Often
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

Before Q32 is asked, if (Q27 != 5) skip to Q32bsel

Q32a
Did you ever CONSIDER going to a doctor to talk about ways to get pregnant?

1  Yes
5  No
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED
After Q32a is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
if ((answer != 1) & (Q27 != 1) & (lesbian = 1)) skip to Q40
if (Q27a = 1) skip to Q32c
IF ((answer = 1) & (BMB = 0) & (Q26 = 1)) skip to Q32bsel
IF ((answer != 1) & (BMB = 0) & (Q26 = 1)) skip to Q40
if (othermed = 1) skip to Q32bsel

**Q32a1opn**
Why do you think you didn't get pregnant [the last time]?

PROBE: ARE THERE ANY MORE?

INTERVIEWER: LEAVE DETAILED NOTES, LIST ALL REASONS.
PROBE TO CLARIFY! PRESS F1 FOR HELP

Before Q32a1opn is asked, if (Q27a = 1) skip to Q32c

Help Screen
POSSIBLE REASONS LISTED BELOW. HOWEVER THIS LIST IS NOT
EXCLUSIVE. LEAVE DETAILED NOTES!!!!!

<01> INFREQUENT INTERCOURSE
<02> POORLY TIMED INTERCOURSE
<03> AVOIDED INTERCOURSE MID-CYCLE/TIMED TO NOT GET
PREGNANT
<04> TOO OLD
<05> TOO YOUNG
<06> PARTNER INFERTILE/STERILE
<07> NOT VERY FERTILE (INCLUDES MISC "FEMALE TROUBLES")
<08> STRESS
<09> TOO THIN
<10> IRREGULAR CYCLES
<11> BREASTFEEDING
<12> ENDOMETRIOSIS
<13> WASN'T MEANT TO BE
<14> GOOD LUCK/PROVIDENCE
<15> OTHER (SPECIFY)
<16> DON'T KNOW
<17> REFUSED
<18> ON BIRTH CONTROL
<19> STERILIZED
Q32a1
*Note: This variable changed in the dataset to 19 dummy variables named 'q32a1_1' to 'q32a1_19.'*

Why do you think you didn't get pregnant [the last time]?
CHECK ALL THAT APPLY. DON'T READ
<01> INFREQUENT INTERCOURSE
<02> POORLY TIMED INTERCOURSE
<03> AVOIDED INTERCOURSE MID-CYCLE/TIME TO NOT GET PREGNANT
<04> TOO OLD
<05> TOO YOUNG
<06> PARTNER INFERTILE/STERILE
<07> NOT VERY FERTILE (INCLUDES MISC "FEMALE TROUBLES")
<08> STRESS
<09> TOO THIN
<10> IRREGULAR CYCLES
<11> BREASTFEEDING
<12> ENDOMETRIOSIS
<13> WASN'T MEANT TO BE
<14> GOOD LUCK/PROVIDENCE
<15> OTHER (SPECIFY)
<16> DON'T KNOW
<17> REFUSED
<18> ON BIRTH CONTROL
<19> STERILIZED

Before Q32a1 is asked, if (Q27a=1) skip to Q32c

Q32bsel

INTERVIEWER: PRESS 1 TO CONTINUE

Skips listed in order of importance:

if ((Q32 = 1) | (Q32 = 2))
if (Q32a > 0)
  if (Q32a != 1)
  if (Q25 = 1)
    if (BMB = 0)
      skip to Q39sel

if ((Q32 = 1) | (Q32 = 2))
if (Q32a > 0)
  if (Q32a != 1)
    if (Q26 = 1)
      if (BMB = 0)
        skip to Q39sel

if (((Q32 = 1) | (Q32 = 2))
  if (Q32a > 0)
    if (Q32a != 1)
      if (BMB = 0)
        skip to Q40

if ((Q32 = 1) & (Q32a != 1)) skip to Q39sel
if ((Q32 = 2) & (Q32a != 1)) skip to Q39sel

if (Q31h != 0)
  if (Q31h < YRUNION)
    askprev = 1
    skip to intrask1

if (Q23a1a != 0)
  if (Q23a1a < YRUNION)
    askprev = 3
    skip to intrask3

if (Q24a1a != 0)
  if (Q24a1a < YRUNION)
    askprev = 4
    skip to intrask4

if (union = 0)
  if (askprev = 0)
    skip to Q32c

if (askprev = 0)
  if (union = 1)
    skip to Q32b2

**intrask1**

You've said that you sought medical help before this marriage/relationship. I'm going to ask a few questions about how your husband's/partner's attitudes affected your thinking about getting medical help. For these questions please think about the husband/partner you were with when you had treatment.
Before intrask1 is asked, if (askprev != 1) Skipping to intrask3

After intrask1 is asked, always skip to Q32b2

**intrask3**
You've said that you tried for a year or more to get pregnant before this marriage/relationship. I'm going to ask a few questions about how your husband's/partner's attitudes affected your thinking about seeking medical help. For these questions please think about the husband/partner you were with when you were trying to get pregnant the first time.

Before intrask3 is asked, if (askprev != 3) skip to intrask4

After intrask3 is asked, always skip to Q32b2

**intrask4**
You've said that you didn't get pregnant despite having unprotected intercourse prior to this marriage/relationship. I'm going to ask a few questions about how your husband's/partner's attitudes affected your thinking about getting medical help. For these questions please think about the husband/partner you were with when you first had unprotected sex without getting pregnant.

Before intrask4 is asked, if (askprev != 4) skip to Q32b2

After intrask4 is asked, always skip to Q32b2

**Q32b2**
Did your husband/partner strongly encourage, encourage, discourage, or strongly discourage seeking medical help or was it mixed?

1 Strongly encourage
2 Encourage
3 Discourage,
4 Strongly discourage
5 It was mixed
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

if ((union = 1) & (askprev = 0) & (subfec = 1)) show "When you didn't get pregnant right away"
if ((union = 1) & (askprev = 0) & (othermed = 1)) show "When you faced barriers to having a baby"
IF (nosperm = 1) show "When you had to consider treatment in order to get pregnant,"

Before Q32b2 is asked, if ((union = 0) & (askprev = 0)) skip to Q32c

**Q32c**
Did you talk about your concern with family or friends?
Would you say never, seldom, occasionally, or often?

1 Never
2 Seldom
3 Occasionally
4 Often
6 THIS DOES NOT APPLY TO ME. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)
7 SELECT TO SKIP OUT OF THIS SECTION. USE ONLY IF THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOESN'T APPLY RESPONDENT OR IF RESPONDENT BECOMES OFFENDED OR ANGRY BY THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

if (subfec = 1) show "When you didn't get pregnant right away"
if (othermed = 1) show "When you faced barriers to getting pregnant"
if (nosperm = 1) show "When you were thinking about getting medical help to get pregnant,"
if (nosperm = 1) show "did you talk to your family about it?"

After Q32c is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
if (answer = 8) skip to Q32f
if (answer = 9) skip to Q32f
IF (ANSWER = 7) SKIP TO Q40
IF (answer = 1) SKIP TO Q32f

**Q32c2**
Did your family or friends strongly encourage, encourage, discourage, or strongly discourage seeking medical help, or was it mixed?

1 Strongly encourage
2 Encourage
3 Discourage,
4 Strongly discourage
5 It was mixed
Q32f
Did you discuss getting pregnant with others who had experienced a similar situation? Would you say never, seldom, occasionally, or often?

1 Never
2 Seldom
3 Occasionally
4 Often
6 THIS DOES NOT APPLY TO ME. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)
7 SELECT TO SKIP OUT OF THIS SECTION. USE ONLY IF THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOESN'T APPLY RESPONDENT OR IF RESPONDENT BECOMES OFFENDED OR ANGRY BY THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

if (nummisc > 0) show "having miscarriages with other who had experienced"

After Q32f is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
IF (ANSWER = 7) SKIP TO Q40
if (wonder = 0) skip to Q39sel

Q34a
When you were trying to decide whether to go to a doctor and what medical options to pursue,

Did you pray about this decision?

1 YES
5 NO
6 THIS QUESTION DOES NOT APPLY TO ME. (DO NOT READ)
7 THIS SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOES NOT APPLY, OFFENDS OR UPSET THE RESPONDENT. SELECT TO SKIP SECTION.
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED
After Q34a is asked, if (answer = 7) skip to Q40

**Q34b**
Did you consult a minister or other spiritual leader?

1 YES  
5 NO  
6 THIS QUESTION DOES NOT APPLY TO ME.(DO NOT READ)  
7 THIS SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOES NOT APPLY, OFFENDS OR UPSETS THE RESPONDENT. SELECT TO SKIP SECTION.  
8 DON'T KNOW  
9 REFUSED

After Q34b is asked, if (answer = 7) skip to Q40

**Q34c**
Did you consult a therapist or other mental health professional?

1 YES  
5 NO  
6 THIS QUESTION DOES NOT APPLY TO ME.(DO NOT READ)  
7 THIS SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOES NOT APPLY, OFFENDS OR UPSETS THE RESPONDENT. SELECT TO SKIP SECTION.  
8 DON'T KNOW  
9 REFUSED

After Q34c is asked, if (answer = 7) skip to Q40

**Q35a**
Did you ever purchase an over-the-counter ovulation predictor kit to help you time sexual intercourse to increase your likelihood of getting pregnant?

1 YES  
5 NO  
6 THIS QUESTION DOES NOT APPLY TO ME.(DO NOT READ)  
7 THIS SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOES NOT APPLY, OFFENDS OR UPSETS THE RESPONDENT. SELECT TO SKIP SECTION.  
8 DON'T KNOW  
9 REFUSED
Before Q35a is asked, if (nosperm = 1) skip to

After Q35a is asked, if (answer = 7) skip to Q40

**Q35b**
Did you pursue any alternative medical systems such as homeopathic or naturopathic medicine or Chinese medicine, such as acupuncture?

**INTERVIEWER:** THIS IS SPECIFICALLY TO ENHANCE THE ODDS OF GETTING PREGNANT.

1 YES  
5 NO  
6 THIS QUESTION DOES NOT APPLY TO ME. (DO NOT READ)  
7 THIS SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOES NOT APPLY, OFFENDS OR UPSETS THE RESPONDENT. SELECT TO SKIP SECTION.  
8 DON'T KNOW  
9 REFUSED

After Q35b is asked, if (answer = 7) skip to Q40

**Q36**
I am going to read a list of things that people may consider when deciding whether to pursue medical treatment to help have a baby. Please tell me whether you ever felt this way.

PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE

**Q36b**
I did not want children badly enough to make treatment worthwhile.

1 YES  
5 NO  
6 THIS QUESTION NOT APPLY TO ME. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)  
7 SELECT TO SKIP OUT OF THIS SECTION. USE ONLY IF THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS Doesn'T APPLY RESPONDENT OR IF RESPONDENT BECOMES OFFENDED OR ANGRY BY THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS  
8 DON'T KNOW  
9 REFUSED
Before Q36b is asked, if (v4 = 1) skip to Q36f

After Q36b is asked, if (answer = 7) skip to Q40

**Q36c**
I thought the treatment probably wouldn't be successful.

1 YES
5 NO
6 THIS QUESTION NOT APPLY TO ME. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)
7 SELECT TO SKIP OUT OF THIS SECTION. USE ONLY IF THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOESN'T APPLY RESPONDENT OR IF RESPONDENT BECOMES OFFENDED OR ANGRY BY THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

After Q36c is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
if (answer = 7) skip to Q40
if ((union = 0) & (former = 0)) skip to Q36f

**Q36d**
My partner and I could not agree about what to do.

1 YES
5 NO
6 THIS QUESTION NOT APPLY TO ME. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)
7 SELECT TO SKIP OUT OF THIS SECTION. USE ONLY IF THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOESN'T APPLY RESPONDENT OR IF RESPONDENT BECOMES OFFENDED OR ANGRY BY THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

if (SCR1a = 1) show "partner and I could not agree about what to do."
if (SCR1 = 1) show "husband and I could not agree about what to do."
if (SCR1 = 7) show "partner and I could not agree about what to do."
if (lesbian = 1) show "partner and I could not agree about what to do."
if (askprev = 1 ) show "former partner and I could not agree"
if (askprev = 3 ) show "former partner and I could not agree"
if (askprev = 4 ) show "former partner and I could not agree"

After Q36d is asked, if (answer = 7) skip to Q40
**Q36f**
I did not think I could afford treatment.

1 YES  
5 NO  
6 THIS QUESTION NOT APPLY TO ME. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)  
7 SELECT TO SKIP OUT OF THIS SECTION. USE ONLY IF THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOESN'T APPLY RESPONDENT OR IF RESPONDENT BECOMES OFFENDED OR ANGRY BY THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS  
8 DON'T KNOW  
9 REFUSED

Before Q36f is asked, if (v4 = 3) skip to Q36g

After Q36f is asked, skips listed in order of importance:  
if (answer = 7) skip to Q40  
if (V4 = 2) skip to Q36k

**Q36g**
I did not know where to go for help.

1 YES  
5 NO  
6 THIS QUESTION NOT APPLY TO ME. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)  
7 SELECT TO SKIP OUT OF THIS SECTION. USE ONLY IF THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOESN'T APPLY RESPONDENT OR IF RESPONDENT BECOMES OFFENDED OR ANGRY BY THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS  
8 DON'T KNOW  
9 REFUSED

After Q36g is asked, if (answer = 7) skip to Q40

**Q36h**
I worried that medical treatments would damage my health.

1 YES  
5 NO  
6 THIS QUESTION NOT APPLY TO ME. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)
Q36h
I worried that my child would be unhealthy.

1 YES
5 NO
6 THIS QUESTION NOT APPLY TO ME. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)
7 SELECT TO SKIP OUT OF THIS SECTION. USE ONLY IF THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOESN'T APPLY RESPONDENT OR IF RESPONDENT BECOMES OFFENDED OR ANGRY BY THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

After Q36h is asked, if (answer = 7) skip to Q40

Q36i
I worried that my child would be unhealthy.

1 YES
5 NO
6 THIS QUESTION NOT APPLY TO ME. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)
7 SELECT TO SKIP OUT OF THIS SECTION. USE ONLY IF THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOESN'T APPLY RESPONDENT OR IF RESPONDENT BECOMES OFFENDED OR ANGRY BY THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

After Q36i is asked, if (answer = 7) skip to Q40

Q36j
I thought I might be rejected for treatment.

1 YES
5 NO
6 THIS QUESTION NOT APPLY TO ME. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)
7 SELECT TO SKIP OUT OF THIS SECTION. USE ONLY IF THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOESN'T APPLY RESPONDENT OR IF RESPONDENT BECOMES OFFENDED OR ANGRY BY THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

After Q36j is asked, if (answer = 7) skip to Q40

Q36k
I was afraid of what I might find out.

1 YES
5 NO
6 THIS QUESTION NOT APPLY TO ME. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)
7 SELECT TO SKIP OUT OF THIS SECTION. USE ONLY IF THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOESN'T APPLY RESPONDENT OR IF RESPONDENT BECOMES OFFENDED OR ANGRY BY THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

After Q36k is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
if (answer = 7) skip to Q40
if (V4 = 3 ) skip to Q36o

Q36l
Life was so busy this never became a priority.

1 YES
5 NO
6 THIS QUESTION NOT APPLY TO ME. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)
7 SELECT TO SKIP OUT OF THIS SECTION. USE ONLY IF THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOESN'T APPLY RESPONDENT OR IF RESPONDENT BECOMES OFFENDED OR ANGRY BY THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

After Q36l is asked, if (answer = 7) skip to Q40

Q36m
I thought that I'd get pregnant eventually.

1 YES
5 NO
6 THIS QUESTION NOT APPLY TO ME. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)
7 SELECT TO SKIP OUT OF THIS SECTION. USE ONLY IF THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOESN'T APPLY RESPONDENT OR IF RESPONDENT BECOMES OFFENDED OR ANGRY BY THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

After Q36m is asked, if (answer = 7) skip to Q40
Q36m3
My marriage/relationship wasn't solid enough to push the issue very hard.

1 YES
5 NO
6 THIS QUESTION NOT APPLY TO ME. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)
7 SELECT TO SKIP OUT OF THIS SECTION. USE ONLY IF THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOESN'T APPLY RESPONDENT OR IF RESPONDENT BECOMES OFFENDED OR ANGRY BY THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

Before Q36m3 is asked, if ((former = 0) & (union = 0)) skip

After Q36m3 is asked, if (answer = 7) skip to Q40

Q36o
Were there any other things that caused you to have concerns about seeking treatment?

1 YES: SPECIFY
5 NO
6 THIS QUESTION NOT APPLY TO ME. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)
7 SELECT TO SKIP OUT OF THIS SECTION. USE ONLY IF THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOESN'T APPLY RESPONDENT OR IF RESPONDENT BECOMES OFFENDED OR ANGRY BY THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

After Q36o is asked, if (answer = 7) skip to Q40

Q37
We're interested in approaches people may have taken to educate themselves when they want to have a baby. Here are things people sometimes do to get information about fertility and pregnancy. Please tell me if you have ever done the following.

PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE
**Q37b**
Read articles on getting pregnant in technical or scientific journals?

1  Yes
5  No
6 THIS QUESTION NOT APPLY TO ME. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)
7 SELECT TO SKIP OUT OF THIS SECTION. USE ONLY IF THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOESN'T APPLY Respondent OR IF Respondent BECOMES OFFENDED OR ANGRY BY THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

After Q37b is asked, if (answer = 7) skip to Q40

**Q37c**
Read a book about getting pregnant?

1  Yes
5  No
6 THIS QUESTION NOT APPLY TO ME. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)
7 SELECT TO SKIP OUT OF THIS SECTION. USE ONLY IF THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOESN'T APPLY Respondent OR IF Respondent BECOMES OFFENDED OR ANGRY BY THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

After Q37c is asked, if (answer = 7) skip to Q40

**Q37d**
Contacted a support group or reproductive health organization for information about getting pregnant?

1  Yes
5  No
6 THIS QUESTION NOT APPLY TO ME. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)
7 SELECT TO SKIP OUT OF THIS SECTION. USE ONLY IF THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOESN'T APPLY Respondent OR IF Respondent BECOMES OFFENDED OR ANGRY BY THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED
After Q37d is asked, if (answer = 7) skip to Q40

Q38
Looked for information about getting pregnant on the Internet?

1 Yes
5 No
6 THIS QUESTION NOT APPLY TO ME. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)
7 SELECT TO SKIP OUT OF THIS SECTION. USE ONLY IF THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOESN'T APPLY RESPONDENT OR IF RESPONDENT BECOMES OFFENDED OR ANGRY BY THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

After Q38 is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
if (answer = 7) skip to Q40
if (answer > 1) & if (Q37b > 1) & if (Q37c > 1) & if (Q37d > 1)skip to Q39sel
if (answer != 1) skip to Q38a

Q38b
Was this in the last 3 years?

1 Yes
5 No
6 THIS QUESTION NOT APPLY TO ME. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)
7 SELECT TO SKIP OUT OF THIS SECTION. USE ONLY IF THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOESN'T APPLY RESPONDENT OR IF RESPONDENT BECOMES OFFENDED OR ANGRY BY THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

After Q38b is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
if (answer = 7) skip to Q40
if (answer = 1) skip to Q38c

Q38a
I'm going to read a set of statements about how the information you got affected your thinking. For each, Please tell me whether you strongly agree, agree, disagree, or strongly disagree.
PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE

Q38a1
The information I got,

Encouraged me to see a doctor about help
or advice getting pregnant.

1 Strongly agree
2 Agree
3 Disagree
4 Strongly disagree
6 THIS DOES NOT APPLY TO ME. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)
7 SELECT TO SKIP OUT OF THIS SECTION. USE ONLY IF THE SERIES
OF QUESTIONS DOESN'T APPLY RESPONDENT OR IF RESPONDENT
BECOMES OFFENDED OR ANGRY BY THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

After Q38a1 is asked, if (answer = 7) skip to Q40

Q38a3
The information I got,

Led me to ask a doctor new questions about getting pregnant.

1 Strongly agree
2 Agree
3 Disagree
4 Strongly disagree
6 THIS DOES NOT APPLY TO ME. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)
7 SELECT TO SKIP OUT OF THIS SECTION. USE ONLY IF THE SERIES
OF QUESTIONS DOESN'T APPLY RESPONDENT OR IF RESPONDENT
BECOMES OFFENDED OR ANGRY BY THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

After Q38a3 is asked, if (answer = 7) skip to Q40

Q38a4
The information I got,

Provided me with a better understanding of health issues
that affect ability to get pregnant.

1 Strongly agree
2 Agree
3 Disagree
4 Strongly disagree
6 THIS DOES NOT APPLY TO ME. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)
7 SELECT TO SKIP OUT OF THIS SECTION. USE ONLY IF THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOESN'T APPLY RESPONDENT OR IF RESPONDENT BECOMES OFFENDED OR ANGRY BY THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

After Q38a4 is asked, if (answer = 7) skip to Q40

**Q38a5**
The information I got,

Made it easier for me to work with my doctor regarding treatments to get pregnant.

1 Strongly agree
2 Agree
3 Disagree
4 Strongly disagree
6 THIS DOES NOT APPLY TO ME. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)
7 SELECT TO SKIP OUT OF THIS SECTION. USE ONLY IF THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOESN'T APPLY RESPONDENT OR IF RESPONDENT BECOMES OFFENDED OR ANGRY BY THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

After Q38a5 is asked, if (answer = 7) skip to Q40

**Q38a6**
The information I got,

Discouraged me from seeking treatment.

1 Strongly agree
2 Agree
3 Disagree
4 Strongly disagree
6 THIS DOES NOT APPLY TO ME. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)
Q38c
I am going to read some statements about kinds of reading you did on the internet. For each, please tell me if you did this often, occasionally, seldom or never.

PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE

Q38c1
Please tell me if you did this often, occasionally, seldom or never.

Looked for information about a specific type of fertility treatment.

1 Often
2 Occasionally,
3 Seldom
4 Never
6 THIS DOES NOT APPLY TO ME. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)
7 SELECT TO SKIP OUT OF THIS SECTION. USE ONLY IF THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOESN'T APPLY RESPONDENT OR IF RESPONDENT BECOMES OFFENDED OR ANGRY BY THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

After Q38c1 is asked, if (answer = 7) skip to Q40

Q38c2
Please tell me if you did this often, occasionally, seldom or never.

Looked for medical articles on getting pregnant.
Q38c4
Please tell me if you did this often, occasionally, seldom or never.

Used e-mail or a web site to communicate with a doctor or other health-care professionals about fertility treatments.

1 Often
2 Occasionally,
3 Seldom
4 Never
6 THIS DOES NOT APPLY TO ME. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)
7 SELECT TO SKIP OUT OF THIS SECTION. USE ONLY IF THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOESN'T APPLY RESPONDENT OR IF RESPONDENT BECOMES OFFENDED OR ANGRY BY THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

After Q38c4 is asked, if (answer = 7) skip to Q40

Q38c6
Please tell me if you did this often, occasionally, seldom or never.

Used on-line information to select or evaluate the qualifications of a reproductive doctor or clinic.

1 Often
2 Occasionally,
3 Seldom
4 Never
6 THIS DOES NOT APPLY TO ME. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)
7 SELECT TO SKIP OUT OF THIS SECTION. USE ONLY IF THE SERIES
OF QUESTIONS DOESN'T APPLY RESPONDENT OR IF RESPONDENT
BECOMES OFFENDED OR ANGRY BY THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

After Q38c6 is asked, if (answer = 7) skip to Q40

Q38c7
Please tell me if you did this often, occasionally,
seldom or never.

Participated in an on-line support group for women or
couples who are experiencing delays in getting pregnant.

1 Often
2 Occasionally,
3 Seldom
4 Never
6 THIS DOES NOT APPLY TO ME. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)
7 SELECT TO SKIP OUT OF THIS SECTION. USE ONLY IF THE SERIES
OF QUESTIONS DOESN'T APPLY RESPONDENT OR IF RESPONDENT
BECOMES OFFENDED OR ANGRY BY THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

After Q38c7 is asked, if (answer = 7) skip to Q40

Q38d
When was the last time you went on-line to look for advice,
information, or support about getting pregnant - within the
last week, in the last month, in the last six months, or
before that?

1 Within the last week
2 In the last month
3 In the last six months
4 Before that - MORE THAN SIX MONTHS AGO
6 THIS DOES NOT APPLY TO ME. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)
7 SELECT TO SKIP OUT OF THIS SECTION. USE ONLY IF THE SERIES
OF QUESTIONS DOESN'T APPLY RESPONDENT OR IF RESPONDENT
BECOMES OFFENDED OR ANGRY BY THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS
After Q38d is asked, if (answer = 7) skip to Q40

Q38e
Thinking about the last time you searched for advice or information, how many different web sites did you go to when you were looking for this information? Would you say only one or two, 3 to 5, 6-10, or more than 10?

1 Only one or Two
2 3-5
3 6-10
4 More than 10
6 THIS DOES NOT APPLY TO ME. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)
7 SELECT TO SKIP OUT OF THIS SECTION. USE ONLY IF THE SERIES QUESTIONS DOESN'T APPLY RESPONDENT OR IF RESPONDENT BECOMES OFFENDED OR ANGRY BY THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

After Q38e is asked, if (answer = 7) skip to Q40

Q38f
I'm going to read a set of statements about how the information you got on line affected your thinking. For each, please tell me whether you strongly agree, agree, disagree, or strongly disagree.

PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE

Q38f1
The information I got on line,

Encouraged me to see a doctor about help or advice getting pregnant.

1 Strongly agree
2 Agree
3 Disagree
4 Strongly disagree
6 THIS DOES NOT APPLY TO ME. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)
7 SELECT TO SKIP OUT OF THIS SECTION. USE ONLY IF THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOESN'T APPLY RESPONDENT OR IF RESPONDENT BECOMES OFFENDED OR ANGRY BY THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

After Q38f1 is asked, if (answer = 7) skip to Q40

Q38f3
The information I got on line,

Led me to ask a doctor new questions about getting pregnant.

1 Strongly agree
2 Agree
3 Disagree
4 Strongly disagree
6 THIS DOES NOT APPLY TO ME. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)
7 SELECT TO SKIP OUT OF THIS SECTION. USE ONLY IF THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOESN'T APPLY RESPONDENT OR IF RESPONDENT BECOMES OFFENDED OR ANGRY BY THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

After Q38f3 is asked, if (answer = 7) skip to Q40

Q38f4
The information I got on line,

Provided me with a better understanding of health issues that affect ability to get pregnant.

1 Strongly agree
2 Agree
3 Disagree
4 Strongly disagree
6 THIS DOES NOT APPLY TO ME. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)
7 SELECT TO SKIP OUT OF THIS SECTION. USE ONLY IF THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOESN'T APPLY RESPONDENT OR IF RESPONDENT BECOMES OFFENDED OR ANGRY BY THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED
After Q38f4 is asked, if (answer = 7) skip to Q40

**Q38f5**
The information I got on line,

Made it easier for me to work with my doctor regarding treatments to get pregnant.

1 Strongly agree
2 Agree
3 Disagree
4 Strongly disagree
6 THIS DOES NOT APPLY TO ME. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)
7 SELECT TO SKIP OUT OF THIS SECTION. USE ONLY IF THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOESN'T APPLY RESPONDENT OR IF RESPONDENT BECOMES OFFENDED OR ANGRY BY THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

After Q38f5 is asked, if (answer = 7) skip to Q40

**Q38f6**
The information I got on line,

Discouraged me from seeking treatment.

1 Strongly agree
2 Agree
3 Disagree
4 Strongly disagree
6 THIS DOES NOT APPLY TO ME. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)
7 SELECT TO SKIP OUT OF THIS SECTION. USE ONLY IF THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOESN'T APPLY RESPONDENT OR IF RESPONDENT BECOMES OFFENDED OR ANGRY BY THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

After Q38f6 is asked, if (answer = 7) skip to Q40

**Q38g**
You have used several sources for information. Overall what was the most helpful source of information?
CHOOSE ONLY ONE. PROBE TO FIT INTO ON-LINE OR NOT ON LINE.

1 ARTICLES IN POPULAR MAGAZINES
2 ARTICLES IN TECH JOURNALS (PAPER)
3 BOOKS
4 SUPPORT GROUPS (NOT ON LINE)
5 INTERNET
6 INTERNET SUPPORT GROUPS
7 PROFESSIONALS ON INTERNET
8 INFORMATION FROM FAMILY AND FRIENDS
9 OTHER: SPECIFY
10 THIS DOES NOT APPLY TO ME. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)
11 PROFESSIONAL (NOT ON INTERNET)
88 DON’T KNOW
99 REFUSED

After Q38g is asked, if (answer = 10) skip to Q40
After Q38g is asked, unless (answer = 10) always skip to Q39sel

Q120
Did you get medical advice about ways to help avoid miscarriage?

This advice might include things like advice to quit smoking or drinking caffeine.

1 Yes
5 No
8 DON’T KNOW
9 REFUSED

Before Q120 is asked, if (miscaryo != 1) skip to Q39sel

Q121
Did you get an evaluation to determine the nature of the problem?

1 Yes
5 No
8 DON’T KNOW
9 REFUSED

After Q121 is asked, if (answer > 1) skip to Q121f
Q121a
*Note: This variable changed in the dataset into 8 dummy variables named ‘q121a_1’ to ‘q121a_8.’

What appeared to be the nature of the problem?

PROBE: ANYTHING ELSE?

<1> IMMUNE FUNCTION PROBLEMS
<2> CHROMOSOMAL ABNORMALITIES
<3> PROGESTERONE LEVELS
<4> UNEXPLAINED
<5> CERVICAL INCOMPETENCE
<6> OTHER - specify
<7> DON’T KNOW
<8> REFUSED

Q121b
What year did you first have an evaluation?

[Enter 1960 - 2005]

8888 DON’T KNOW
9999 REFUSED

Q121c
Altogether, how many different doctors or clinics did you visit to seek help avoiding miscarriage?

INTERVIEWER:
MULTIPLE DOCTORS IN ONE PRACTICE OR CLINIC ARE CONSIDERED AS ONE CLINIC

[Enter 1 - 10]

88 DON’T KNOW
99 REFUSED

Q121d
*Note: This variable changed in the dataset into 7 dummy variables named ‘q121d_1’ to ‘q121d_7.’
What kind[s] of doctor did you see?

PROBE. Check all that apply

<1> OB-GYN
<2> FAMILY DOCTOR
<3> GENERAL PRACTITIONER
<4> FERTILITY SPECIALIST, REPRODUCTIVE ENDOCRINOLOGIST, INFERTIL CLINIC
<5> OTHER (specify)
<6> DON'T KNOW
<7> REFUSED

Q121e
How much of the cost of these evaluations did your health insurance pay?

Would you say all of the cost, most of the cost, about half of the cost, less than half of the cost, or none of the cost?

1  All of the cost
2  Most of the cost (over 50%)
3  About half of the cost
4  Less than half of the cost
5  None of the cost
6  NO INSURANCE
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

After Q121e is asked, if (Q121 = 1) skip to Q122

Q121f
What did you think was the reason you were unable to carry a baby to term?

PROBE IF NECESSARY: IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE?

Q122
Have you ever undergone medical treatments to help you avoid miscarriage?
1  Yes
5  No
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

After Q122 is asked, if (answer > 1) skip to Q39sel

Q122a
*Note: This variable changed in the dataset into 6 dummy variables named ‘q122a_1’ to ‘q122a_6.’

What treatments were these?

PROBE: IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE?

<1> ASPIRIN/CUOMIDIN/BLOOD THINNER
<2> PROGESTERONE
<3> STITCH IN CERVIX
<4> OTHER - SPECIFY
<5> DON'T KNOW
<6> REFUSED

Q122b
What year did you first have treatment?

[Enter Year]

8888  DON'T KNOW
9999  REFUSED

Q122c
What was the last year you had treatment?

[Enter Year]

8888  DON'T KNOW
9999  REFUSED

Q122d
Did your health insurance pay for these treatments? Would you say all of the cost, most of the cost, only a little of the cost, or none of the cost?
Q122f
After you went for treatment, were you able to have a live birth?

1 Yes
5 No
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

Before Q122f is asked, if (biopar = 0) skip to Q39sel

After Q122f is asked, if ((answer <> 1) or (Q9b = 1)) skip to Q39sel

Q122f1
How many of your children were born with the help of treatment?

[Enter #]

88 DON'T KNOW
99 REFUSED

After Q122f1 is asked, always skip to Q39sel

Q39sel

INTERVIEWER PRESS 1 TO CONTINUE

if (miscaryo = 1) skip to Q39_4

if (longtry = 1) skip to Q39
if ((nosperm = 1) & (Q30 = 1) & (Q31a != 23) & (Q31f1 != 1)) skip to Q39_5
if (Q23 = 1) skip to Q39
if (Q23 != 1)
if (Q24 = 1)
  if (longtry = 0)
    skip to Q39_2

if (Q23 != 1)
if (longwait = 1)
  if (longtry = 0)
    skip to Q39_2

if (othermed = 1) skip to Q39_3

if ((nosperm = 1) & (Q31a = 23)) skip to Q40
if ((nosperm = 1) & (Q31f1 = 1)) skip to Q40

Q39
You tried for quite a while to get pregnant. Please tell me whether you had these reactions when you didn't get pregnant.

INTERVIEWER: THESE ARE REACTIONS TO PREGNANCY PROBLEMS NOT GENERAL REACTIONS TO LIFE.

After Q39 is asked, always skip to Q39a

Q39_2
You had several months of sex without using birth control without getting pregnant. Please tell me whether you had these reactions when you didn't get pregnant.

INTERVIEWER: THESE ARE REACTIONS TO PREGNANCY PROBLEMS NOT GENERAL REACTIONS TO LIFE.

After Q39_2 is asked, always skip to Q39a

Q39_3
You experienced barriers to getting pregnant, please tell me whether you had these reactions when you couldn't have a baby.

INTERVIEWER: THESE ARE REACTIONS TO PREGNANCY PROBLEMS NOT GENERAL REACTIONS TO LIFE.
After Q39_3 is asked, always skip to Q39a
Q39_4
You had miscarriage(s), Please tell me whether you had these reactions when you had the miscarriage.

INTERVIEWER: THESE ARE REACTIONS TO PREGNANCY PROBLEMS NOT GENERAL REACTIONS TO LIFE.

show NUMMISC
if (nummisc > 1) show "the last miscarriage."

After Q39_4 is asked, always skip to Q39a

Q39_5
You had medical treatment but were unable to get pregnant. Please, tell me whether you had these reactions when you couldn't have a baby.

INTERVIEWER: THESE ARE REACTIONS TO PREGNANCY PROBLEMS NOT GENERAL REACTIONS TO LIFE.

Q39a
I felt cheated by life.

1 Yes
5 No
6 THIS DOES NOT APPLY TO ME. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)
7 SELECT TO SKIP OUT OF THIS SECTION. USE ONLY IF THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOESN'T APPLY RESPONDENT OR IF RESPONDENT BECOMES OFFENDED OR ANGRY BY THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

Before Q39a is asked, if (V5 = 1) skip to Q39c

if (Q39 = 1) show "Because I tried for a while to get pregnant."
if (Q39_2 = 1) show "Because I had several months of sex without"
if (Q39_2 = 1) show "using birth control without getting pregnant."
if (Q39_3 = 1) show "Because I experienced barriers to getting pregnant."
if ((Q39_4 = 1) & (nummisc = 1)) show "Because I had a miscarriage."
if ((Q39_4 = 1) & (nummisc > 1)) show "Because I had miscarriages."
if (Q39_5 = 1) show "Because I had medical treatment but was unable to get pregnant."
After Q39a is asked, if (answer = 7) skip to Q40

**Q39b**
I felt that I was being punished.

1 Yes
5 No
6 THIS DOES NOT APPLY TO ME. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)
7 SELECT TO SKIP OUT OF THIS SECTION. USE ONLY IF THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOESN'T APPLY RESPONDENT OR IF RESPONDENT BECOMES OFFENDED OR ANGRY BY THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

if (Q39 = 1) show "Because I tried for a while to get pregnant."
if (Q39_2 = 1) show "Because I had several months of sex without"
if (Q39_2 = 1) show "using birth control without getting pregnant."
if (Q39_3 = 1) show "Because I experienced barriers to getting pregnant."
if ((Q39_4 = 1) & (nummisc = 1)) show "Because I had a miscarriage."
if ((Q39_4 = 1) & (nummisc > 1)) show "Because I had miscarriages."
if (Q39_5 = 1) show "Because I had medical treatment but was unable to get pregnant."

After Q39b is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
if (answer = 7) skip to Q40
if (V5 = 2) skip to Q39g

**Q39c**
I felt angry at God.

1 Yes
5 No
6 THIS DOES NOT APPLY TO ME. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)
7 SELECT TO SKIP OUT OF THIS SECTION. USE ONLY IF THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOESN'T APPLY RESPONDENT OR IF RESPONDENT BECOMES OFFENDED OR ANGRY BY THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

if (Q39 = 1) show "Because I tried for a while to get pregnant."
if (Q39_2 = 1) show "Because I had several months of sex without"
if (Q39_2 = 1) show "using birth control without getting pregnant."
if (Q39_3 = 1) show "Because I experienced barriers to getting pregnant."
if ((Q39_4 = 1) & (nummisc = 1)) show "Because I had a miscarriage."
if ((Q39_4 = 1) & (nummisc > 1)) show "Because I had miscarriages."
if (Q39_5 = 1) show "Because I had medical treatment but was unable to get pregnant."

After Q39c is asked, if (answer = 7) skip to Q40

**Q39e**
I felt inadequate.

1  Yes
5  No
6 THIS DOES NOT APPLY TO ME. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)
7 SELECT TO SKIP OUT OF THIS SECTION. USE ONLY IF THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOESN'T APPLY RESPONDENT OR IF RESPONDENT BECOMES OFFENDED OR ANGRY BY THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

if (Q39 = 1) show "Because I tried for a while to get pregnant."
if (Q39_2 = 1) show "Because I had several months of sex without"
if (Q39_2 = 1) show "using birth control without getting pregnant."
if (Q39_3 = 1) show "Because I experienced barriers to getting pregnant."
if ((Q39_4 = 1) & (nummisc = 1)) show "Because I had a miscarriage."
if ((Q39_4 = 1) & (nummisc > 1)) show "Because I had miscarriages."
if (Q39_5 = 1) show "Because I had medical treatment but was unable to get pregnant."

After Q39e is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
if (answer = 7) skip to Q40
if (V5 = 3) skip to Q39d

**Q39g**
I felt seriously depressed.

1  Yes
5  No
6 THIS DOES NOT APPLY TO ME. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)
7 SELECT TO SKIP OUT OF THIS SECTION. USE ONLY IF THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOESN'T APPLY RESPONDENT OR IF RESPONDENT BECOMES OFFENDED OR ANGRY BY THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

if (Q39 = 1) show "Because I tried for a while to get pregnant."
if (Q39_2 = 1) show "Because I had several months of sex without"
if (Q39_2 = 1) show "using birth control without getting pregnant."
if (Q39_3 = 1) show "Because I experienced barriers to getting pregnant."
if ((Q39_4 = 1) & (nummisc = 1)) show "Because I had a miscarriage."
if ((Q39_4 = 1) & (nummisc > 1)) show "Because I had miscarriages."
if (Q39_5 = 1) show "Because I had medical treatment but was unable to get pregnant."

After Q39g is asked, if (answer = 7) skip to Q40

**Q39i**
I felt like a failure as a woman.

1  Yes
5  No
6 THIS DOES NOT APPLY TO ME. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)
7 SELECT TO SKIP OUT OF THIS SECTION. USE ONLY IF THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOESN'T APPLY RESPONDENT OR IF RESPONDENT BECOMES OFFENDED OR ANGRY BY THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

if (Q39 = 1) show "Because I tried for a while to get pregnant."
if (Q39_2 = 1) show "Because I had several months of sex without"
if (Q39_2 = 1) show "using birth control without getting pregnant."
if (Q39_3 = 1) show "Because I experienced barriers to getting pregnant."
if ((Q39_4 = 1) & (nummisc = 1)) show "Because I had a miscarriage."
if ((Q39_4 = 1) & (nummisc > 1)) show "Because I had miscarriages."
if (Q39_5 = 1) show "Because I had medical treatment but was unable to get pregnant."

After Q39i is asked, if (answer = 7) skip to Q40

**Q39d**
I felt relieved

1  Yes
5  No
6 THIS DOES NOT APPLY TO ME. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)
7 SELECT TO SKIP OUT OF THIS SECTION. USE ONLY IF THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOESN'T APPLY RESPONDENT OR IF RESPONDENT BECOMES OFFENDED OR ANGRY BY THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED
Before Q39d is asked, if (V6 = 1) skip to Q39h

if (Q39 = 1) show "Because I tried for a while to get pregnant."
if (Q39_2 = 1) show "Because I had several months of sex without"
if (Q39_2 = 1) show "using birth control without getting pregnant."
if (Q39_3 = 1) show "Because I experienced barriers to getting pregnant."
if ((Q39_4 = 1) & (nummisc = 1)) show "Because I had a miscarriage."
if ((Q39_4 = 1) & (nummisc > 1)) show "Because I had miscarriages."
if (Q39_5 = 1) show "Because I had medical treatment but was unable to get pregnant."

After Q39d is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
if (answer = 7) skip to Q40
if (V6 = 2) skip to Q40

Q39h
I felt this gave me the opportunity to do other things I wanted to do.

1  Yes
5  No
6 THIS DOES NOT APPLY TO ME. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)
7 SELECT TO SKIP OUT OF THIS SECTION. USE ONLY IF THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOESN'T APPLY RESPONDENT OR IF RESPONDENT BECOMES OFFENDED OR ANGRY BY THE SERIES OF QUESTIONS
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

if (Q39 = 1) show "Because I tried for a while to get pregnant."
if (Q39_2 = 1) show "Because I had several months of sex without"
if (Q39_2 = 1) show "using birth control without getting pregnant."
if (Q39_3 = 1) show "Because I experienced barriers to getting pregnant."
if ((Q39_4 = 1) & (nummisc = 1)) show "Because I had a miscarriage."
if ((Q39_4 = 1) & (nummisc > 1)) show "Because I had miscarriages."
if (Q39_5 = 1) show "Because I had medical treatment but was unable to get pregnant."

After Q39h is asked, if (answer = 7) skip to Q40

Q40
Do you have family or friends who have pursued medical help in order to help them get pregnant?
Q40a
Did any of them have a baby as a result of help?

1 Yes
5 No
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

Q41opn
We have asked you many questions. If you could change anything about the decisions you have made about pregnancy and childbearing, what would you change. PROBE: ARE THERE ANY MORE?

INTERVIEWER: WRITE EXACTLY WHAT R SAYS. LEAVE DETAILED NOTES, LIST ALL REASONS. PROBE TO CLARIFY! PRESS F1 FOR HELP

After Q41opn is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
if ((biopar = 0) & (Q11 = 5)) skip to Q43
if ((biopar = 0) & (Q11 != 5 )) skip to Q44

Help Screen
POSSIBLE REASONS LISTED BELOW. HOWEVER THIS LIST IS NOT EXCLUSIVE. LEAVE DETAILED NOTES!!!!!

<01> I wouldn't change a thing.
<02> I wouldn't have had children.
<03> I wouldn't have had so many children.
<04> I would have tried to have children earlier/while there was time
<05> I wouldn't have had children with this partner.
<06> I would have started trying sooner.
<07> I would have waited and tried later in life.
<08> I would have sought help sooner.
<09> I would have sought expert help sooner.
<10> I would have tried longer on my own.
<11> I wouldn't have undergone fertility treatments.
<12> I would have undergone more or different fertility treatments.
<13> I would have moved on to adoption more quickly.
Q41

*Note: This variable changed in the dataset into 23 dummy variables named ‘q41_1’ to ‘q41_23.’*

If you could change anything about the decisions you have made about pregnancy and childbearing, what would you change.

<14> I would have waited until married.
<15> I would have had more children
<16> I (or husband or partner) would not have been sterilized.
<17> Sterilization.
<18> OTHER (Specify)
<19> DON'T KNOW
<20> REFUSED
<21> I would have had an abortion
<22> I wouldn't have had an abortion
<23> I would have spaced my pregnancies better

After Q41 is asked, skips listed in order of importance:

if ((biopar = 0) & (Q11 = 5)) skip to Q43
if ((biopar = 0) & (Q11 != 5 )) skip to Q44
Q43
I'm going to read you a list of attitudes toward pregnancy. For each, I'd like you to tell me whether you strongly agree, agree, disagree, or strongly disagree.

Before Q43 is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
if (Q11 != 5) skip to Q44
if ((lesbian = 1) & (biopar = 0) & (socpar = 0)) skip to Q45
if ((lesbian = 1) & (biopar = 1)) skip to Q48
if ((lesbian = 1) & (socpar = 1)) skip to Q47o_opn

Q43a
I thought I would get pregnant when the time was right.

1 Strongly agree
2 Agree
3 Disagree
4 Strongly disagree
5 DON'T BELIEVE IN GOD
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

Before Q43a is asked, if (V7 = 1) skip to Q43c
if (lesbian = 1) show "[I/my partner] thought [I/she] would get pregnant when the time was right."

After Q43a is asked, if (V7 = 2) skip to Q43d

Q43c
I thought if it's God's will, I would get pregnant.

1 Strongly agree
2 Agree
3 Disagree
4 Strongly disagree
5 DON'T BELIEVE IN GOD
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

if (lesbian = 1) show "[I/my partner] thought if it's God's will, [I/she] would get pregnant."
Q43d
I worried that I might not be able to get pregnant without medical treatment.

1 Strongly agree
2 Agree
3 Disagree
4 Strongly disagree
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

if (lesbian = 1) show "[I/my partner worried that [I/she] might not be about to get pregnant"

if ((socpar = 0) & (biopar = 0)) skip to Q45
if ((socpar = 1) & (biopar = 0)) skip to Q47o_opn
if (biopar = 1) skip to Q48

Q44
I'm going to read you a list of attitudes towards pregnancy. For each, I'd like you to tell me whether you strongly agree, agree, disagree, or strongly disagree.

PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE

Before Q44 is asked, if (Q11 = 5) skip to Q45

Q44a
I think I will be able to get pregnant when the time is right.

1 Strongly agree
2 Agree
3 Disagree
4 Strongly disagree
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

Before Q44a is asked, if (V8 = 1) skip to Q44c

if (lesbian = 1) show "[I/my partner] will be able to get pregnant when the time is right."

After Q44a is asked, if (V8 = 2) skip to Q44d
Q44c
I figure if it is God's will, I will get pregnant.

1 Strongly agree
2 Agree
3 Disagree
4 Strongly disagree
5 I DON'T BELIEVE IN GOD
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

if (lesbian = 1) show "[I/my partner] figure if it is God's will, [I/she] will get pregnant.'

Q44d
I worry that I might not be able to get pregnant without medical treatment.

1 Strongly agree
2 Agree
3 Disagree
4 Strongly disagree
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

Q44e
I feel a sense of urgency about having children.

1 Strongly agree
2 Agree
3 Disagree
4 Strongly disagree
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

if (biopar = 1) show "more children."
if (Q9a2 = 7) show "more children"
if (Q9a2 = 7) show "in addition to the one you are currently."

Q44f
It is important to plan my pregnancies.

1 Strongly agree  
2 Agree  
3 Disagree  
4 Strongly disagree  
8 DON'T KNOW  
9 REFUSED  

After Q44f is asked, skips listed in order of importance:  
if ((biopar = 0) & (socpar = 1)) skip to Q47o_opn  
if (biopar = 1) skip to Q48  

Q45
I'm going to read you a series of statements about how people who have no children sometimes feel. Please tell me whether you strongly agree, agree, disagree, or strongly disagree with each question.

PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE

Before Q45 is asked, skips listed in order of importance:  
if ((socpar = 1) & (biopar = 0)) skip to Q47o_opn  
if (biopar = 1) skip to Q48  

Q45a
The holidays are especially difficult for me because I don't have children.

1 Strongly Agree  
2 Agree  
3 Disagree  
4 Strongly Disagree  
5 THIS SERIES DOES NOT APPLY TO R. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)  

CHOOSE ONLY TO SKIP SERIES. IF ITEM SIMPLY DOESN'T APPLY SELECT DON'T KNOW AND LEAVE NOTE WITH F4  

8 DON'T KNOW  
9 REFUSED  

Before Q45a is asked, if (V10 = 1) skip to Q45b
After Q45a is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
IF (ANSWER = 5) skip to Q47o_opn
if (V10 = 2) skip to Q45c

Q45b
Family get-togethers are especially difficult for me because I don't have children

1  Strongly Agree
2  Agree
3  Disagree
4  Strongly Disagree
5  THIS SERIES DOES NOT APPLY TO R. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)

CHOOSE ONLY TO SKIP SERIES. IF ITEM SIMPLY DOESN'T APPLY SELECT DON'T KNOW AND LEAVE NOTE WITH F4

8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

After Q45b is asked, IF (ANSWER = 5) skip to Q47o_opn

Q45c
I can't help comparing myself with friends who have children.

1  Strongly Agree
2  Agree
3  Disagree
4  Strongly Disagree
5  THIS SERIES DOES NOT APPLY TO R. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)

CHOOSE ONLY TO SKIP SERIES. IF ITEM SIMPLY DOESN'T APPLY SELECT DON'T KNOW AND LEAVE NOTE WITH F4

8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

After Q45c is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
IF (ANSWER = 5) skip to Q47o_opn
if (V10 = 3) skip to Q45e
Q45d
When I see families with children, I feel left out.

1  Strongly Agree  
2  Agree  
3  Disagree  
4  Strongly Disagree  
5  THIS SERIES DOES NOT APPLY TO R. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)

CHOOSE ONLY TO SKIP SERIES. IF ITEM SIMPLY DOESN'T APPLY SELECT DON'T KNOW AND LEAVE NOTE WITH F4

8  DON'T KNOW  
9  REFUSED  

After Q45d is asked, IF (ANSWER = 5) skip to Q47o_opn

Q45e
When people I know are pregnant, I feel sad.

1  Strongly Agree  
2  Agree  
3  Disagree  
4  Strongly Disagree  
5  THIS SERIES DOES NOT APPLY TO R. (IF VOLUNTEERS, DO NOT READ)

CHOOSE ONLY TO SKIP SERIES. IF ITEM SIMPLY DOESN'T APPLY SELECT DON'T KNOW AND LEAVE NOTE WITH F4

8  DON'T KNOW  
9  REFUSED  

After Q45e is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
IF (ANSWER = 5) skip to Q47o_opn
if (BMB = 1) skip to Q48
if (nosperm = 1) skip to Q48

Q46
The next few statements describe how you might feel about having no children. For each, please tell me whether you have ever had these feelings.
INTERVIEWER: YOU MIGHT NEED TO REMIND THE RESPONDENT THAT THESE QUESTIONS ARE ABOUT BEING DEPRESSED BECAUSE CHILDLESS NOT ABOUT GENERAL DEPRESSION.

PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE

**Q46a**
Because I have no children… I feel cheated by life.

1 YES
5 NO
6 THIS QUESTION DOES NOT APPLY TO ME.(DO NOT READ)
7 THIS SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOES NOT APPLY, OFFENDS OR UPSETS THE RESPONDENT. SELECT TO SKIP SECTION.
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

Before Q46a is asked, if (V11 = 1) skip to Q46c
if (Q11 = 1) show "yet."

After Q46a is asked, IF (ANSWER = 7) skip to Q47o_opn

**Q46b**
Because I have no children… I feel that I am being punished.

1 YES
5 NO
6 THIS QUESTION DOES NOT APPLY TO ME.(DO NOT READ)
7 THIS SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOES NOT APPLY, OFFENDS OR UPSETS THE RESPONDENT. SELECT TO SKIP SECTION.
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

if (Q11 = 1) show "yet."

After Q46b is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
IF (ANSWER = 7) skip to Q47o_opn
if (V11 = 2) skip to Q46g

**Q46c**
Because I have no children… I feel angry at God.
1 YES
5 NO
6 THIS QUESTION DOES NOT APPLY TO ME. (DO NOT READ)
7 THIS SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOES NOT APPLY, OFFENDS OR
UPSET THE RESPONDENT. SELECT TO SKIP SECTION.
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

if (Q11 = 1) show " yet."

After Q46c is asked, IF (ANSWER = 7) skip to Q47o_opn

Q46e
Because I have no children… I feel inadequate.

1 YES
5 NO
6 THIS QUESTION DOES NOT APPLY TO ME. (DO NOT READ)
7 THIS SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOES NOT APPLY, OFFENDS OR
UPSET THE RESPONDENT. SELECT TO SKIP SECTION.
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

if (Q11 = 1) show " yet."

After Q46e is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
IF (ANSWER = 7) skip to Q47o_opn
if ((V11 = 3) & (V12 = 2)) skip to Q46d
if ((V11 = 3) & (V12 = 1)) skip to Q46h
if ((V11 = 3) & (V12 = 3)) skip to Q46d

Q46g
Because I have no children… I feel seriously depressed.

1 YES
5 NO
6 THIS QUESTION DOES NOT APPLY TO ME. (DO NOT READ)
7 THIS SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOES NOT APPLY, OFFENDS OR
UPSET THE RESPONDENT. SELECT TO SKIP SECTION.
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

if (Q11 = 1) show " yet."
After Q46g is asked, IF (ANSWER = 7) skip to Q47o_opn

**Q46i**  
Because I have no children… I feel like a failure as a woman.

1 YES  
5 NO  
6 THIS QUESTION DOES NOT APPLY TO ME.(DO NOT READ)  
7 THIS SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOES NOT APPLY, OFFENDS OR UPSETS THE RESPONDENT. SELECT TO SKIP SECTION.  
8 DON'T KNOW  
9 REFUSED

if (Q11 = 1) show " yet."

After Q46i is asked, IF (ANSWER = 7) skip to Q47o_opn

**Q46d**  
Because I have no children… I feel relieved.

1 YES  
5 NO  
6 THIS QUESTION DOES NOT APPLY TO ME.(DO NOT READ)  
7 THIS SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOES NOT APPLY, OFFENDS OR UPSETS THE RESPONDENT. SELECT TO SKIP SECTION.  
8 DON'T KNOW  
9 REFUSED

if (Q11 = 1) show " yet."

After Q46d is asked, skips listed in order of importance:  
IF (ANSWER = 7) skip to Q47o_opn  
if (V12 = 2) skip to Q47o_opn

**Q46h**  
Because I have no children… I feel this gives me the opportunity to do other things I want to do.

1 YES  
5 NO  
6 THIS QUESTION DOES NOT APPLY TO ME.(DO NOT READ)  
7 THIS SERIES OF QUESTIONS DOES NOT APPLY, OFFENDS OR UPSETS THE RESPONDENT. SELECT TO SKIP SECTION.
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

if (Q11 = 1) show " yet."

**Q47o_opn**
What would you say are the most important reasons you have not had biological children yet? PROBE: ARE THERE ANY MORE?

INTERVIEWER: LEAVE DETAILED NOTES, LIST ALL REASONS. PROBE TO CLARIFY! PRESS F1 FOR HELP

Before Q47o_opn is asked, if (bmb = 1) skip to Q48

Help Screen
POSSIBLE REASONS LISTED BELOW. HOWEVER THIS LIST IS NOT EXCLUSIVE. LEAVE DETAILED NOTES!!!!!

<01> PARTNER DOES NOT WANT CHILDREN
<02> NO SUITABLE PARTNER/UNMARRIED
<03> I DON'T WANT CHILDREN
<04> PARTNER WOULD BE BAD PARENT
<05> I WOULD BE BAD PARENT
<06> FAMILY OBLIGATIONS
<07> PREFER LEISURE TIME
<08> PREFER CAREER
<09> HEALTH PROBLEMS
<10> SUSPECT CHILD HEALTH PROBLEMS
<11> ADOPTED OR STEP
<12> FOCUS ON EDUCATION
<13> PREVIOUS PARTNER OBSTACLE
<14> NOT FINANCIALLY READY
<15> CANNOT AFFORD TREATMENT
<16> TREATMENT UNSUCCESSFUL
<17> NOT READY YET
<18> OTHER (SPECIFY)
<19> DON'T KNOW
<20> REFUSED

**Q47o**
*Note: this variable changed in the dataset into 20 dummy variables named ‘q47o_1’ to ‘q47o_20.’*

What would you say are the most important reasons you have not had
biological children yet? CHECK ALL THAT APPLY. PROBE FOR MORE.

<01> PARTNER DOES NOT WANT CHILDREN
<02> NO SUITABLE PARTNER/UNMARRIED
<03> I DON'T WANT CHILDREN
<04> PARTNER WOULD BE BAD PARENT
<05> I WOULD BE BAD PARENT
<06> FAMILY OBLIGATIONS
<07> PREFER LEISURE TIME
<08> PREFER CAREER
<09> HEALTH PROBLEMS
<10> SUSPECT CHILD HEALTH PROBLEMS
<11> ADOPTED OR STEP
<12> FOCUS ON EDUCATION
<13> PREVIOUS PARTNER OBSTACLE
<14> NOT FINANCIALLY READY
<15> CANNOT AFFORD TREATMENT
<16> TREATMENT UNSUCCESSFUL
<17> NOT READY YET
<18> OTHER (SPECIFY)
<19> DON'T KNOW
<20> REFUSED

Before Q47o is asked, if (bmb = 1) skip to Q48

Q48
Now we have some questions about the people in your life. People sometimes look to others for companionship, assistance, or other types of support. How often is each of the following kinds of support available to you if you need it?

PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE

Q48a [Social Support 1]
How often is each of the following kinds of support available to you if you need it?

Someone to give you good advice about a crisis?

Would you say...

1  Often
2  Occasionally
3  Seldom
4  Never
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

Before Q48a is asked, if (V13 = 1) skip to Q48b

Q48b [Social Support 2]
How often is each of the following kinds of support available to you if you need it?

Someone to give you information to help you understand a situation.

Would you say...

1  Often
2  Occasionally
3  Seldom
4  Never
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

After Q48b is asked, if (V13 = 2) skip to Q48d

Q48c [Social Support 3]
How often is each of the following kinds of support available to you if you need it?

Someone whose advice you really want.

Would you say...

1  Often
2  Occasionally
3  Seldom
4  Never
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

After Q48c is asked, if (V13 = 3) skip to Q50

Q48d [Social Support 4]
How often is each of the following kinds of support available
to you if you need it?

Someone to share your most private worries and fears with.

Would you say...

1  Often
2  Occasionally
3  Seldom
4  Never
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

Q50
Thinking about your friends and family, would you say all of them, most of them, some of them, few of them, or none of them have children?

1  All of them
2  Most of them
3  Some of them
4  Few of them
5  None of them
6  NO FRIENDS AND NO FAMILY
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

Q54
Now we have some questions about how you're feeling about life these days. I am going to list some of the ways you may have felt or behaved in the last two weeks. Please indicate whether you feel this way rarely or never, some of the time, quite a bit of the time, or all the time.

PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE

Q54a [CESD 1]
I was bothered by things that usually don't bother me.

1  Rarely or never
2  Some of the time
3  Quite a bit of the time
4  All the time
Before Q54a is asked, if \((V14 = 1)\) skip to Q54d

**Q54b [CESD 2]**
I had trouble keeping my mind on what I was doing.

1 Rarely or never  
2 Some of the time  
3 Quite a bit of the time  
4 All the time  
8 DON'T KNOW  
9 REFUSED

**Q54c [CESD 3]**
I felt depressed.

1 Rarely or never  
2 Some of the time  
3 Quite a bit of the time  
4 All the time  
8 DON'T KNOW  
9 REFUSED

After Q54c is asked, if \((V14 = 2)\) skip to Q54g

**Q54d [CESD 4]**
I felt that everything I did was an effort.

1 Rarely or never  
2 Some of the time  
3 Quite a bit of the time  
4 All the time  
8 DON'T KNOW  
9 REFUSED

**Q54e [CESD 5]**
I felt hopeful about the future.

1 Rarely or never
2 Some of the time
3 Quite a bit of the time
4 All the time
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

Q54f [CESD 6]
I felt fearful.

1 Rarely or never
2 Some of the time
3 Quite a bit of the time
4 All the time
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

Q54g [CESD 7]
My sleep was restless.

1 Rarely or never
2 Some of the time
3 Quite a bit of the time
4 All the time
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

After Q54g is asked, if (V14 = 3) skip to Q55

Q54h [CESD 8]
I was happy.

1 Rarely or never
2 Some of the time
3 Quite a bit of the time
4 All the time
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

Q54i [CESD 9]
I felt lonely.

1 Rarely or never
2 Some of the time
3 Quite a bit of the time
4 All the time
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

Q54j [CESD 10]
I could not get going.

1 Rarely or never
2 Some of the time
3 Quite a bit of the time
4 All the time
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

Q55
Have you ever had mental health problems or a psychological illness?

1 Yes
5 No
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

After Q55 is asked, if (answer > 1) skip to Q57

Q55a
Have you ever been treated for mental health problems or psychological problems?

1 Yes
5 No
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

After Q55a is asked, if (answer != 1) skip to Q57

Q55b
*Note: This variable changed in the dataset into 9 dummy variables named ‘q55b_1’ to ‘q55b_9.’
What problem were you treated for?

CHECK ALL THAT APPLY. PROBE: ANY OTHERS?

<1> MARITAL TROUBLE
<2> DEPRESSION
<3> ANXIETY
<4> BIPOLAR
<5> SCHIZOPHRENIA
<6> GRIEF
<7> OTHER (SPECIFY)
<8> DON'T KNOW
<9> REFUSED

Q55C
Are you receiving treatment now?

1  Yes
5  No
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

Q57
Did you ever think you had a problem with excessive alcohol or drug use?

1  Yes
5  No
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

After Q57 is asked, if (answer > 1) skip to Q60

Q57a
Do you think you have a problem now?

1  Yes
5  No
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

Q60
Now I am going to read you some statements about medical science and its role in helping people achieve pregnancy. For each, please tell me whether you strongly agree, agree, disagree, or strongly disagree.

PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE

**Q60a [Medical Science and Pregnancy 1]**
Medical science can be a big help to women who are having trouble getting pregnant.

1  Strongly agree  
2  Agree  
3  Disagree  
4  Strongly disagree  
8  DON'T KNOW  
9  REFUSED

Before Q60a is asked, if (V15 = 1) skip to Q60b

After Q60a is asked, if (V15 = 2) skip to Q60c

**Q60b [Medical Science and Pregnancy 2]**
Women who have trouble getting pregnant would benefit from consulting a doctor.

1  Strongly agree  
2  Agree  
3  Disagree  
4  Strongly disagree  
8  DON'T KNOW  
9  REFUSED

After Q60b is asked, if (V15 = 3) skip to Q60dintr

**Q60c [Medical Science and Pregnancy 3]**
With the medical advances available today, women can wait to have a baby until their late 30s and still have a good chance of having a baby.

1  Strongly agree  
2  Agree
3 Disagree
4 Strongly disagree
8 DON’T KNOW
9 REFUSED

Q60dintr
Now we have some general statements about people who have trouble getting pregnant. Please tell me whether you
Strongly agree, Agree, Disagree, or Strongly disagree.

PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE

Q60d [Stigma 1]
People who have difficulty getting pregnant find it embarrassing.

INTERVIEWER: THESE QUESTIONS ARE ABOUT THE RESPONDENT'S PERCEPTION OF PUBLIC OPINION NOT ABOUT HER OWN OPINION.

1 Strongly agree
2 Agree
3 Disagree
4 Strongly disagree
8 DON’T KNOW
9 REFUSED

Before Q60d is asked, if (V16 = 1) skip to Q60e

After Q60d is asked, if (V16 = 2) skip to Q60f

Q60e [Stigma 2]
People who cannot get pregnant without medical help often feel inadequate.

INTERVIEWER: THESE QUESTIONS ARE ABOUT THE RESPONDENT’S PERCEPTION OF PUBLIC OPINION NOT ABOUT HER OWN OPINION.

1 Strongly agree
2 Agree
3 Disagree
4 Strongly disagree
8 DON’T KNOW
9 REFUSED
After Q60e is asked, if (V16 = 3) skip to Q61

**Q60f [Stigma 3]**
People who experience infertility often feel that their family and friends look down on them.

**INTERVIEWER:** THESE QUESTIONS ARE ABOUT THE RESPONDENT'S PERCEPTION OF PUBLIC OPINION NOT ABOUT HER OWN OPINION.

1  Strongly agree  
2  Agree  
3  Disagree  
4  Strongly disagree  
8  DON'T KNOW  
9  REFUSED

**Q61**
There are many ways medical science can help people have children. Some people think these procedures pose moral and ethical problems; other people believe it is okay to use these techniques to help people have the children they desire. For each of the following fertility treatments, please tell me whether you think this poses no ethical problem, some ethical problems, or serious ethical problems. If you are not sure what the treatment is, just ask and I'll explain it.

PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE

**Q61a [Ethics 1]**
Helping a woman get pregnant by inseminating her with her husband or partner's sperm?

1  No ethical problem  
2  Some ethical problems  
3  Serious ethical problems  
8  DON'T KNOW  
9  REFUSED

**PROBE:**
The husband/partner produces a sperm sample, then the doctor places the sperm directly inside the woman's vagina or uterus.

0 INTERVIEWER DIDN'T READ PROBE
1 INTERVIEWER READ THE PROBE TO THE RESPONDENT

Before Q61a is asked, if (V17 = 1) skip to Q61c

**Q61b [Ethics 2]**
Helping a woman get pregnant by inseminating her with sperm from a donor.

1  No ethical problem  
2  Some ethical problems  
3  Serious ethical problems  
8  DON'T KNOW  
9  REFUSED

After Q61b is asked, if (V17 = 2) skip to Q61e

**Q61c [Ethics 3]**
Using In vitro fertilization, or IVF.

1  No ethical problem  
2  Some ethical problems  
3  Serious ethical problems  
8  DON'T KNOW  
9  REFUSED

**PROBE:**
In IVF, eggs are taken out of the woman who wants to be the mother. The eggs are fertilized in the laboratory, usually with the sperm of the man who wants to be the father, and then the embryos are put in the woman's womb so she can get pregnant.

0 INTERVIEWER DIDN'T READ PROBE  
1 INTERVIEWER READ THE PROBE TO THE RESPONDENT

**Q61d [Ethics 4]**
Using the eggs of a donor.

1  No ethical problem  
2  Some ethical problems  
3  Serious ethical problems  
8  DON'T KNOW  
9  REFUSED
PROBE:
This is a variation of IVF. Eggs are taken out of a woman who agrees to donate her eggs to someone else. The eggs are fertilized with sperm, usually from the man who wants to be the father. The resulting Embryos are put into the woman who wants to be the mother so she can get pregnant.

0 INTERVIEWER DIDN'T READ PROBE
1 INTERVIEWER READ THE PROBE TO THE RESPONDENT

After Q61d is asked, if (V17 = 3) skip to Q62

Q61e [Ethics 5]
Using a surrogate mother.

1  No ethical problem
2  Some ethical problems
3  Serious ethical problems
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

PROBE:
This happens when a woman who wants to be a mother has no womb or she has had many miscarriages AND she does not have good eggs. The surrogate is a fertile woman who allows herself to be inseminated, usually with sperm from the man who will be the father. The surrogate carries the pregnancy and then gives the child to the couple who want to be parents. In this case, the surrogate's own egg was used to make the pregnancy.

0 INTERVIEWER DIDN'T READ PROBE
1 INTERVIEWER READ THE PROBE TO THE RESPONDENT

Q61f [Ethics 6]
Using a gestational carrier.

1  No ethical problem
2  Some ethical problems
3  Serious ethical problems
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

PROBE:
This happens when a woman who wants to be a mother has no womb or
she has had many miscarriages BUT she does have good eggs. Eggs are taken from the woman who wants to be the mother, mixed with sperm, usually from the man who wants to be the father, and the embryos are placed in the woman who will be the gestational carrier. The gestational carrier completes the pregnancy and then gives the child to the couple who are the genetic parents. In this case, the gestational carrier has no genetic connection to the child.

0 INTERVIEWER DIDN’T READ PROBE
1 INTERVIEWER READ THE PROBE TO THE RESPONDENT

Q62 [Ethics 7]
Some medical procedures used to help people have children increase the chance of twins, triplets, or more.

Do you think this causes no ethical problem, some ethical problems, or serious ethical problems?

1  No ethical problem
2  Some ethical problems
3  Serious ethical problems
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

Before Q62 is asked, if (V18 = 2) skip to Q62a

After Q62 is asked, if (V18 = 3) skip to Q63a

Q62a [Ethics 8]
When a large multiple pregnancy occurs, it is possible to remove some of the fetuses in order to reduce the risk to the remaining fetuses. For example, it is possible to reduce a quadruplet pregnancy to a twin pregnancy.

Do you think this causes no ethical problem, some ethical problems, or serious ethical problems?

1  No ethical problem
2  Some ethical problems
3  Serious ethical problems
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED
Q63a [Self Esteem 1]
Now, back to yourself. Please indicate whether you strongly agree, agree, disagree, or strongly disagree with the following statements.

I feel that I do not have much to be proud of.

1  Strongly agree  
2  Agree  
3  Disagree  
4  Strongly disagree  
8  DON'T KNOW  
9  REFUSED

Before Q63a is asked, if (V19 = 1) skip to Q63b

After Q63a is asked, if (V19 = 2) skip to Q63c

Q63b [Self Esteem 2]
I am a person of worth at least equal to others.

1  Strongly agree  
2  Agree  
3  Disagree  
4  Strongly disagree  
8  DON'T KNOW  
9  REFUSED

IF (V19 = 1) SHOW "Now, back to yourself. Please indicate whether you strongly agree,"  
IF (V19 = 1) SHOW "agree, disagree, or strongly disagree with the following statements."

After Q63b is asked, if (V19 = 3) skip to Q64

Q63c [Self Esteem 3]
All in all, I am inclined to feel that I am a failure.

1  Strongly agree  
2  Agree  
3  Disagree  
4  Strongly disagree  
8  DON'T KNOW  
9  REFUSED
Q64
How many years of schooling have you completed?

0 No schooling
1 1st grade
2 2nd grade
3 3rd grade
4 4th grade
5 5th grade
6 6th grade
7 7th grade
8 8th grade
9 9th grade
10 10th grade
11 11th grade
12 12th grade
13 college fresh
14 college soph
15 college jun
16 college sen
17 1st yr grad school
18 2nd yr grad school
19 3rd yr grad school
20 4th yr grad school
21 5th yr grad school
22 6th yr grad school
77 GED/GED equivalent
88 = DON'T KNOW
99 = REFUSED

ELEMEN. ONLY = 8
HIGH SCHOOL DEGREE = 12
ASSOCIATES DEGREE = 14
BACHELORS DEGREE = 16
MASTERS DEGREE = 18
DOCTORATE DEGREE (PH.D) = 22

After Q64 is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
if (answer > 11) & if (union = 1) skip to Q65
if (answer > 11) & if (union = 0) skip to Q72

Q64a
Do you have a high school diploma or GED Certificate?

1 YES
5 NO
8 DON’T KNOW
9 REFUSED

After Q64a is asked, if (union = 0) skip to Q72

**Q65**
How many years of schooling has your [spouse/partner] completed?

0 No schooling
1 1st grade
2 2nd grade
3 3rd grade
4 4th grade
5 5th grade
6 6th grade
7 7th grade
8 8th grade
9 9th grade
10 10th grade
11 11th grade
12 12th grade
13 college fresh
14 college soph
15 college jun
16 college sen
17 1st yr grad school
18 2nd yr grad school
19 3rd yr grad school
20 4th yr grad school
21 5th yr grad school
22 6th yr grad school
77 GED/GED equivalent
88 = DON’T KNOW
99 = REFUSED

ELEMEN. ONLY = 8
HIGH SCHOOL DEGREE = 12
ASSOCIATES DEGREE = 14
BACHELORS DEGREE = 16
MASTERS DEGREE = 18
DOCTORATE DEGREE (PH.D) = 22

After Q65 is asked, if (answer > 11) skip to Q67
**Q65a**
Does he have a high school diploma or GED Certificate?

1 YES
5 NO
8 DON’T KNOW
9 REFUSED

if (lesbian = 1) show "she have a high school diploma or GED Certificate?"

**Q67 [Relationship 1]**
Taking all things together, how would you describe your relationship? Would you say that it is very happy, pretty happy, or not too happy?

1 Very happy
2 Pretty happy
3 Not too happy
8 DON’T KNOW
9 REFUSED

if (lesbian = 1) show "relationship? Would you say that it is very happy,"
if (SCR1 = 1) show "marriage? Would you say that it is very happy,"
if (SCR1 = 7) show "relationship? Would you say that it is very happy,"
if (SCR1a = 1) show "relationship? Would you say that it is very happy,"

**Q67a [Relationship 2]**
Overall, how satisfied are you with your sexual relationship? Would you say very satisfied, pretty satisfied, or not too satisfied?

1 Very Satisfied
2 Pretty Satisfied
3 Not Too Satisfied
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

**Q69 [Relationship 3]**
Many relationships go through some ups and downs from time to time. Even people who get along well with their partner sometimes wonder whether their relationship is working out.
Have you ever thought your relationship might be in trouble?

1 YES
5 NO
8 DON’T KNOW
9 REFUSED

if (SCR1 = 1) show "marriages go through some ups and downs"
if (SCR1 = 1) show "marriages might"

After Q69 is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
if (answer > 1) skip to Q72
if (subfec = 0) skip to Q69b

Q69a [Relationship 4]
Was this connected in any way with your efforts to get pregnant?

1 YES
5 NO
8 DON’T KNOW
9 REFUSED

Q69b [Relationship 5]
Do you feel this way now?

1 YES
5 NO
8 DON’T KNOW
9 REFUSED

Q70 [Relationship 6]
Have you and your partner discussed the possibility of ending your relationship any time in the last three years?

1 YES
5 NO
8 DON’T KNOW
9 REFUSED

if (SCR1 = 1) show "spouse discussed the possibility of ending"
if (SCR1 = 1) show "your marriage any time in the last three years?"
Q72
Now I have some questions about your health. In general, would you say your own health is excellent, good, fair, or poor?

1  Excellent
2  Good
3  Fair
4  Poor
8 DON’T KNOW
9 REFUSED

Q73
In the last year, have you seen a physician either for routine checkup or because of a health condition?

1 YES
5 NO
8 DON’T KNOW
9 REFUSED

Q74
Do you have a regular doctor, that is a specific doctor whom you consult for most of your health care needs?

1 YES
5 NO
8 DON’T KNOW
9 REFUSED

Q74a
Is this an ob/gyn or some other sort of doctor?

1 Ob/gyn
2 Family Practice
3 Internist
4 Other - specify
8 DON’T KNOW
9 REFUSED

Q74a1
Do you see an obstetrician-gynecologist for any female related health care?

1 YES  5 NO  8 DON’T KNOW  9 REFUSED

After Q74a1 is asked, if ((answer != 1) & (Q74 != 1)) skip to Q76

**Q74b**

Overall, does your doctor seem to really care how you're doing? Would you say cares a lot, cares a little, or doesn't care very much?

1 Cares a lot  2 Cares a little  3 Doesn't care very much  8 DON'T KNOW  9 REFUSED

**Q76**

Do you have any chronic health problems?

1 Yes  5 No  8 DON'T KNOW  9 REFUSED

After Q76 is asked, if (answer > 1) skip to Q79

**Q76a**

*Note: This variable changed in the dataset to 15 dummy variables named ‘q76a_1’ to ‘q76a_15.’

What are your chronic health problems?

PROBE: IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE?

<01> DIABETES  
<02> EMPHYSEMA/LUNGS/ASTHMA  
<03> HYPERTENSION  
<04> ARTHRITIS/BURSITIS/JOINTS
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<05> HEART TROUBLE
<06> CANCER
<07> KIDNEY/LIVER/BOWEL PROBLEMS
<08> MS/MD/PARKINSON'S
<09> BLIND/EYESIGHT
<10> PARALYSIS/LOWER-LIMB IMPAIRMENT
<11> OTHER - specify
<12> DON'T KNOW
<13> REFUSED
<14> BACK PROBLEMS
<15> HEADACHES/MIGRAINES

Q79 [Religiosity 1]
How often do you attend religious services?

(USE CATEGORIES AS PROBES, IF NECESSARY)

1 Never
2 Less than once a year
3 About once or twice a year
4 About once a month
5 Nearly every week
7 Every week
8 Several times a week
88 DON'T KNOW
99 REFUSED

Before Q79 is asked, if (V20 = 1) skip to Q80

After Q79 is asked, if (V20 = 2) skip to Q81

Q80 [Religiosity 2]
About how often do you pray?

Would you say several times a day, once a day, several times a week, once a week, less than once a week, or never?

1 Several times a day
2 Once a day
3 Several times a week
4 Once a week
5 Less than once a week
6. Never
8. DON"T KNOW
9. REFUSED

Q81 [Religiosity 3]
How close do you feel to God most of the time?

Would you say extremely close, somewhat close, not very close, or not close at all?

1. Extremely close
2. Somewhat close
3. Not very close
4. Not close at all
5. DON'T BELIEVE IN GOD
8. DON'T KNOW
9. REFUSED

After Q81 is asked, if (V20 = 3) skip to Q84

Q82 [Religiosity 4]
In general, how much would you say your religious beliefs influence your daily life?

Would you say....

1. Very Much
2. Quite a bit
3. Some
4. A little
5. None
8. DON'T KNOW
9. REFUSED

Q84
What is your religious preference? Is it Protestant, Catholic, Jewish, Islamic, or some other religion, or no religion?

1. Protestant
2. Catholic
3. Jewish
4. Islamic
5. Something else - SPECIFY
6 No religion
7 Other Christian - SPECIFY
88 DON'T KNOW
99 REFUSED

Q85
Was your total family income in 2004 $40,000 or more, or less than $40,000?

1 Less than $40,000
5 More than $40,000
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

After Q85 is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
if (answer = 1) skip to Q85b
if (answer > 5) & if (union = 1) skip to Q86
if (answer > 5) & if (union = 0) skip to Q87a

Q85a
I am going to mention a number of income categories. When I mention the category which describes your total family income in 2004, please stop me.

8 $40,000 - $49,999
9 $50,000 - $59,999
10 $60,000 - $74,999
11 $75,000 - $100,000
12 $100,000 OR MORE
88 DON'T KNOW
99 REFUSED

After Q85a is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
if (answer > 0) & if (union = 1) skip to Q86
if (answer > 0) & if (union = 0) skip to Q87a

Q85b
I am going to mention a number of income categories. When I mention the category which describes your total family income in 2004, please stop me.

1 Under $5,000
2 $ 5,000 - $ 9,999
After Q85b is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
if (union = 0) skip to Q87a
if (Q85 = 1) skip to Q86b

Q86
Was your personal earned income in 2004 $40,000 or more, or less than $40,000?

INTERVIEWER: F1 IF R SAY SHE JUST ANSWERED THIS QUESTION.

1 Less than $40,000
5 More than $40,000
8 DON’T KNOW
9 REFUSED

After Q86 is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
if (answer = 1) skip to Q86b
if (answer > 5) skip to Q87a

Help Screen
There are two differences between this question and the previous one. This question asks about personal as opposed to family income and it specifies EARNED income - that is, wages - as opposed to income from child support, investments, income transfer programs, or others.

Q86a
Please stop me when I read the category that best describes your personal earned income in 2004.

0 NO INCOME
8 $40,000 - $49,999
9 $50,000 - $59,999
10 $60,000 - $74,999
11 $75,000 - $100,000
12 $100,000 OR MORE
88 DON’T KNOW
99 REFUSED

After Q86a is asked, if (answer > 0) skip to Q87

**Q86b**
Please stop me when I read the category that best describes your personal earned income in 2004.

0 NO INCOME
1 $1 - $5,000
2 $5,000 - $9,999
3 $10,000 - $14,999
4 $15,000 - $19,999
5 $20,000 - $24,999
6 $25,000 - $29,999
7 $30,000 - $39,999
88 DON’T KNOW
99 REFUSED

**Q87a [Economic Hardship 1]**
During the last 12 months, how often did it happen that you had trouble paying the bills?

Would you say...

1 Never
2 Not very often
3 Fairly often
4 Very often
8 DON’T KNOW
9 REFUSED

Before Q87a is asked, if (V21 = 1) skip to Q87b

After Q87a is asked, if (V21 = 2) skip to Q87c

**Q87b [Economic Hardship 2]**
During the last 12 months, how often did it happen that you did not have enough money to buy food, clothes, or other things your household needed?

Would you say...
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1  Never
2  Not very often
3  Fairly often
4  Very often
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

After Q87b is asked, if (V21 = 3) skip to Q88

**Q87c [Economic Hardship 3]**

During the last 12 months, how often did it happen that you did not have enough money to pay for medical care?

Would you say...

1  Never
2  Not very often
3  Fairly often
4  Very often
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

**Q88**

Have you ever received public assistance income, including welfare or food stamps?

1  Yes
5  No
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED

After Q88 is asked, if (answer > 1) skip to Q89

**Q88a**

Was this in the last 3 years?

1  Yes
5  No
8  DON'T KNOW
9  REFUSED
Q89
Are you covered by private health insurance, by public health insurance such as Medicaid, some other kind of health care plan or by no health insurance?

1  PRIVATE HEALTH INSURANCE  
5  SOME PUBLIC PROGRAM SUCH AS MEDICAID  
6  NONE  
7  OTHER  
8  DON'T KNOW  
9  REFUSED  

After Q89 is asked, skips listed in order of importance:  
if ((lespart = 0) & (answer = 6)) skip to zipcode  
if ((lespart = 1) & (answer = 6)) skip to close

Q89b
Has there been a time in the last three years when you did not have health insurance?

1  Yes  
5  No  
8  DON'T KNOW  
9  REFUSED  

After Q89b is asked, if (lespart = 1) skip to close

zipcode
Could you tell me your zip code?

[Enter zip code]

99999 REFUSED

After zipcode is asked, if (answer = 99999) skip to track1

zipck
Let me read that zip code back to you to be sure I have it correct.

[Zip code]

IF THE ZIP IS CORRECT, PRESS 1
IF IT IS INCORRECT, PRESS 2

show zipcode

After zipck is asked, if (answer = 1) skip to track1

zipcode2
I'm sorry, could you tell me your zip code again?

[Enter zipcode]

99999 REFUSED

After zipcode2 is asked, if (answer = 99999) skip to track1

zipck2
Let me read that zip code back to you one more time
to be sure I have it correct.

[Zip code]

IF THE ZIP IS CORRECT, PRESS 1

IF IT IS INCORRECT, PRESS 2

show zipcode2

After zipck2 is asked, IF (ANSWER = 1) SKIP TO track1

zippck3
Sorry, could you tell me your zip code one last time?

[ZIP CODE]

99999 REFUSED

TRACK1
This interview is part of a long-range study of the relationship between having children and well-being. I want to emphasize that your answers are completely confidential and your name will not be used, nor will any information be released that will permit people to identify you. In the event that we would need to contact you
again in the future, we would like to verify your name and address.

if (biopar = 1)
if ((Q10 != 1) & (Q10 != 2))
  if (bmb = 0)
    if (totrack != 1)
      skip to close

if (biopar = 1)
if ((Q10 != 1) & (Q10 != 2))
  if (bmb = 1)
    if (totrack != 1)
      skip to close

IF (letter = 0) SKIP TO TRACK1b

skip to TRACK2

TRACK1b
This interview is part of a long-range study of the relationship between having children and well-being. I want to emphasize that your answers are completely confidential and your name will not be used, nor will any information be released that will permit people to identify you. In the event that we would need to contact you again in the future, I would like to get your full name and mailing address in case we want to get in touch with you later about the study. We will also send you a description of the study in which you are taking part and some preliminary results. This contact information will only be used for study purpose, and it will be kept entirely separate from the interview itself.

PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE

SKIP TO LAST

TRACK2
READ NAME AND ADDRESS TO VERIFY IF THEY ARE CORRECT

1 Name and Address are correct
5 Name and Address are INCORRECT
6 NAME ONLY is INCORRECT OR MISSING LAST NAME
7 ADDRESS ONLY is INCORRECT
9 REFUSED

SHOW First 8
show LastR
show AddressR
show cityr
Show StateR
Show ZipR

After TRACK2 is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
if (answer = 1) skip to HPHONE
if (answer = 9) skip to HPHONE
IF (ANSWER = 7) SKIP TO ADDRESS

fstname
What is your first name?

ASK THE PARTICIPANT TO SPELL THEIR NAME OR READ IT TO THEM TO CONFIRM THE SPELLING.

LAST
What is your last name?

ASK THE PARTICIPANT TO SPELL THEIR NAME OR READ IT TO THEM TO CONFIRM THE SPELLING.

After LAST is asked, IF (TRACK2 = 6) SKIP TO hPHONE

ADDRESS
What is your mailing address?

INTERVIEWER: PRESS ENTER AFTER EACH PART OF ADDRESS

ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
ZIP
REFUSED 99999

PLEASE DOUBLE CHECK TO MAKE SURE YOU HAVE CORRECTLY ABBREVIATED THE TWO DIGIT STATE POSTAL CODE!

PLEASE REFER TO YOUR ABBREVIATION HANDOUT IF NECESSARY!

CITY
SHOW ADDRESS

STATE
SHOW ADDRESS
SHOW CITY

ZIPCOD
SHOW ADDRESS
SHOW CITY
SHOW STATE

**HPHONE**
And just for confirmation, your home telephone number is

1  Yes
5  No
9  REFUSED

show areanum

SHOW PHONE

After HPHONE is asked, IF (ANSWER != 5) SKIP TO WPHONE

**AREA**
May I please have your correct telephone number?

ENTER NUMBER   -   -

REFUSED 999 999 9999

PREFIX
show area

NUMBER
show area
show prefix

**WPHONE**
Are there any other phone numbers we could reach you at if we need to get in contact with you with instructions or questions? This might be a cell phone number, a work phone number, or the number of a close friend or relative.

1  YES
5  NO, HOME PHONE NUMBER ONLY

After **WPHONE** is asked, if (answer = 5) skip to **EMAIL**

**ALTAREA**
May I please have this telephone number?

ENTER NUMBER  -  -

REFUSED 999 999 9999

ALTPRFX
SHOW ALTAREA

ALTNUM
SHOW ALTAREA
SHOW ALTPRFX

**EMAIL**
Do you have an email address that we could use to contact you?

ASK THE PARTICIPANT TO SPELL THEIR ADDRESS OR READ IT TO THEM TO CONFIRM THE SPELLING. THEY WILL ONLY BE CONTACTED BY EMAIL IF WE ARE NOT ABLE TO REACH THEM BY MAIL OR BY THEIR TELEPHONE NUMBER.

**REFNAME**
People move unexpectedly or can be difficult to contact. Could you give us the name of someone who could help us get in touch with you in case we are not able to reach you with the address and telephone number you just gave me? For example, a parent, sibling, or very close friend?
Let's start with their name.

IF YOU ABSOLUTELY CAN NOT GET THE NAME OF A REFERENCE, PRESS ENTER TWICE TO CONTINUE.

**REFAREA**
And what is their telephone number?

ENTER NUMBER - -

REFUSED 999 999 9999

REFPRFX
SHOW REFAREA

REFPHNE
SHOW REFAREA
SHOW REFPRFX

**REFRELA**
Finally, what is their relationship to you?

0 NO REFERENCE GIVEN
1 Parent
2 Spouse/Significant other
3 Other family member
4 Friend
5 Other - specify
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

**ELSE**
Is there anyone else?

1 YES
5 NO

After ELSE is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
if ((union = 1) & (answer = 5)) skip to MPart
if (answer = 5) skip to close
**REFNAME2**
Could I have their name please?

*IF YOU ABSOLUTELY CAN NOT GET THE NAME OF A REFERENCE, PRESS ENTER TWICE TO CONTINUE.*

**REFAREA2**
And what is their telephone number?

ENTER NUMBER - - -

REFUSED 999 999 9999

**REFPRFX2**
SHOW REFAREA2

**REFPHNE2**
SHOW REFAREA2
SHOW REFPRFX2

**REFRELA2**
Finally, what is their relationship to you?

0 NO REFERENCE GIVEN
1 Parent
2 Spouse/Significant other
3 Other family member
4 Friend
5 Other - specify
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

**ELSE2**
Is there anyone else?

1 YES
5 NO

After ELSE2 is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
if ((union = 1) & (answer = 5)) skip to MPart
if (answer = 5) skip to close
REFNAME3
Could I have their name please?

IF YOU ABSOLUTELY CAN NOT GET THE NAME OF A REFERENCE,
PRESS ENTER TWICE TO CONTINUE.

REFAREA3
And what is their telephone number?

ENTER NUMBER - -

REFUSED 999 999 9999

REFPRFX3
SHOW REFAREA3

REFPHNE3
SHOW REFAREA3
SHOW REFPRFX3

REFRELA3
Finally, what is their relationship to you?

0 NO REFERENCE GIVEN
1 Parent
2 Spouse/Significant other
3 Other family member
4 Friend
5 Other - specify
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

ELSE3
Is there anyone else?

1 YES
5 NO

After ELSE3 is asked, skips listed in order of importance:
if ((union = 1) & (answer = 5)) skip to MPart
if (answer = 5) skip to close
REFNAME4
Could I have their name please?

IF YOU ABSOLUTELY CAN NOT GET THE NAME OF A REFERENCE,
PRESS ENTER TWICE TO CONTINUE.

REFAREA4
And what is their telephone number?

ENTER NUMBER - -

REFUSED 999 999 9999

REFPRFX4
SHOW REFAREA4

REFPHNE4
SHOW REFAREA4
SHOW REFPRFX4

REFRELA4
Finally, what is their relationship to you?

0 NO REFERENCE GIVEN
1 Parent
2 Spouse/Significant other
3 Other family member
4 Friend
5 Other - specify
8 DON'T KNOW
9 REFUSED

MPart
In this study we are also asking the husbands/partners of
the women who completed the survey to help us by agreeing
to respond to a shorter set of questions similar to those
we asked you. Be assured again that the answers you provided
to us are completely confidential and will not be revealed
to your husband/partner. The answers he provides to us will
be equally confidential. We will be calling your household
back in the next few weeks to ask to him for his participation.
INTERVIEWER RECORD PARTNER NAME AND ID ON PARTNER CALL LOG.

IF R REFUSES FOR PARTNER ASK:
Do you mind if we call anyway?

1 NO OBJECTION TO CALL BACK
5 R OBJECTS TO CALLING PARTNER

if (biopar = 1)
if ((Q10 != 1) & (Q10 != 2))
  if (bmb = 0)
    skip to close

SHOW Q5
show idpart
IF (lesbian = 1) skip to lpart

KEY 1,5
IF (ANSWER = 1) skip to close
IF (ANSWER = 5) SKIP TO REFPART

lpart
In this study we are also asking the partners of the women who completed the survey to help us by agreeing to respond to a set of questions similar to those we asked you. Be assured again that the answers you provided to us are completely confidential and will not be revealed to your partner. The answers she provides to us will be equally confidential. We will be calling your household back in the next few weeks to ask to her for her participation.

INTERVIEWER RECORDED PARTNER NAME AND ID ON PARTNER CALL LOG.

IF R REFUSES FOR PARTNER ASK:
Do you mind if we call anyway?
1 NO OBJECTION TO CALL BACK
5 R OBJECTS TO CALLING PARTNER

SHOW Q5
Wave 1 Main Interview Schedule

show idpart
IF (lesbian = 0) skip to close
KEY 1, 5
IF (ANSWER = 1) SKIP TO CLOSE

REFPART
Is there a particular reason why you do not want us to contact your partner?

INTERVIEWER: RECORD WHY R REFUSES PARTNER INTERVIEW.

CLOSE
That concludes our survey. I'd like to thank you for taking the time to help us with this important study.

Is there anything else you want to tell us about childbearing or childbearing decisions?

Would you like an 800 number to call if you have any questions about the study?

IF YES:  BUREAU OF SOCIOLOGICAL RESEARCH   1-800-480-4549
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA - LINCOLN

iid
Enter your interviewer ID:

summary
PLEASE WRITE A BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INTERVIEW.

NOTES
Any PROBLEMS for supervisor or for coders before you finish with this case?
<1> Yes [specify]
<2> No

nonqual3
Sorry, this study is only interested in women between the ages 25 and 45. Thanks for your time.
nonqal4
Sorry, but we are randomly screening out a percentage of participants. Thank you for your time.

nonqal5
Sorry, but this study is only interested in partners of a union. Thanks for your time.

REFUSE
Thanks for your time.

TOPART
Hello, this is ____________, and I am calling from the research center at Pennsylvania State University regarding an important study called the Family Choices Study. We are interviewing people about their choices regarding whether to have children and how these choices affect their well-being. Recently, we interviewed your wife/partner and would also like your help.

We would also like to interview you. However, we've made a mistake and need to correct our records so that you receive the correct interview. May we call you back to conduct the interview?

INTERVIEWER: RECORD THE RECORD # AND NOTE THE CALL BACK TIME AND DATE
NOTIFY SUPERVISOR THAT R IS MALE AND NEEDS THE PARTNER INTERVIEW.

PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE
if (lpintro1 = 1) show "As I mentioned, I am calling from the research"

wrngnum
Thank you very much, but I seem to have dialed the wrong number. It's possible that your number may be called at a later time.

PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE
nonqal
NOTIFY A SUPERVISOR IF YOU SEE THIS SCREEN
KEY